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: r SUMMARY
_,c i
The Sensing and Data Acquisition Working Group #ollowed the basic guide- i
lines proposed by the OAST for identifying the mission and opportunity driven
technology requirements and candidate space experiments. The major thrusts
%
set out by the group were as follows: (i) provide a lO-fold increase in :
mission output through improved sensing accuracy, resolution, and spectral
range by 1985, (2) reduce information system cost by I to 2 orders of mag- ; _
i; nitude through extensive integration of sensor and on-board processing _
_ technology by 1985, and (3) provide the capability for near real time, low
_ cost, global surveys through multipurpose, all weather active/passive micro- -)
wave systems by 1990. The relevance of these thrusts was demonstrated b_ _
" identifying various payload experiments and through several examples of ,_
payload/major thrusts relationships. The payloads were the primary product
# of the workshop and were responsive to "user" inputs as well as possible
national space themes contained in the recently completed NASA study, Out-
,_' look for Space. It is suggested that the workshop results should be considered
as the beginning of a process to relate advanced taohnology to potential
Y
shuttle pay loads.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the final report of the Sensing and Data Acquisition Working
Group assembled under the auspices of the OAST Space Technology Workshop.
The Sensing and Data Acquisition Working Group (5DAWG) met at Madison
College, Harrisonburg, Virginia, August 4-15, 1975.
_ " The objective of the Workshop, as understood by the SDAWG, can be
characterized as: (i) identification and selection of advanced technology
requirements associated with sensing and data acquisition systems, (2)
identification of advanced sensing system payloads which would benefit from
the use of shuttle in demonstrating technology readiness, and (3) review
and updating of a sensing and data acquisition technology development "road
map". The approach taken by the SDAWG was to review and consolidate inputs,
select key technology requirements, define space technology payloads, and
review and update road map. Inputs were obtained from a number of sources
such as Advanced Technology Requirements (all NASA centers), Inventory of
Sensors (JPL), Outlook for Space Report, User Requirements (NASA HDQRS),
Mission Models, and Shuttle Systems Information.
The complete report is divided into two parts. The first part (Report
I) covers the synthesis of payloads and associated advanced technology
requirements. The advanced technology requirements of interest to users, but
not associated with the specific payloads, are discussed in Report II. Each
report starts with introductory comments and ends with concluding remarks.
]MPRODUCIBII,ITYOF Tli
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A-I - Introduction
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i INDEX (cont'd.)
; !I
i E-4 - Earth Viewing IR Component Evaluation :
(
_....I SECTION F: ASTRONOMY/PLANETARY PAYLEADS
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i:;": I F-I - Extreme Ultraviolet Astronomy
F-2 - Infrared Astronomy/Column Density Monitor
F-3 - Infrared Astronomy/Advanced Technology Radiometer
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_. SECTION A: GENERAL
> _ A-I INTRODUCTION
This paxt (Report I) of the iotal report covers the synthesis of payloads
" I and associated advanced technology requirements defined by the Se_sinu ond Data _
Acquisition Working group of the OAST Space Technology Workshop. 'r_e payi _
J
? l L
: i are the primary product of the workshop and are responsive to "user" inputs _
(meaning the NASA program offices as users of OA5f technology), as weii r,s i
_ possible national space themes contained in the recently completed NASA study,
. Outlook for Space. The advanced technology requirements of interest to the }
) { users, but not associated with the specific payloads defined in Report I, are _
i discussed in Report II of the working group total report.
In defining payloads _ithin the context o_ "user" inputs and the Outlook ,_
for Space themes, it became apparent thst multiple concepts of payloads were
needed. Some members of the _orking group saw payloads as a component level
evaluation. Others saw payloads as a system level requirement, allowing the ?
verious components to interact. Still others saw peyloads as an advanced
system, functionally interacting _ith the real environment and performing ?.
,?
2
useful measurements. The working group endorsed ell three concepts of payloads .
and, in doing so, recognized th@t NASA payloads were being defined, requiring i
a close partnership between 0AST end the "user" program offices.
During the course of the workshop, all working groups were asked to define
"mejo_ thrusts" which best described the significant goals the discipline should
be driven towards. The major thrusts for the Sensing and Data Acquisition
discipline are stated in section A-3 and evaluated in the Conclusions, Section G.
i .'_ The working group output is by no means an exh_,,stive treatment of the _
'i' also possible. H_wever, the payloads selected are considered _r represent an
effective blend of a_ _nced technology thruste_ mcst having multi-user ia,pect.
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C_
A-,: SENSING AND DATA ACQUISITION MAJOR THRUSTS
i. Provide a I0 fold increase in mission output through improved sensing
accuracy, re_olution and spectral range by 1985.
2. Reduce information system cost by I to 2 order_ of maonitude through
t
• extensive integration of sensor and onboard processin 9 technology by 1985.
" 3. Provide the capability fo_ nea_ _eal time, low cost, global surveys :
• _hrough multipurpose, all weathe_ sctive/passive microwave systems b_ 1990. i
?,
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A-4 USER REQUIRE_Z_ - PAYLOAD CORRELATION
Index of Usor Reouirements: Sensing and Data Acquisitinn
Payload Index
Use.__z Requirement Number
Office i. Lasers, high power, space qualified, B-3
5-I0 year lifetime
of
2. Sensor platforms, grr.nd-based, for ---
Appli- position location i
ca- 3. Accelerometers, space qualified, ---
increased accuracy, gravity
| tions
4. Microwave measurement technology D-l, D-2, D-3,
requirement E-2
5. Air temperature sensor _ 9-4, D-l, D-3
6. Ocean surface evaporation rate B-4, D-l, D-3
monitor -_
7. Ocean current at-depth measuring ---
device
8. Sub-ocean topography serlsoz ---
9. Earth gravity field measuring device ---
10. Continental location device (inter ....
ferometry}
II. Microwave sensors calibration E-2
12. Soil moisture profile measurement D-I
devic_
13. CCD imager-multi-spectral Earth C-1
observation
|
14. COD data processor for Radar D-2
15. Tornado detector-microwave D-2 t '
16. Reipfell, pzecipitetion microwave D-3 _'
measurement _ _'
17. propertiesTransmissi°n/Abs°rpti°nmonitorAtmospheric B-3, E-2 i._,i
?
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Payload Index
Use___ Requirement Number
18. Lasers/lidars-near ground pollution B-3
o 19. Atmospheric contaminants monitor B-I, B-2, B-3
20. Spectrometer/Interferometer-Atmos- B-3
pheric pollution
21. Water pollution Lidar System C-1
22. Cryo coolers B-3, C-I
23. Low-cost optical elements ---
24. Detectors with response matched to B-3
molecular lines
25. Atmospheric/Earth probes B-l, B-3, C-l,
D-2, D-3
! l
J
i/
i
L
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Index of User Requirements: Sensing and Data Acquisition
Payload Index
'_- Use..___r Requirement Number
Office £. 25-29th magnuitude star observer ---¢
of 2. U. V. sensors for astronomy C-l, F-1
5pace 3. 1o0" x-ray imager ---
; = Sciences 4. mass position, seperation detector --- J
5. solar flux detector B-4
3: 6. mm. and submm° microwave detectors D-1
*
7. Io R. sensors B-5, C-l, F-3, _
--- B-l, B-3
8. I. R. heterodyne Spectrometer B-l, B-3
_r 9. Laser ranger, sounder, detectors B-I, B-3
. 10. cryogenic coolers B-3, C-l, F-3
11. Asteroid sampler, analyser, in-situ ---
, 12. Comet gas, dust, collector ----
' 13. Mars surface sampler ---
14. Venus camera ---
% .
15. Chemical analyzer, _ ---
_, 16. Age detector, in-situ ---
17. Launch vehicle system/component commonality ---
/
_: 18. Geochemical analyzer, in-situ ---
_t 19. Seismic, heat flow, chemical sensors/lunar ---
_ 20. X-ray, x-ray spectrometer ---
21. radar altimeter, lunar ---
22. Laser altimeter ---
23. Laser ranger, earth to moon ---
4_
":+-, _ 10 ++_+
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- Index of User Requirements: 5ensing and Data Acquisition
Pa_load Index i
! ' .j
Use_._z Requirement Number :
_ Office i. 5as analyzer-cabin .... ]
? i i1_
of 2. Laser radar-docking ---
"I Manned 3. Meteroid impact detector ---
Space 4. Atmospheric leak detector ---
Flight 5. Rapid _urn-around reuasable vehicle monitor ---
4_
11 _c _
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SECTION B: ATMOSPHERIC SENSING PAYLbAD5
B-I STRATOSPHERIC TRACE GAS EFFECTS
Application
This payload expeziment addresses problems that fall under the Outlook
for Space theme Prediction and Protection of the Environment which deals with
Stratospheric Chanqes and Effects. The payload will consist of advanced
technology remote sensing systems employing limb scanning infrared radiometers, i
gas correlation filters and high resolution spectrometers. These systems will
_ be designed to detect and measure the vertical distribution of trace gas
constituents and vertical temperature profiles in the stratosphere. The trace
_ gases of primary importance in this region of the atmosphere are ozone, C02,
and those gases which interact with them, e. g., oxides of nitrogen (NOx), water
vapor, and halogen compounds (CC14, CH3CI , etc.) Next in importance is a group
of pollutants such as 502, NH3, CH4, and HNO3. Global measurements of these
trace gases and vertical temperature profiles are needed to develop a fuller
understanding of the effects of man and nature on (i) the dynamic_ of
stratospheric ozone layer which shields us from harmful ultraviolet radiation
and (2) the heat balance of the earth's atmosphere and its influence on world
climate. Data from this and subsequent experiments will provide the essential
input data needed to develop theoretical models of the atmosphere which will I
achieve this understanding. In addition, this experiment willprovide space
, flig,lt demonstration of these advanced technology sensing systems.
_' Pa_load D_@cription
This payload will consist of a group of advanced technology remote
sensing instruments. Each instrument will be tailored to maximize its
se_Jitivity to a single gas or particular group of trace gases. The most
attractive instrument concepts considered for this payload fall into two
I I
1977006968-018
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classes of limb measurements. The first of these involved limb scanning
instruments which ma,!employ either gas or spectral filters to select and
measure the thermal radiance of trace gas emission bands in the infrared.
Once these thermal radiance data are obtained a sophisticated theoretical
model is used to mathematically invert the data to obtain trace gas concen-
tration and temperature profiles in the stratosphere. Instruments of this
type have been tested on balloon flights and are now under development to
measure 03, H20 , NO2, HNO 3 concentrations and temperature profiles in the
stratosphere. The second class of instruments involves a solar limb atten-
uation measurement which uses either gas or spectral filters to select and
measure the infrared or ultraviolet absorption bands of trace gas species of
interest. A gas-filter correlation instrument of this latter class is being
analyzed for HCf and CH4 measurements with a possible extension to "freons"
and HF.
Techno_gq_ Requirements
! The technology requirements for this payload include development of
!
infrared detectors, non-radiative type coolers (<lO0°K), high spectral and
selectivity elements, gas filters, systems analyses and atmospheric modeling
and ground truth sensing techniques.
• As@o_i_te Q Mis@ion ,Model
i This payload supports the Outlook for Soace system #2022 Stratospheric
-_ Monitoring System Development.
An improved limb viewing IR radiometer should be ready for a 1981 launch.
This advanced technology demonstration flight would be in direct support of t_
_ Outlook fg_S_ace system #2022, "Stratospheric Monitoring S_s_em-Development',
_ scheduled for launch in 1985.
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Improved Limb PAGE 10F3.__
Viewing IR Radiometer
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Remote Sensing of Stratospheric Gases
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Higher Radiometric Sensitivit_ and "_
Longer Mission Lifetime Stability <
Less Complex Scanning Mechanism !
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: Radiometric Sensitivity 70% required;
Radiometric Stability and Inflight Calibration Accuracy half of desired; #
i- Lifetime 30-50% of that desired (2 yrs. desired_ AS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRIPTION O1'"TECHNOLOGY This application requires a radiometer with
narrow IFOVs (.25 to l.Omr) capable of measuring the horizon radiance profile in ?
selected IR spectral intervals from 5 to 20 m simultaneously with noise equivalent
radiances (NENs) of 0.5 to 3.0xlO -3 w-m -2 -ster -1. The radiometer must scan the
IFOVs across the horizon and obtain data from 4 to 80 km's tangent height, as a
minimum; or may utilize detector arrays which sample the horizon profile to the re
quired vertical resolution and spacing. The radiometric sensitivity must also be "
keyed to high measurement accuracy, e.g. 0.1% precision, I% accuracy, and ground
equipment and procedures, sensor design, and inflight calibration techniques and
mechanisms require further development to achieve this accuracy for long duration
• missions. Azimuth pointing capability is required to sample the atmosphere be-
tween orbital tracks. Geographical sampling is required at 400 to 600 km inter-
vals (both latitude and longitude) whereas, typical orbital track separations are
2700 to 3200 km longitudinally. Present designs for such radiometers require fur- _ .
ther development and tests to assure achieving required performance goals. Alter- _
{ nate design concepts for these sensors also need to be explored, i.e. "staring" :
sensor using detector P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O PRE-A,_ A,_ B,F_ C/D
array_ wl_ll e±_@enza± reaoou_ Iogic, e_c., in u_d_ lu =v_lu=L= ==,,_u_ d==i_,, : •
_ RATI()NAIJ,, AND ANALYSIS:approaches for ultimate use in long term surveys.
Present systems designs for radiometers of required type are active scanners
which require detectors cooled to 65K to 8OK. More stable elevation scan system= ;i.
and improved detectivities, and long duration coolers are required. _
Testing of current systems has not been sufficient to explore the long term i
accuracy limitations of current designs. _i
?
Future monitoring needs for a given constituent, or photochemistry problem, can
best be met by a single sensor sampling globally and ove= sufficient duration
to determinu variations.
{
)
; TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL %
(
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Improved Limb Yiewinq IR PAGE 2 OF
Radiometer , , .
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(
°
/
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
f Multi-channel inflight calibration techniques which match calibration levels
to flight data ranges and having required accuracy.
Higher sensitivity detectors for the 5-20 _m spectrjl range.
Long-life detector coolers with reasonable weight and/or power requirements.
Improved spectral filtering.
Improved out-of-field energy rejection.
, li|i |i ill , i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Develop multi-constituent sensors for simultaneous measurement of related
parameters using spectroscopic, interferometric, or laser approaches for
_ measurement in solar occultation mode.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 176-I0-31 has a low level of funding to support some studies relating
to improvements of existing AAFE-LACATE sensor design (active scanning,
azimuth pointing filter radiometer).
d
_ EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVELi i i
ll. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUINEMENTS:
As discussed herein.
i : _" Improved spacecraft attitude rate measurement subsystems for correction of
data for spacecraft motion during data taking.
_ I IIIII I I__ III I I
ff
j; , •
4;'
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:, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO,
i. TECHNO1.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Imnrn,,f_a L_mh _t_R_ PAGE 3 OF 3
IR Radi.o_mete.r /
.... -- ' -- - .... ',7, 'L
'/
t2. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCttEDULE:
£
CALENDAR YEAR
.SCHEDUI'E ITEM 75i76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 :;,
TECHNOLOGY
:: A. Existino Design :
; 1. Component 5RT x x j
2. Improved Design x x _
3. EM development ¢ x :"
4 B. New Design Approaches _
"-_- 1. Anel,jsis & Tredeoffs x x =_,
2. Design x x
; 3. EM development x x _
APPLICATION . - :
•_ J_. • Preliminery Str_tos-- x x
pheric surv_y--existinc
design _;
Z. Flicht test new desigr _
3. SLrator_pheric Survey x x ,'_
' 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
....
'rEC tlNOLOGY NE ED DATE x x TOTAL
• l
1 ' !NUMBER OF LAUNCItES . _ £ 1 1 [ .... ;
' 1,I. REFERENCES: fit
; a
J
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. ¢,_Mmt_rNvolt alt_m_lu) T_;ST_;DISlt_.L_V^N_ '_-
ttNV'i]¢ONMENTIN THE;LABORATORy,
_l i ' BASIC PltKNO'MENAOik';EI_VEDAND REPORTED. 5. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAt.'TENVIP,ONMENT. ._|. TIIEORY I'X._ItMttLATEDTO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA, _, MODELTgt_I'ED iN SPACE £N%qRON.MENT,
t $. THeORy TESTED !1¥ PIIYStCALEXPERIMENT 0, N_ CAPA|iLITY DERIV'_D }'ROll A MUCII LE_gi_ '_
OR MATIIEMATICALMODEl,, OPEI_ATIONALMODEL, _4. PENTINk:NT ]"UNCTION CHARACTERISTIC DEMONST_T£D, @. I_LIABILIT¥ UI._GRADINfiOF AN OPEi_ATIONALMODEL,Oil
E.G., MATEItLAI.,CO,_'PONENT, ETC, 1O. MlqgTIME EXTENSIONOF AN,Oi'I_BATIONAI.MODI.:L. eii ii i _ _ i i IB iii illii iii __ I' _ '
.... :i4
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Stratospheric Research PAGE I OF
(Gases)
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Remote 5ensinq f_om Satellites
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased sensitivity detectors,
very hiqh resolution instrument techniques t advanced airborne detector coolln_
_' s_stemtechnologM.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Present IR detectors provide a figure of merit
(Dx) in the i09-i0 II range. Instrumentation for satellite global monitoring
_ is capable of _0.i cm-I spectral resolution. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
' ' , _ t |
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY (C°n%Id'} _-
° The sensitivity needed to study the gases of importance in future strato-
spheric research will require a one to two order of magnitude improvement
i in detecto_ D. Also, the spectral resolution capability for an operational
monitoring instrument (in the infrared) will need to be increased by about
i one order of magnitude to 0.01 cm-_. Long lifetime detector cooling systems
are required _2-3 years) with operating temperature capabilit_ in the range
30K or less. The most hopeful approach to meeting these cooling needs is
-_' the use of a closed cycle system such as the Vuilleumier (VM) cooler. A
goal should be an operating power of no more than 60 watts.
\
P/LREQUmEM NTSBASEDON:E3PREAO A,O B,O C/D
6. RATI(>NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Present systems for remote measurement of stratospheric parameters from
l satellites have been designed to measure the more obvious, less difficult
trace gases (e.g., 03, H20 , CH4, N20 , N02, NO, HN03, and C0). However,
as our knowledge of the stratosphere advances_ there will be a need to
measure some of the more subtle, but very important stratospheric gases.
r Some of these gases which a_e involved in the ozone depletion problem
l include Oh, HCL, HF, HBr, el, ClO, Cf_, CL,, (Freons) H02, Bro, CH38r ,
CC14, end CH3Cl. Others which are important from the standpoint of
_edietion balance end aerosol-gee chemi_r 3. include 502 end NH3. All of
%hess gases have concentrations in _he parts per trillion range end most
of them have not been observed in the stratosphere primarily because of
limitations on instrumental sensitivity and spectral resolution, It may
be necessary _o cool not onXy the detectocs_ but also the instrument
_$Ace in orde_ to achieve the desired senei_2vit_. Monitoring instruments
_; operational use are needed to maosu=e long-term trends in these
_etituen_s.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
17
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _"
_. ii , . , i i II | i i
' 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): 5tretq,_pheric Research PAGE 2 OF
_. ! (Gases) , tn i i f i i
'_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i/ .
None.
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
It may not be feasible in the near future to construc_ a long lifetime
cooling system which would operate at the desired temperatures and power
levels, e6pecially if optics must also be cooled.
,_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None. I
. i i i I i I s i ..
_ 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
_ Various programs are presently underway to measure stratospheric trace _
_ gases both in the limb emission and occultation modes. These include the it
_ Nimbus G 5AM5 and LIMS and the Atmospheric Explorer SAGE. In addition,
_ improved LACATE and SAMS programs ere in progress. These concepts could
:_ i be ex_ended and the efforts focused on achieving the desired technology
::., _ advances. (conttd.) "_"
_ , EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL -- :'- I lllu ,el , i ii /
_: I 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: i
C.
->
• C
_i_' I[ i III I I I I llI I II I
_" ,,
I
I
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: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
• 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF
:.., ::. , ,, ,............ , ,
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
; CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79180 81 82 83 84 85 86]87 88 89 90 91 ]
TE CHNOLOGY
_ 1. i
: 2.
: 3.
_._
4.
2-
5,
L
/ APPLICATION
1. Des_n (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
_: _ 3, Operations
4. i
. ,
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
{ ' I
I TOTAL!: TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATE
i iiim
J
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,. c.'¢,Mm,:,STon ME_mO*aDT_STLDISnELEVASV
ENVIRONMENTIN THEkAPORATORY.
.: I, BASICPH£NO.Mb'NAOBSERVI_DANDREPORTED, 4, MODEl,TESTEDINAIRCRAI"TENVIRON,M_NT,
:' |, TIIEORYI.'OItMtrLATEDTO DE.qCRIBEPIIENOM[NA. 1. MODELTESTEDIN,qPAC[ENVIRONMENT.
:- $. THEolty PEffI'EDBYPIIYSICALEXPERIMENT I. NEWCAPAIllL|TYDERIVEDFROMA .MUCIILESSER
: ORMATIIEMATICALMODEl,. OPERATIONAl,MODEL.
4. ERT:NKNTFUNCTIONnR CIIARACTEPdSTICDEMONSTRATED, J, gEIAAMLITYUPGRADINGOF ANOPERATIONALMOD_L.
;. E,G., MATEIilAL,COI_'PONENT,ETC, I0, UII_TIbIE(XTEN8IONOFAiqO/'I_RATIONAt,MODEL,
, jli llm II I
19 4
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--"- DEFINITION OF TECHNO,_,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. -
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TT_): Stratospheric Research PAGE 4 OF
(Gases) ......
,_. CURRENT STATE OF ART: (con±_,_. 1 "a,'_d.Jooling is achieved pr_._eF_: "y use of solid cryogen technology _S°K
oporat,ion, Refrigerator :--_:",'" 'J_sunder development but present approaches 1
crea,;_hc_,:'¢ypower 1.c'_ds,
IO. PLANNED PRGGRAM5 OR L'NPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: (cont'd.) ,
Also, various interfero_etsr snd spectrometer techniques have been used from
balloons and eircr_fto These approaches could be optimized for a specific
gas or set of gases in designing a monitoring instrument, In the cooler
areap various military and NASA programs are underway to advance the tech-
nology. These efforts will serve as base points in building future tech-
nology.
RODUOBIL1TY OF
PAO m pool
i iiiii, ii i iiii ii i iii
4
_ ,
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, . = ...... II I I I I II JI II Ill -. "-_ ' __ _
% 1, , i i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ..___._
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE): Inf_'a_ed _otec_o_s fo_ PAGE 1 OF 4__.
_ Ramo'l;aSeneino
,_: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 5anei_lg end De_a Ac.qu_sitlcn_ __
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Op'LCmize de-i:ec'l;iv£ty, _esponss _m •
and .opa_e+,inq te_,_pe_atu_e, __ _ ... _ .........
' - i i J =-, i H ii ill i i
i' - _ " i H
i!. _ , 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: In _e 1--14 mic_oma!e_s _an.qe,_ II-VI andIll_.__-__
.: ; ssmiconduc_o_ de_ec_ozs have de,activities above 1OlO cm-Hz_-_a_ '+_ bu_ ""
_equ!ce cooling to 80°K. (See page 4.) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
,, 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY _°
The III-V end II-VI semic_nduc¢o¢ delec_ois ace ava£_ab_e in pho¢oconduc,,¢ve _-_
• devices o_ pho¢ovo_._aic devices° F=om i-5 mic_omele_s_ bir, aiy compounds _ill
suffice. Above 5 mic2omelezs_ ihe peak =esponse as a ,unc_£on of wavelength
., can be ve_ied in a II-VI _eznazy compound (fo_ examp_e_ Hgx Cdl_ x Te and Pbx
Sn_.x Te) by changing the catins of the g_oup II constiCuenCs,
A py_oetectzic detecto_ consists of a slab of py_oe_ect_ic mate_ie_ h-,ving
_; i ¢_o opposite face a=eae coaCed _i_h conduc¢ive _eyeCe ¢o fo_m a capaci¢o_,
'_ A change in _empaza_u_s generates a s?onal cuz_en_ p_opo_ional _o the p?_o-
; elec¢¢ic coeffician¢, To optimize Che signsl_ a r_aCezial shou.'.dpossess a
_i low hea_ capaci_y_ low dielec%ric cons%an_ and _._rgep_zoelac_ric coeffi-
?_ cien_. Since _he signa_ cu_z'en_ is p._opo_,,ional "_o _he _a_e-of-change of _he
_empelalu¢e_ _his delec¢oz is moze e¢¢zac_ive _han oihe= iypes of uncoolad
"\ _he_'_a_ de_ec_o_a fo_ highez fzeque.cy applications.
_/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-._,r'] A,O B,['I C/D I _i
6. I1ATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
These devices a_a used fo_ za_o_e sensing in _ac_h zasouzces m_ssion_ !" environm nt;el po.l.lut:ton moni'l:o:_ing_ and t:he:_m¢l, mapping.
_:"
TO BE CARRIED _ LEVEL 8
i
_ i _
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
m ii
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Infrared Detectors for PAGE 2 OF _4_L
_. 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The detectivity of the II-Vl ternary compounds can be increased to the point
where it is practical to operate these devices at higher temperatures than.
80 K. The det.=ctivity of the _yroelectric can be increased to_10 I0 cm-Hg_- !
! watt-l.
I
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I. Control of homogeneity in III-V and II-VI materials restricts array con-
s_ruction.
2. Poor reproducibility of detector parameters in III-V and II-VI materials.
;' 3. Relatively low operating temperature (_80°K) in the II-VI ternary mater-
:_ ials.
4. Relatively low detectivity in pyroelectric detectors. (cont.on page 4) "
: 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
If temperatures on the order o_ 35°K can be achieved for the desired mission,
it is suggested that doped silicon detectors be employed because of their
higher detectivity in the wavelength range greater than 5 micrometers. In
: addition, the detector preamplifier can be directly incorporated with the
device.
lo,PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCFMENT:
i RTOP #506-18-21, "Electronic Devices and Components," contains elements i
bearing on this technology, such as an indium antimonide CCD sensor and
-,'- pyroelectric detector materials investigations.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 8
- , , =,,,,,,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
_ Advancement in p_eamplifier performance technology; improved mate_ial growt,
_ technology; small volume, low power cooling systems.
_ 22
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_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): InfrarEd D_Rr_n_ fn_ PAGE 3 OF
_ Remote Sensin_ .....
I Umm
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
} SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79_80 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88189190 91
TECHNOLOGY
PYROELECTRIC DETECTORS:
!. Elec. Component Des.
2. Component Developmen
3. Array or CC3 Hybrid
Fabrication
" 4. 5pace Checkout
, III-V &II-VI COMPOUND_
DETECTORS:
_, I. Materials Growth ,
2. Detector Fabrication
} 3. Analysis
4. Ground Checkout
5. Space Checkout
g
i:
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE;
4 TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
i. "Infrared Technology for Remote Sensing," Special Issue, Proceqdinqs of the
IEEE, 63, No. 1 (19751.
>
t
C
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART =. COMI'_NFNTORBI_ADllOARDTI_ST£DINRELEVANT
E_qVIItONblE_4TIN TIlE LARORATORY.
1. BASICPHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND REI_ORTED.
_:_ @, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_r ENVIRONMENT.
|. TIIEORY _X)IIMULATEDTO DESC/_IBEPIIENOMENA. T. MODEL T£$TED INSPACE ENVIRONMENT.
r $, THEORYTESTED BY PIIY$1CALEXPERIMENT 0. MEWCAPAI,ILITY DERIVED FI_OMA MUCHLE_R
', OR bLATIIEMATICALMODEL. OPERATIONALMODI_L,
c 4, PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTER|BTIC DEMONSTRATI_D, S. REMAINLITY UPf_RADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
@.O., MATEIUAL, CO_'PONENT, ETC.
1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIONAI,_MODEL,
/ 23
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENT NO. ,
i i H i, ....
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Detectors for PAGE 4 OF
RemoteSens|n9
4. CURRENTSTATEOF ART: (cont'd.)
i Over the wavelength range 1 20 micrometers, pyroelectrtc detectors have a
relatively.low detecttvtty (D*-5 x 10R"aa-Hg_ -watt "l) but requtre 11ttle
or no COOling.
8. TECHNICALPROBLEMS:(cont'd.)
5. Relatively long response ttmes tn pyroelectrtc detectors whtch
restricts thetr practical operating frequency.
6. P_n'oelectrtc detectors htghly sensitive to vibrations.
i
II I I I I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
|
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ultra-Narrow Band F_]+.A_ PAGE .!OF__
for Remote Sensing
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 5ensinq and Data Acuq_sition -.
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Desian and develop infrared b_ndpass
filters qf .._.heFabrv Perot Interference type tO advance the caoabilS_v 0,f IR
soectroradiometers for the detection and measuremen_ of lin_ strenq%hs in
i (Fzaunhofez Line Dimcrimin_tor PY.nor_m). IR f_itArs arm in the P'_._L_
i nh_._ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2_
, 5. DESCKII,TION OF TECHNOLOGY
{-
Ultra-narrow bond filter requirements for atmospheric absorption experiments:
Wavelength range: 5 _ to 20 _ (2000 c_-I to 500 cm-l_
Ful2 width, half max. range: 3 X I0- H to i X I0-_ (0.12 cm-I tp. 0.024
cm-1 )
Transmission: 0.50
Optical ray cone angle: 2°
Operating £emp: 80°K
" By tilting the filter, limited wavelength tuning can be accomplished %o scan
several spectral bi/_SjR_._I_E_E_X_D ON: r =1 PRE_A, O A,E] B,C] C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
1. Filters to be incorporated into a differentiul absorption spectzoradio-
meter to measure atmo_oheric gas composition and pollutants.
2. Global coverage of the Earth environment fzmm air-5at or Shuttle.
3. Provides greater spectral specificity and detection capability over
present broadband filters used in LRIR or proposed LACATE sensors.
TO BE CARRIED TO_ LEVEL, • m, w'm"
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DEFINI_ON OF TEChnOLOGY REQUL_EMENT NO.
,, , , • • ,,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(_ITLE): PAGE 2 OF 3
• i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: _
IR Laser tuning t_chniques may accomplish same measurements in differential
absorp lion spectrometry. [
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
IR Material selections, design for specific wavelength filters, wavel_.ngth
shifts with filter temperature change, integration of filter and detector into
compatible sensing subsystem.
L.
• ,m
;_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Useful as a blocking filter i,ilaser tuning differential absorption spectromet-
ry.
_ 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
None
_, _ EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i =, ,,_
ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
_ Requires use with large diameter collecting optics (1 meter) and cooled
_ detector filter subsystem.
}
K
: _C_ OFTHS
_" OBI(g_AL PAGE IS POOR
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE)" PAGE 3 OF 3__.
.J
i ,., . ,, ,.,
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
i --
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86187 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
1. Analyses
2. Design i
J m
3. Fabrication
4. Ground Task
5. 5pace Checkout .__
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
,, m
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
• i
A TOTALTECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
i •
14. REFERENCES:
Ultra-narrow band interference filter - AAFE Proposal Summer 1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. (._M_m_rSTon _,VBOAm_ TESTEDINm:LEVA.T
ENVIRONMENTIN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASICPHENOMENA O[_ERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRC.'IAFTENVIRONMENT.
3. TIIEORY I"OI_tULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. ?, MODELTEarED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. TllEORY TESTED BY PIIYSlCAL EXPERIMENT |, NEW CAPAI_LITY DERIVED FROMA MUCII LEaSlCR
OR MATIIEMATICALMODEL, OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTERIffrlCDEMONSTRATI_D. 9. II_LIABILIT¥ UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEl,.
E.G.. MATEIilAL. COb_,PONENT.ETC. lO. IJFETIblE EXTENSIONOF AN OI'I;RATIONAT,MODEL.
27
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DEFhNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Improved TechnoZoq.v _ PAGE 1 OF--3
___erials for Interference Filters and Anti-Reflection Co_tin_s
..... 2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Rumor@ 5snsino of Stratosoheric Gases
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Snrp. a,,_hlp., stable, interfer, enc.e .
coatin s for IR o ticel elements in the .1-20um s_ect_al range, mu_ wi_ns_ano
p_o!onqg@d op@ratioPn at Crvooenic temveramuresran_/or xn Droxxm_v w_rn
important trac_consti+uents (HCf, 502, etc.)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Multi-la,yer anti-reflection (MLAR) or filter coat-
ings exist_ b,t have not been space qualified for operation in gas filters or at
suitable cryogenic temperatures for requizedlifeHAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESC.I{II'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
Multi-layer AR and filter Coatings have been used for several years in IR
sensor systems. The system spectral response (particularly out-of-band) in
operation has often not been that predicted based on the design and
individual component measurements. The systems to-date have usually not
been adequately evaluated after prolonged expos_:e to cryogenic temperatures
or space and the long-tez_ stability under such conditions. Nor have such
coatings been used in proximity with gaseous constituents unless they were
known to be inert. Present IR coating materials must be evaluated under
realistic use conditions for stability over durations of six months to
three years.
p/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: r'! PRE-A,r =] A,O B,r'] C/V
HII IHI
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Multi-layer anti-reflectance coatings are needed in all electro-optical
eensors.
Background blocking filters are required in all narrow-band electro-
optical sensors.
Trace constituent measurements will require maximum sensitivity achievable
and therefore require coatings used at cryogenic temperatures (30K to I50K).
Trece constituent measurements will require maximum spectral discrimination
thus requiring coating of elements in proximit_ with "active" gases.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _ ,_
i, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Improved Technology and PAGE 2 OF .,3.. ._
Materials for Interference Filters and Anti-Reflection Coatinqs C
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: ,'
Operate at less than optimum sensitivity without blocking filters to ms luce
background. :!
'i Operate at less than optimum sensitivity without MLAR to increase throughput. '
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Expected chemical/thermal reactions which destroy or change characteristics .,:,
of "tuned" coatings in use. Development of new coating materials/techniques _,'
to improve performance. Spectral performance in "fast" (F/l) optical systems.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: -_,_
Operate at less than optimum sensitivity without blocking filters to reduce
background. "_,
Operate at less than optimum sensitivity without MLAR to increase throughtput. ,?
},.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _ !_.
Limited experiments with available coatings to be performed under low , '_'
priority/funding SRT activities for short term use and limited consituents.
J
¢
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _ i
,, ,, , i , • ,m ,,, , , , ,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
,?
1977006968-035
ii ....
?
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
D
:' i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):.,ImprovedT_chnoloq.v PAGE 3 OF __3
and Materials for InterferenceFilters and Anti-.ReflectionCoa_inos
., , ,,
T
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
, CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM '75 76 77 78 79!80 81 82 83:84 85 86]87 88 89 90 9'1
TECHNOLOGY
,_ I. Materials Evaluation x x
_ 2. New Ma%ezials Devel-
opment x x x
3.
-' 4.
_ 5.
APPLICATION
: I. Des_n(Ph. C) x x
_ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) x x
3. Operations x
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
. , ,,,
:. [
_ TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATE x TOTAL
!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
!
:_ 14. REFERENCES:
B-2 GLOBAL AEROSOLS AND GASES EXPERIMENT
Application
The stud_ and analysis of the effect of particulates in the atmosphere
has led to serious consideration of their long range effects on the global
radiation heat budget and the corresponding impact on _lobal circulation and
climate. The particulates are of natural origin (such as dust storms, forest
fires, volcanic eruptions, water droplets, micro-meteorites) or are man-made
pollutants (such as produced by automobile exhausts, industrial smoke, waste
.... burning, etc.). These particulates, which are injected into the atmosphere
by upwelling air currents, volcanic eruptions, and normal atmospheric chem-
istry (gas-to-particle generation) oz by the micro-meteorites trapped in the
atmosphere, have a marked effect on the amount of radiation not only reaching
the ground, but the amount of heating in the atmosphere caused by their
absorption of radiation. As man makes more and more of dn impact on his
environment due to the rapidly developir,g technology, it becomes increasingly
i imperative to study the background level of these particles to monitor how
man is changing or affecting the balance in the atmosphere, and what effects
these aerosols will have on such things as climate, solar radiation dosage,
men's health, food production, etc.
_dDescriotion
The measurement of aerosols should include their physical and chemical
characteristics and their spatial (particularly vertical) distribution.
Consideration should also be given to transport mechanisms on • global basis,
The measurement must be app_-oechad with various experimental and analytical _
techniques in order %o obtain • more complete picture of whet is occuzin 9 i.
the atmosphere. Several techniques are proposed sea Shuttle payload, All
techniques ere pessivs, but would be complemented by the active leser systems
m
1977006968-0:37
] !-
discussedelsewh'_re within this report. _
• 1 '
]he passive probing systems considered here are based on the measurement _ _
:' of attenuation of direct solar radiation (the "attenuation" system), of the "
,_ angular distribution of the intensity (the limb-scattering system) or the ._
polarization (the polarimetry system} of solar radiation scattered by the _
_ atmosphere.
_I Camera photography and photoelectric detectors are the prescribed
;_ I recording devices in this connection.
_ "i The rationale for considering these systems for a Shuttle payload is
o_ described below.
_' i. ATTENUATION SYSTEM
_ Payload Description
A system is desired which will monitor the extinction of sunlight as a
function of solar elevation to measure the aerosol burden in the atmosphere.
This system would operate in the attenuation mode at spacecraft sunrise and
_ sunset to obtain vertical profiles of stratospheric aerosols and by use of _
_ multi-wavelength coverage (5 to 6 channels in the 9.38_m to 2.0 um range) .:
,_ obtain information to characterize their size distribution. The use of
infrared detectors in a photometer of this type could also be made to sense ,
gaseous _onstituents in the upper atmosphere over the long path integration
afforded by occultation. Measurements of H20, CH4, 03 and others in absorption >
J_ could then be made. Studies would then proceed related to gas-to-particle
! conversion in the atmosphere involving gases such as HNO3, H2504 end 0 3 . The
_: need for development of pyzoelectric detectors and pin silicon photodiode _
_ detectors whose =esponse is unaffected by temperature changes is manifest. _ ,_
Th_e measurement technique is limited in its coverage because of the sunrise- _
_. sunset mode of ope_e_ion, however, i
.... :c:
• RO.DUOIBIL1TYOF ,
_
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ReQuired TechnoJoqv
The development and construction o_ the pin silicon photodiodes that can
operate at 1.0 pm without large sensitivity changes with temperature is
required. Presently, the silico,, photodiode rasponsivity is very temperature
sensitive at 1 pm- about 0.5% per O°C. This change wouid appear, for ex_nple,
as a single change with solar heating. One solution is to extend the peak
spectral sensitivity toward I pm. This, however, may force a more undesirable i
mode, i.e., reverse bias. These diodes are needed in remote sensing of aerosols
since 1 _ m is an atmospheric "window" region with no interfering gaseous
absorption.
The tech elegy schedu%e for analysis and design is 7/75 to 7/76 and for
breadboard and test 1/76 to 3/77. The payload should be ready by 1980.
2. POLARIME]RY SYSTEM
Payload D_scriDtion
A third system is desired which will provide information on the spatial
and physical charactemistics of aerosols by measuring the spectral and
polarization charucteristics of upwelling radiation from the atmosphere in
the visible and near infrared wavelength regior_. The degree of polarization
increases with increasing scattering angle, being nil at zero degrees, from
the sun. The instrument proposed for development should have no moving parts
for mechanical simplicity and greater accuracy. Analysis of polarization
information of up_'11ing radiation will permit modeling of the tropospheric
aerosols, thereby permitting inputs to the global circulation of the polarimeter
which is extremely valuable and could be incorporated into the instrument,
would be to scan the aureole (the ragion from the sunts limb to about 20°)
with the polarimete_. Ore of the parameters of the aerosols that the
polarization measurement technique has shown potential for measuring with
I I
1977006968-039
greater sensitivity is the imaginary part of the refractive index of aerosols.
An analysis of the polarization variation in the forward scattering of the
aureole would allow characterization of aezosols in the stratosphere that would
J complement the upwelling measurement made over the same ared by the polarimeter.
U
! A field of view change, instrument gimbaling, and a neutral density filter to
7
reduce the intensity of the direct solar rBdiation, would be required for this
? measurement to be accommodated. This system would also permit attenuation
measurements as described in Section 2. (Attenuation System)
One of the advantages of the po3_rimeter system is that it can continuously
monitor the atmosphere unlike in the attenuation system, where the sunset/sun-
rise positions are a necessity.
Required Technoloq_
The development of a no moving part space qualified polarimeter that can?
operate through narrow spectral bands within the spectral _egion from approx-
imately 0.35_m to 1.0p m needs to be developed.
A Faraday technique has been breadboarded within industry and looks
' promising. The wavelength sensitivity throughout the visible is a technical
problem to be considered.
The inversion of the polarization data to obtain the aerosol characteristics
still needs more effort. This theoretical aspect of the problem should be given
as much weight, if not more, as the technological aspect.
!i The technology schedule is as follows: Feat breadboard (I/76 to i/TT),
lab and field measurements (6/76 to 6/T7), redesign and fabrication (I/77 to
6/78). The theoretical simulation and inversion aspects of the measurement
-an be completed within I_ years (by 1/TT).
i
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i. 3. LIMB SCATTERING SYSTEM i "_Payload Description
!: Another valuable technique that can be used from the 3hL._le is that of _
_' i"7_ limb scattering measurements using a multi-channel photometer. These
/ measurements would allow determination of stratospheric aerosol characteristics _
and certain gases (03, {)2and molecular oxygen) by looking at scattered solar>
radiation from the earth°a limb. The coverage afforded by such a measurement
"2
t is extended considerably but the analytical process for data inversion is not
_ " quite in hand presently. Much work still needs to be done on the theoretical
7
..... side. Efforts are underway to bring the analysis to be be_ter understood.
2
_. A photometer covering 5 to 6 channels in the visible and near infrared which
_ could scan the earthls limb in various azimuth angles would be required for
{ this measurement.
' One of the major advantages of such an instrument is that it lends itself
i', to continuous monitoring of the earth's atmosphere since the sunse$/sunrise
_ positions are not needed as is the requirement with the attenuntion techniques.
_i Thus, an important aspect of this system is its possible application fo_ If:_
s_stsmatic soatial and temporal determinations of the aerosol properties on
.... a glubal scale. The dynamic and temporal var_etio_ of the aerosol propsrtie_
.:" " have not been monitored previously on a global basis. It should yield infer-'
__ mation about the important dynamic quantities, such as local residsnce time,
":;_, _,:': c_eation, and destruction processes, ozone density changes and high altitude "
_:_, The technology rsquire_ant is the development and the _=nstruction of
•',, scanning mul*i-wavelangth photometer, which is space qualified.., _ .
At tho s_me time, wo=k on an increased pace on the theoretical _nve=sion
-_, algo=l.thms needed to extract useful information from-the intensity data should _-
t •
T _
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be given high priority. The solution of this difficult problem, often referred
to as the inverse multiple scattering problem, is attracting in recent years
considerable attention among world atmospheric scientists.
4. PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM AND SUN SHAPE EXPERIMENT
Payload Dcscription
A photographic film is one o? the most compact devices for storing
: infcrmation, and highly sophisticated small format (TOmm or 35mm) photographic
t
equipment, excellent for scientific, with the added convenience of portability,
%
are now the state of the art items. Not only does camera photography record
a visual scene, but it records the full field of view simultaneou_ly_ an
i
advantage no scanning photoelectric device can provide.
The multi-angle, narrow wavelength-bandwidth photogrmphy can be carried _
out in the sunset/sunrise mode or the limb scattering measurement mode o_ the
:_ polarization measurement mode. In the sunset/sunrise mode, the measurement
of the direct solar radiation and the scattering intensity and polarization
_ of the radiation by the atmosphere within the aureole surrounding the s_'s
C
disk can be simultaneously carried out. Thus, the relatively inexpensive
photography cannot only measure the extinction, scattered intensity and
polarization of solar radiation by aerosols (and gases), from which aerosol
; characteristics can be determined, but also measure the shape of the sun's
disk, from which information about the altitude variation of the atmospheric '_
refractive index can be obtained. Limb pictures before sunrise or after sun-
set will also be valuable in these analyses. !
Required Teghnoloq_
The required technology is _he development of a lightweight portable,
external occultation neutral density filter mechanism, which will permit
photography of the sun and its aureola through narrow spectr_l bands (and
J
/
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polarizers when used), and at the same time remove or reduce the problems
of flare and stray light to an insignificant level.
There is also a need to develop or improve techniques in which the 5-
order dynamic range EG&G film or the AGFA contour films can be used.r
• The basic technology requirements can be completed by 12/77 (2_ years).
The synergism afforded by conducting several of these experiments in
5 consonance can be seen from the fact that several are sensitive to the total
I,
burden of aerosols in the ebnosphere while others a_e sensitive to upper
? atmospheric inputs primarily. Other effects such as compazison of
measurements by different mode_ over the same geographical region or by the
same basic measurement by several different techniques also act to reinforce
one mother.
The broadband gaseous measurement alluded to in (i) can act as a
complementary and supplementary measurement to a limb scanning instrument
(narrow-band infrared) for substantiating the quantitive inference of
trace constituents in the uppe_ atmosphere.¢
Measurements of limb scattering and occultation can be compareJ for
i
agreement since both will p_oduce vertical distribution of aerosols in the
upper atmosphere.
Tropospheric mes_,_ements by lidaz and 9olarimetry can be compared for
the proper interpretation and calibration of data.
Associated Mission Model
The proposed Shuttle payload supports the Outlook for Space themes:
Prediction end Protection of the Environment and the Protection of Life and
_ Property, and especially the objective_ dealing with climate (0FS-023),
T_opospheric P_llutents (0FS-032), Large Scale Weather (OFS-021), Stratospheric
Changes and Effects (0F5-024).
%
'_ 37
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!The payload supports the following 1973 mission model payloads: !
' 1. EO-3, The Earth Observatory Satellite (18 launches, 1978-91)
: 2. £0-4, The Synchronous Earth Observation Satellite (8 launches, 1981-91)
• ' 3. £0-5, Special Purpose Satellite (18 launches, 1977-91)
1977006968-044
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/ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): No Movin9 Pert PAGE 1 OF 3_
Pclarimeter
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEC_DRY: SRneino and O_a Acauisihion
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:, To develop a space qualified no
: moving Dart oolarimeter to measure the spectral an_ polarization ch@r-
acteristics of upwelling radiation.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Movino cart systems have been developed for
helicopter and aircraft use.
-_ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
_- 5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
The system must be capable of measuring from a spacecraft the spectral and
polarization characteristics of upwelling radiation with no moving parts.
A Faraday technique has been breadboarded by TRW and looks promising.
No system is available presently. The spectral inte:-val would be from
approximately 0.35 to l.O_m.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,[-] B,["] C/D
6. RATI(>NALE AND ANALYSIS:
This system would be used to characterize tropospheric aerosols.
This technology advancement should be carried to an experimental demon-
stration on an early Shuttle flight. Simulation of the measurement
would be impossible from other platforms.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
, i
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?
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
° ,,
mL
:: I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): NMP Polarimeter PAGE 2 OF 3_
: 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Moving part polarimeters could be dsv61oped for space applications, but
the no moving pJrt system _ocld be much more attractive.
.o
_2
i
5
i ,,, I i ,, i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I sensitivity throughout visible.
ii
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
%
_ I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENt.
': AAFE supported early development of movin5 part system.
RTOP # 160-44-71 supported helicopter measurement program.
No FY 76 funding is available.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
NoDe.
I I
;/
_.L 4O
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DE F[NITION O F TEC HNOLOGY REQ UIREME NT NO. |
i. TECHNOLOGY RF_UIREMENT (TITLE): NMP Polarimeter PAGE 3 OF 3 I}
n • - ., , m ,,
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: i ,
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM !75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 S3 84 85!8687188 89 90 91F'
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Test TRW Breadboard
2. Lab & Field Mees.
i -_-
1 3. Redesign --
4. Fabrication
5.
APPLICATION :,
1. Design (Ph, C) il
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations _
,.
4. _
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
,. m
1
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTALL
,., . , ,, l
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I|
, i m
14. REFERENCES:
i. "_evelvpment of An Experiment for Visible Radiation Polarization
Measurements from a Satellite," by Z. Sekera and R. E. Bradbury,
NASA Contractor Report, NASA CR-2297, November 1973.
2. "Measurement and Analysis Program Using Visible Radiation Polarization ""
Data Obtained from a Helicopter Borne "Polarimeter," by K. R. Jenkin
eta$., TRW, unoer contract NASI-1229B, $974,
15. LE VE L O F STATE OF ART 8,tJOMI=ONFNTORBREADBOARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
=SW=*.o,MEnTm T,Z _nOn.*.TO,V.
1. BASIC PItENOMENA OmERVED AND REPORTED. S. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA}T ENVIRONMENT.
S, THEORY k_iiMULATED TO DE,_CRtBF. PNENOMENK. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
$. THEORY TEffI'RD BY PIIYSICAL EXPEPJMENT I. lq_ CAPAIMblTY D£RIVED _HOM A MUCil LES_IR
OR blATIIEMATICAL MODEL, OI_RATIONAL MODEL.
4. PEHT|NENT FUNCTION OR C}IARACTERISTIC DF.MONSTRATED, S, RE,LIA_MTY UI*_DING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G., MATERIAL, CO_',PONENT, ETC, IS, MFBTIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIONAL MODEL. 7},,
"- tl | | .................. _,
]977006968-047
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i
:_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO..____. ;
, , ,
, , , , , ,
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Red Extended Pin PAGE I OF__3
Silicon Photodiodes
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing and Data Acquisition _
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop pin silicon photodiodes
that can ooerate _t i_0 Mm without large sensitivity..changes with temperature.
_- 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Presently silicon photodiode responsivity is very f
temperature sensitive at I pm.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
, 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECtINOLOGY _ _
_ Silicon photodiodes temperature sensitivity at l_m is large - 0.5_ per °C. _
This change would appear, for example, as a signal change with so!a_ heating.
_ One solution is to extend the peak spectral sensitivity toward 1 1;r,i. This,
however, may force a more undesizable mode, i.e., reverse plan.
L
4
?
i
,(
; P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O PRE-A,["I A,_ B,F =] C/D
j, 6. ItATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
i'i (a) These diodes are needed in remote sensing of aerosols since I JJm is an
atmospheric "window" regiun with no interferi[_g gaseous absorption.
" (b) Could be used on SAM If/Nimbus-G, 5AGE/AEM B, and future Shuttle
: missions.
,e
?' i
4,
, ,, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .
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DEFh_IITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I • i i
. , ii i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): , Silicon Photodiode... PAGE 2 OF
i i -
i i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a} Germanium might be appliceble.
(b) Active temperature control.
!
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
J
Construction of such diodes.
i i iiiii
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
i i i
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP # 642-12-&3 is developing the SAN II/Nimbus-G hardware.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None.
. . _ _............. _-i_"
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__ ,,,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
:: I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Silicon Photodigde.., PAGE 3 OF 3_._
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
y CALENDAR YEAR
._ SCHEDULE ITEM 75!76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 8586 87 88 89 90!91
I
_ TECHNOLOGY .
_ I.Analysis % Design _.
:- 2. Breadboazd & Test
3.
i
J_
APPLICATION i:i
: I. Design (Ph. C)
_ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) i_
_ 3. Operations I_
_ 4. •
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: _'
TOTAL _"
_ TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ,. ,
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES !
14. REFERENCES: _i
i'
j.,
i
C
i
'i
,, 15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART i. _Xm_rNTOR _DOAm_ TESTEDm nE, EWNT
ENVII_ONMENTIN THE LABORATORY.
h BASICP_ENOMENA O_ERVED ANDREPORTED. O, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_'rENVIRONMENT.
_ |. TIIEORYFDICMULATEDTO DESCRIBE PlIENOMENA. _, MODEl. TEarED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORYTEffI'ED DY PIIY$1CALEXPERIMENT _, _qLT/_APAmlJTY DERIVED FI_OMA MUCll LE_R
.' OR MATIIEMATICALMODEl.. OPERATIONALMOD_L.
7 4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTER/STICDEMONSTRATED, t, REMABILITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEl,.
E,G., MATE/ilAL, CO_'PONENT, ETC, " 10° WFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN OI'i_RATION.U, MODEL,
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B-3 LASER REMOTE SENSING OF THE ATMOSPHERE
• AooJica_ion
Ji- The application of laser remote sensing is to the detection of constituents
and pollutants in the earthms atmosphere from 80 kilometers to the ground and to
/
the effects that result from their proliferation. One of the effects concerns
potential changes in climate_ whereby changes of only l°C may have far ranging
economic influence due to changes in crop production, etc. Another effect con-
cerns the photo-chemical reduction in stratospheric ozone causing iDq_eaaed UV
radiation from sp_e with possible danger to life and material. The effects of
gaseous pollutant and aerosol increase near the qround may also have serious
effects on life and material.
Pa_!oad Description
The sensor systems consist of (1) A passive :R tunable laser heterodyne
} spectrometer in the 3 _m to 12 _m rar,gefor measuring vertical distribution of
pollutants/constituents in the upper troposphere and stratosphere using solar
_" radiation, up-welling thermal radiation of the earth and the atmosphere and i
radiation emitted by the earth's limb. (2) An active IR tunable laserC
differential absorption spectrometer system in which the radiation from a
i! tunable high pressure/high energy gas laser is transmitted vertically down-
_ ward to the earth's surface, and is reflected upward by the earth's au=fece
o,
_ to the heterodyne receiver on the Shuttle. The distribution of pollutants
:_ in the troposphere to the ground, can be determined from variation of zones.
i (3) Differential absorption LIDAR fo= measuring the vertical distribution
of gaseous constituents and pollutants through lase_ ranging, using beck-
scettering from aerosol and molecules. This ewetem has the potential of
simplicity, Since optimization of scattering zequiTee ope_o_ion Im tho UV,
_ visible and near IR, the technique is _est_icted +_ polluten_e with
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Isufficiently strong absorption lines in this spectral range; it also deperds
_ on further development of lasers with sufficient power and efficiency in the
. UV, vis'b!e and near IR. Thus, this sensor system may be applicable to more
!z'_
_'_ advanced payloads than (i) and (2). The lasers developed for this technique
_i_ili_::- also are needed in other payloads for sensing aerosols, cloud heights and
_ thickness sensor system. 4_ A passive IR tunable laser hetercdyne spectro-
_ meter in the 15 _m range for improved measurement of atmospheric temperature
_ profiles through measurement of CO2 profiles (CO2 has a constant mixing ratio).
_:o • {This input was made by L. Korb from GBFC).
_ 5ystems (i) and {2) will be used to measure 03, H20, CO2, NH3, CH4, NO,
_ " NO2, Freons, and ClO. Extensive computer modelling of these remote sensing
?
"_:' techniques have been performed to corroborate their feasibility from tne
_ 5hurtle. The advantages of the technique are high specificity in the presence I
_ of interferent gases, high detection sensitivity, fast observation times, and
_ in the active laser made, (2), the important capability of sensing near the
_ ground Technology readiness for (I) and (2) can be demonstrated from the
_ 5hurtle ,or key pollutants in FY81. The remaining pollutants will be invus-
_ tigated through FY83. For sensor system (3) the requi_ed laser development
_: : in the UV, visible and near IR should delay a Shuttle demonstration to the
.; "' period after FYB5.
{ Tachno? oqy Raquiremenls
;",_' The high specificity and sensitivity of heteradyning is obtained by
-_,, beating the radiation fram passive (natural) or active (laser) sources with
_:- _ that from a tunable laser local oscillator an e square law detector thereby
:,;',.-.'_: transforming the spectral information from the infrared to the microwave
.,_._,,_,, range, where small spectral bandwidth and removal of noise sources if obtained
_ The tachnolog_ =equizaments fo_ receiver in s_steme {i), (2), and (4) concern
e "i' r r' _P ., 11 J
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improvements in operation of solid state tunable diode lasers used as local
oscillators. For pollution measurements, the IR range from 3 to 12 um is of
1 major interest and for temperature measuremerts, the CO2 band _n the 15 um
range Diode lasers have the required tuning range, but further development
is needed for stable single mode operation at powers lmW on a routine basis.
Recently, Diode lasers have b_en operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures (in
contrast %o previous liquid helium operation), but this operation needs to be
established on a routine basis• The advantage is considerable power reduction
for the closed cycle cooler, making the Diode laser potentially useful for
satellite--as well as Shuttle _peration.
The technology requirements for sensor system (2) concern furtner develop-
ment of tunable high pressure/high energy gas lasers with tuning across pressure
broadened laser lines. The defimiency of these lasers and the powers required
are compatible with certain Shuttle missions (and potentially for satellite
missions). Stability und spectral resolution of tuning needs to be further
impro_,_d and techniques for simultaneous operation on several laser lines re-
quires more investigation. Operation on several laser lines is necessary for
_ the differential ahsorption technique where laser lines "on" and "off" atmos-
i
pheric absorption lines _re needed; simultaneous opexation of pulses on
different laser lines insures the same footprint of the reflected laser radi-
ation on the g_ound, thus avoiding statistical problems in return signal
! 1
interpretatio_'_s. Frequency conversion techniques need to _e further developeo
to extend the tuning range of gas .lasers (C02, CO, DF, HCf, HF).
The technology requirement for sensor system (3) concerns development of
high energy lasers with high efficiency in the UV, visible and near IR. In the
near IR, for isolated cases, some of the gas lasers in sensor system (2) _'_ybe
directly used (e. g. HCf or DF lasers for remote sensing of HCl), but in general,
47
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_ improved conversion techniques into the near IR are needed. For the UV, the
development of efficient frequency doubled tunable dye lasers is required. The
conversion efficiency from optical pumps, lasers, or flashlamps, to dye laser
_i radiation is comparatively high, but the efficiency of these optical pumps
_, needs to be increased and other optical pumping sources developed.
The development of efficient Nd: YA6 lasers which are space qualified
- is necessar9 for aerosol and cloud studies.
_- Associated Mission Model
This payload is intended to be used on the Shuttle ATL payload which is
_ .
) scheduled to be launched in 1981.
y
J
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: DEFINIT.'ON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _____..
J
i i =l illlllll ii i i i ill [[ [ i i,i i i ii
! I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Tunable Laser PAGE 1 OF 4.!_
_'_ Heterodyne 5pectrometer (TLH5)j
.... 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing , Data Acquisition
?
:I OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:To develop tunable lasers for use as
" • i=,
_ local oscillator in a TLH$ for re_ote sensin_ of vertica_ distribution of consti-
jj+
tuent and pollutant gases with higher specificity and se.,sitivi%y than available
: wi-th other sensors.
. 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: The TLH5f as other passive devices t utilizes nat-
•._ ural radiation sources for remote sensing of the atmosphere such as solaz radia- t"
tion absorbed b_ the atmosph.re (5se p. 4). HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
mH i i n i]
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY] .
Tunable diode lasers can be tailored to emit in the desired wavelength region
by adjusting the chemical composition of ternary semi-conductor compounds.
_ Most of the tunable diode laser studies3, 4 a_e performed with the lead clial-
'_' cogenides PbI xSnx (6.5 to 34_m), PbS1 x5e (4 to 8.5Nm) , and the _ecently
:_ used Pbl_xGdx S (2.5 to 4 Hm). lhe diode laser can be tuned by vazying the '_
!:'. diode temperature (generally thzvugh the current), varying an _pplied magnetic
_: field or external pressure. The hig' pressure gas laser and the optical para-
:_ metric oscillator technologies a_e described in tecl.,;ology requirement On laser_
J_ for _emote sensing.
L
:: P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O TRE-A,O A,O R,O C/D
(_. llATI(,_qALE AND ANALYSIS:
" The TLH5 is important for passive and active (later) ::emote sensing techniques.
, Heterodyne remote sensing has the following advantages over o'her passive re-
._ mote sensing techniques. (I) Higher specificity - based on izs high spectral
( resolution the TLH5 provides better discrimination against generally present
interferent gases. Thus pollutants can be detec_;d with greater accuracy.
_, (2) Higher sensitivity - the TLH5 removes mos_ of the noise sources (detector/
' kackground) common to direct infrared detec%.ors and permits the ultimate in
'_ detection (quantum noise limited opera,ion).
_J
.#
; TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
_, _,_ ........ _ ,,11 ,|n, nu I I i ii II
:" " ] !,Z
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-- DEFINITION OF TECHNOLCM3Y REQUIREMENT NO.! '
' l TECHNOLOGY REqUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF 4
Tunable Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer (TLH5)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i
_ Concerns techniques for "active" laser remote sensing discussed under a
• separate technology requirement. Actually, the passive TLH5 and the active
i tunable laser techniques complement each other.
.
n n , n . I I
= 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(i) Single mode operation of tunable laser local oscillators o_r a wide %uning
range at powers > 1 mW. The diode laser has the proper tuning range bu± needs
to achieve > 1 mW single mode on a routine basis, Diode laser operation at
77°K needs to he further developed for operation with a io_ power (_ I00 W)
cccler, High pressure lasers: CW waveguide lasers have sufficient power but
their pressures and tuning range need to be increased. High pressure pulsed
j_ lasers have the pctential of extending their tuning range over the (See p. 4)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
" The potential alternatives are other passive remote sensing techniques and
laser remote sensing. -'
I
b
, m
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENT:.
$R&T developments of the TLH5 and tunable diode laser local oscillators are
• performed under RTOP 506-18-12. The development of other laser types which
have potential as local oscillators is discussed under the technology require-
m_nts for tunable lasers for remote sensing. Application of a select frequenc_
gas laser heterod_ne spectrometer is performed under a joint All (Airborne
: Instrument Lab)-LRC AAFE pro§ram (RTOP 638-10_CTE D UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
lwprovemen% of sen=_itivity and bandwidth of square law detector and associated
electronics, Development of high efficiency closed c>cle coolers,
i i ii
5o ucmmn OFTHS
:, O_AB PA@|m POOm
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1DEI:INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. PAGE 3 OF
Tunable Laser Heterodyne Spectrometer (TLHS)
_ 12 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
_ CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79180181 82! 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
i TECHNOLOGY 1. TunableDiode t (1 m'J, 77°K)
_ 1 la. Advanced Systems
- { 2.TLH5 Component Design
j- i
"I 3. Breadboard Test
%
4. F_brication
5. Final Tests
.= APPLICATION
.: 1. Design (Ph. C) --
:- 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
,_: 3. Operations
Operations with ad-
4. vanced Tunable lasers
for TIHS
k-
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
,
L TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE •
!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
!
14. REFERENCES:
': 1. R. K. Seals= Aralysis of Tunable Laser Heterodyne Radiometry: Remote
_ Sensing of _tmospheric Gases. AIAA J., vol. 12, no. B, Aug. 1974.
2. R. T. Menzies: Laser Heterodyne Detection Techniques. Chapter 6 of La_ez:
Monitoring of the Atmosphere, E. D. Hinkle_, Ec. (Springer).
j 3. F. Allario, R. K. Seals, P. Brockman, R. V. Hess: Tunable Semiconductor
:_ Lasers and Their Application to Environmental Sensing. lOth Anniversary
: Mtg. of the Society for Engineering Science. November 1973.
4. E. D. Hinkley, K. W. Nill, and f. A. Blum: Infrared Spectroscopy with
:.. ! Tunable L_qrs. Laser Spectroscopy of Atoms and Molecules. Book chapter
't in "Current Topics in Physics," Springer. To be published.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. _F_ on SSEAVBOA_T_STEDm .EL_V^NT
:_ ENVIRONMENT IN TIIE t.AI_RATORY.
1. BASIC PliI_NO.MENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_'r ENVIRONMFNT.
• I, TIIEORY )_ItMULATED TO O£SCRIBE PllENOMENA. 'If. MODEL Ib_'ED iN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
_. THEORY TE_'ED BY PllYf, ICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAIMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LE-_ER
'7 OR MATIIEbIATICAL MODEL, OPERATIONAL MODEL,
_ 4, PERTINENT FUNCTION OR _'IIARACTERI_I'IC DEMONSTRAteD, @. i_MA_ILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
t E.O,_, MATElltAL, COY, PONENT, ETC. 10, I.JFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'ERATIONAt, MODI"_L.
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tDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REX_UIREMENT NO. ,
1
,_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 4 OF
Tunable Laser Heterodyne 5pectrometer (TLH5) _:
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART (cont'd.)
upwelling thermal radiance of the earth and the e+mosphere and radiation emitted
by the earth's limb.i, 2 The TLHS obtains high specificity and sensitivity by
beating the radiation from passive (natural) or active (laser) source with that
from a tunable laser locai oscillator on a square law detector, thereby trans-
forming the spectral information from the infrared to the difference frequency in
the microwave range which permits tuning across atmospheric spectral lines with i
small spectral bandwidth and removal of noise sources except quantum noise. The
_ requirements for operation of a tunable laser as local oscillator are single mode _
power in excess of 1 mW and sufficient tuning range to cover all important con-
" stituents and pollutants. (i) Tunable infrared diode lasersl, 2 have the required i
; tuning range and have been operated multimode at considerably higher powers.
_ Transverse single mode operation has been obtained but single longitudinal _
mode > I mW is still not being attained on a routine basis. In the past infrared I _
diode lasers operated only at liquid helium temperatures but recently 3 CW opera- ' _
tion has been achieved at liquid nitrogen temperatures by using liquid phase _ ,
epitaxy growth techniques to fabricate douole heterostructure devices. This
temperature increase is very important since it permits reduction in power of
closed cycle coolers (from _ I kW to,b 100 W) which are desirable for stable _
: temperature operation. (2) High pressure gas lasers (see also technology
requirement on laser remote sensing) are tuned across pressure broadened lines |
" (_ 3 GHz/atm); CW waveguide lasers operate presently at pressure < I/2 arm and I"
high pressure pulsed lasers (presently under development) can operate up to |
pressures > I0 arm with corresponding tunability over a wide region. Select fre- t
quency gas lasers (at lower pressures) are being used as local oscillators for
= a limited number of gases. Parametric oscillators (pumped by Nd:YAG lasers)have
so far not been operated at high spectral resolution over the entire IR range.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (cont'd.)
: entire IR (including frequency conversion techniques) but their tuning _tability
needs bo be improved (e.g., through techniques discussed under the technology
: requirement for laser remote sensing). The Nd:YAG laser pumped optical para-
metric _scillator (OPO) has sufficient power but has not been routinely tuned
_L over the entire IR with sufficiently high spectral resolution. The short pulses
limit the bandwidth of the radiation. (2) The TLHS techniques, as other passive
techniques, depend on radiation or absorption 'ton" and "off" atmospheric absorp-
tion lines. Thus it is desirable to extend the TLHS technique to multiline
< operation. No major difficulties are expected, which would give the TLHS tech-
nique another advantage over other IR, visible, and UV detectors where such
simultaneous line operation may be more difficult.
= t i t t =
: p
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! DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
5
• i I. TECHNOLOGY REQU'-REMENT (TITLE): Lasers for Remote PAGE 1 OF 7_._ | "y
m
: i Sen@iDq of Stratosphere, T_oposphere_ Shuttle Environment
: II 2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sen sinq, Data Acquisition
1 3 OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:_ Develop tunable lasers from IR
through UVl to measure constituent and pollutant vases, aerosol and clouds at
: =
i powers compatible with shuttle requirements.
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: Depends on the lasers used in the various sensing ,
techniques. 5ases: (i) Differential Absorption with Reflection Sensin_ (DARS)
1,2,3 from earth, clouds. (See pp. 4,5) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL__
5. DESCI_II'T[ON OF TECHNOLOGY
:- Tunable Hiqh Pressure/Enerqy IR Lasers: Continuous tuning occurs across the
pressure broadened laser lines, e.g., for C02 lasers the tuning rate is FL
3 GHz/atm. Overlapping of C02 laser lines occurs > IO arm so that continuous
tuning from _ 9 to ii _m becomes possible, many pollutants and constituents do
not require such a wide continuous tuning range. High pressure CO (_ 5 _m),
DF (_ 3.8 _m), and HF (_ 2.7 _m) lasers need to be further developed. Effi-
cient 15% frequency doubling with CdGeAs crystals has been obtained and an
efficiency > 30% is projected. Frequency mixing of several laser wavelengths
and optical pumping of new lasing molecules for extending the wavelength range "!
_: from i %o llpm are promising. In contrast to waveguide lasers, which operate ,
with a wall controlled discharge at low pressures (< i/2 arm) and tuning range
and powers of the order of a few watts, for the tunable high pressure/engergy _.
: laser uniform discharges are obtained by various pre-ionization techniques in a
! larger volume improving uniformity o_ laser output and laser eff$ciency. The
several laser wavelenoths needed in the differentia_ absorption (see D. 5_.
PTLREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,E] A,_B,LJ C/D
6. RATI(_NALE AND ANALYSIS: _
In the past remote sensing techniques of the atmosphere over long ranges from
satellites were primarily of the passive type and laser techniques have been
used for shorter ranges. The development of more efficient lasers and of
i im0roved remote sensing techniques, together with future availability of the "
• shuttle make such long range laser remote sensing techniques attractive,
', TO BE CARRIED .;r,_EVEL
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
; I ' !1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF 7
• _
Lasers for Remote Sensing of Stratosphere, Troposphere, Shuttle Environment I
I
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: i
Concerns a novel passive technique using a tunable laser as local oscillator in i
a so-called laser heterodyne spectrometer, which increases _he sensitivity and
spectral resolution of passive radiometers. The laser heterodyne spectrometer I
(discussed under a separate Definition of Technology Requirement) is not just i
a technology option, it actually complements Zhe present active laser tech-niques. Laser remote sensing techniques have certain advantages and dis- i
advantages. The advantages of laser techniques are (I) differential absorption 1
techniques (DIAR, DIAL) are superior for measuring gases close to ground level, i >
(2) they have less dependence on atmospheric temperature distribution in con- i
; trast to passive techniques which depend on radiances, (3) they appear to be [
; better suited for measuring gases below concentration bulges, e.g., in 03 i _'
_ ! which may also contain N0 bulges from stratospheric flight, (4) by providing i
< an independent pulsed light source they permit day and night (see p. 6) i :
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: i
Long range remote sensing techniques from the shuttle and especially from i •
;' satellites require highest possible efficiencies for lasers and frequency con- I
• version, and frequency stable operation simultaneously on several narrow laser I
lines. Reasonable extrapolation of present gas laser efficiencies indicates I
that use of these lasers by themselves or as pumping sources of crystals or |
other gases offer the possibility of performing shuttle experiments in the IR irange from ii to 1 _m, compatible with shuttle powers (see p. 6)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: _
The potential alternatives are passive remote sensing techniques and various i
in-situ measurements. [
i0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
SR&T development and feasibility studies of tunable high pressure gas lasers _
for shuttle remote sensing are performed under RTOP 506-18-12; applications of 1
these tunable, high energy density lasers to laser energy transmission and i !
energy conversion is performed under RTOP's 506-25-55 and 506-21-42. Feasibility i
studies for _ variety of tunable lasers for shuttle remote sensing are performed _ 'i
under (see p. 6) _
EXPECTEDUNPERTURBED LEVEL., i
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Small, lightweight power supplies. Optimization of heterodyne receiver.
L i
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LDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 "]ECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TI_LE): Lasers for Remote 5ensingPAGE 3 OF _/__
gf Stratosohere. T_ooosohere. Shuttle Environment| , , , | , ,
: 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CA,.ENDAR YEAR
ol
,- TECHnOlOgY i. Tu@_bAe
1 n_gn rressure _- U
•a. R_:equency Cony.
2. Advanced (Vis., UV)L
3. Component design IR
" 4. Breadboard Tests
_ 5. Final Tests
APPLICATION
, 1. Design (Ph. C)
_. 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
: 3. Operations
2
4. Oper. with .frequency
...... I .......
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
[ I
TOTAL
t TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE I
I; NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
14. REFERENCES:
i. R. K. Seals and C. H. Bait" Analysis of Laser Differential Absorption
_, Remote Sensing Using Diffuse Reflection from the Earth. Second Joint
1 Conference on Sensing of Environmental Pollutants. Dec. I0-12, 1973.
i
"C i • •/. 2. R. V. Hess end R K Seals" Applications of Tunable High Energy/Pressure
Pulsed Lasers to Atmospheric Transmission end Remote Sensing. NASA Tech-
nical Memorandum. TMX-2010.
?
3. Computer Feasibility S_udies for Remote Sensing of Gase_ from 5huttle/
with DARS and ,DIAL (Visible and UV) performed by R. T. Thompson (ODU)
: and E. E. Rsmsberg, NASA LaRC. To be published.
4. M.L. Wright, F. K. Proktoz, L. S. Gusiorek, E. M. Liston: A Preliminary
Study of Air Pollution Measurement by Active Remote Sensing Techniques.
Stanford Research Institute Final Report, prepared for NASA LRC Contract
NASl-l1657. To be published. (See page 7)
_: 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.C_M_OSF.TOR_z_mA_ ,.._sT_om _ELEV^NT
". ENVIRONMENT INTHE t,_RORATORY.
; I, BASICPHENOMENAOI_ERVED AND REPORTED. @. MODELTESTED IN AIRCRAI,'r EN%qRON.MENT.
2, TIIEORY I'X)ItMULATEDTO DESCRIBE PliENOMENA. I, MODEL TES'£ED INSPACE ENVlhONMENT.
_ $, THEORYTE.'r/'ED BY PIIYSICALEXPERIMENT 0. NEW CAPAIMLITYD_RIVED FROM A MUCII LE_gR
"_ OR MATIIEMATICALMODEl.. OPERATIONALMOD_L,
4, PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, @, RELIANtJT%' Uk._RADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
:: E.G,, MATEI(IAL, CO_'PONENT, ETC. 10, LIFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN OI'L;RATIONAhMODEL.
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I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Lasers for Remote Sen3ing PAGE4 OF _ _
of Stmatosehere , ]rooosohere, Shuttle Environment I %
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4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: (cent) I
{ (2) Differential Absorption Lidar (DIAL) with ranging by atmospheric scatter- _ :
ing, 3,4,5. _
• (3) Fluorescence Lidar measurements for 5hurtle Environment. 6 Aerosol Clouds: }
_, Lidar measurements of atmospheric aerosol distribution, cloud height and thick- _ i
t
ness.
Gases: (1) DARS is used to measure column content with laser wavelengths "on"
and "off" absorption lines, and vertical altitude profiles with several wave- '
: lengths on absorption lines to include the variation of pressure broadening
with altitude. For column content measurements from the Shuttle pulse energies
<i Joule i, 2, 3 and average powers<10 W (assuming a repetition rate of 10
: p.p.s.) should be sufficient for 03, CO, N20 , H20 in the IR, H20 in the visible
: and 03 in the UV. These results are obtained by optimizing detectors (e.g.,
heterodyning in the IR, yielding several orders of magnitude improvement), "on" ?
and "off" wavelengths, and telescope size. All optimization have not yet been
performed in ref. 4. Higher pulse energies and average powers are needed for
less abundant gases 502, HCI, NO, and Freons (except for industrial corridors 3
and Shuttle or aircraft exhausts). The choice of wavelength range crucially
depends on the availability of efficient lasers to meet the Shuttle power lim-
: itations, or mission conEtraints for auxiliary power (aircraft power limitationl i
are less severe). In the IR, tunable high pressure/energy CO2 lasers and some _
other lasers at shorter wavelengths (CO, DF, HF) are capable of efficiencies _ :
>10% and with frequency conversion have efficiencies into the entire IR range
C >3_. Thus, the required average power on the Shuttle would vary from <IOOW _ i
_ (for 10 p.p.s.) to somewhat higher powers for the more sophisticated experiment_ _
In the visible, tunable dye lasers attain presently an efficienc_ of_0.3% and
with frequency doubling into the UV _0.1%, thus for lOW avg. laser power at
; least 3 kW Shuttle power for H20 (visible) and 10 kW for 03 (UV) would be needs, •'i
Vertical altitude profiles, which depend on pressure broadening with altitude
• require IR operation; the power requirement is somewhat higher than for the :
column content. (2) DIAL obtains vertical altitude profiles through ranging ";
= by scattering from aerosols and molecules and thus improves with decreasing
wavelength. The pulse energy requirements in the visible and UV vary from :
several Joules (H O, 0 ) to >10 Joules (e.g., SO_ ) with correspondingly large2 3
Shuttle power requirements due to low/laser effici_ncies. Atmospheric consti-
tuents and pollutants have fundamental and overtone absorption lines in the nea_
IR (1 to 5 _m) where scattering becomes sufficient for DIAL applications. Tun-
able optical parametric oscillators using frequency conversion of solid state
lasers in the near IR presently do not have sufficient energies and efficiencie( C
for Shuttle use (but may be useful for ground or aircraft use). Coincidences
of gas lasers with molecular abaorption lines (e.g., DF laser with HCI from
Shuttle exhaust have been studied for DIAL measurements in the near IR ( _3.8 _
m). A combination of gas lasers studied for DIAL measurements in the near IR
may show promise for Shuttle applications. (3) Fluorescence Lidar has t_e /
potential of measuring gases such as 0(1304.87 _), H(1216 A), Ar(I066.66 A, N2
(1300 X) in the immediate Shuttle environment 6 (O.1 to 10 km) and Na(5590 _)
at e longer range (115 km). At present the efficiency of producing far UV .:
frequencies through frequency multiplication of laser radiation is very low and _
only few select _requency lasers exist in this region. ?
, !
_ _IK)DUC[BIL1TY OF THK ,..
_ PAGE 18PO0_ ,_
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4. CURRENT 5TATE OF ART: (cont)
, The recent development of high pressure excimer lasers may be useful for this app-
lication; measurement of Na in the visible range should provide no difficulties.
Aerosols. Clouds: As discussed in the Shuttle payload proposal on Remote Seesing
of Aerosols by L. Kopia and P. McCormick, the backscattered _adiation from a Lidar
system can be used to obtain much needed information for a variety of problems,
_ such as cloud height thickness, and type {phase state of cloud), vertical profiles
of s_atospheric and mesopheric aerosols and the _opospheric aerosol maximum mix-
ing height. Theoretical feasibility studies 7, 4w 8 indicate that aerosol distri-
bution/measurements in the stratosphere down to the mixing height_ with range
resolution of _ 1 km could be performed at ruby laser wavelength {0.693 _ m) at
" pulse energies of the order of 1 Joule and at Nd=YAG laser wavelength (i.06 _ m)
with pulse energies of the order of iO Joules_ could be performed at night time.
Measurements of the top heights of several cloud types could be performed with
i similar energies during daylight, but measurement of cloud thickness would require
higher energies or similar energies at night time. ! A _wo color system (Kopia and
_ McCormick) using 0,6943 _m or 1.06 _ m and _heir second harmonics would allow, in !!
'_ principlep complete separation of the molecular and aerosol components of the back
I scattered radiation for a unique aerosol measurement. The key problem is develop-i
°_ ! ment of efficient lasers and detectors. The present efficiency of Nd:YAG lasers
is at best _ I_ and of ruby lasers a fraction of a _. Thus_ for both lasers, the
_ , power requirements for _ep. rates of 1 pps would vary from several hundred watts
:_ _ to l kW. The need for efficient lasers in the visible and UV for aerosol and
i cloud measurements is similar to that for indifferential absorption measurements
' i of atmospheric constituents and pollutants.
5. DE5CRIPTION Of TECHNOLOGY: (cont)
:' technique must operate close to simul_aneously to avoid detrimental effects due to
change in scattering from the ground (diffuse reflection) or from the atmosphere
and turbulence produced by wavelengths at different times. This may be obtained
through use of ring lasers and unstable cavities, which also provide greater sta-
bility for fine tuning at the required narrow spectral output. Tunable Dye Lasers
and other Visible _nd UV L_sers: The efficiency of tunable dye lasers is present-
ly very low, _0.3_ in the visible and correspohding lower,_ O.l_ for frequency
doubling in the UV. The dye lasers are optically pumped by flashlampa or other
L lasers. The efficiency of conversion from these pumping sources is high, up to
!_ 40_. Thus, the key problem is the inefficiency of visible and UV lasers and
flashlamps. Th_ efficiency of visible ruby lasers is a fraction of a _. The
efficiency of Nd:YAG (i.06 _ m) lasers is i_ and somewhat higher efficiencies
have been reported with the hope of approaching visible (doubled) laser efficien-
cies of i_. Visible copper chloride lasers (.5100 and .5182 _ m) have recently
been operated by A. Russel and N. Nerheim at JPL at efficiencies of i_. Nitrogen
;_ lasers (.3371 g m) have efficiencies of <l_. Excimer lasers have shown high
efficiencies in the UV and have potential for the visible. Tunable Ootical Para-
metric Oscillator (OPO) and Radaz_-IR Lasers: An Nd=YAG laser (1.06 U m) is gen-
,_ erally used as laser source with frequency conversion in an LiNgO3 crystal. The
conversion efficiency is high > 30%, but the laser efficiency i_ not, _ i%, thus
-- the combined efficiency is _ 0.3_. A potential (conb)
t t i t ,i, • t _• , ni i H i
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( 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: (cont) + i
improvement concerns use of the more efficient gas lasers with the OPO or with fre- V
• quency mixing of different laser frequencies with the goal of achieving an order of
• magnitude higher efficiency of _3% in the near IR. For IR operation considerably _+
increased signal/noise is i.btained through use of a heterodyne receiver (discussed
under separate technology requirement).
!
L
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS (cont)
operations and comparative reduction in background noise. The potential disadvan-
:_ rage of laser techniques is higher power requirement. The compara ively low powers
required for certain efficient laser techniques, however, makes them attractive.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (cont)
<100 W to several kW. Use of an Nd:YAG laser as pumping source for frequency
converters (optical _arametriu oscillator) in the near IR would require improvement _
in efficiency with a narrow spectral band output. Tunable diode lasers have a wide
tuning range but not sufficient power. Operation of tunable dye lasers in the UV
would be of great interest for DIAL experiments, but their present efficiency is too
low. Increases in efficiency of dye laser pumping sources, e.g., Nd:YAG with f_e-
quency doubling, nitrogen-, argon-, copper chloride vapor-, and excimer lasers are +
_ required or the possible use of high pressure dye vapor lasers with electric dis- i!
_ charge excitation• Another alternative is efficiency increase of flashlamps with
i new pumping techniques and improved matching of the dye spectrum. For example,
i laser produced plasmas radiating in the UV have been successfully used for dye laser
' pumping.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTdRBED TECHNqLOGY ADVANCEMENT: (cont) +_
RTOP 645-20-07. Differential Abeorption w_h Reflection (DIAR) is performed, for
aircraft applications, under a joint JPL-LRC AAFE program (RTOP 638-10-00) using +
a waveguide laser with limited power and tunability. D_fferential Absorption Lidar
(DIAL) with tunable dye lasers is used by J• M. Hoell, W• Wade (LRC), and _• T
Thompson (Old Dominion Univ.) in measurements of S02from a smoke stack ( _2 km
range) under RTOP 176-21-31. 9 Development of an optical-parametric oscillator
for remote sensing (_2 km range) in the near infrared and some diffuse reflection
studies of CO2 lasers are performed at LRC with funding obtained from the EPA. For
sufficiently rapid development of tunable laser and select frequency laser applica-
tions from the IR through the visible and UV for remote sensing it is essential
that the effort be coordinated with strongly related laser requirements at ERDA
(isotope separation, fusion) and also with NASA applications to laser communications
(GBFC), and DOD applications such as ,optical radar and energy transmission.
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5. R. L. Byer end M. Garbuny: Pollutant Detection by Absorotion Using Mio
scattering and Topographic Targets as Retroreflectors. Applied Optics,
vol. 12, o. T, July 1973.
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f> B-4 EARTH E_ERGY BUDGET AND 50LAR IRRADIANCE MEA3UREMENT EXPERIMEKT
_ Application
The Eazth-Energy Budget (EEB) and the Solar Irzadiance Measurement (51M) "_
.... Experiment will have direct application to the Outlook for Soa_e theme Pre-
- diction and Protection of the E_vironment (02) dealing with Climate and il i
Climatic Changes (0231, Large 5cale Weather Forecasting (021), and Stratos-
pheric Changes and Effects (024). The related applications are to the objec- i
rives of Local Weather and 5evere 5torm Forecasting (0F5-031), Dynamics and
• Energetics of Lower Atmosphere (OFZ-074) and Structure, Chemistry, and Dynamics
of the 5tratosphere/Mesophere (0F5-075).
Payload D@scription
Because the character of climates, zonal and regional, can be ultimately
traced to the amount and distribution of solar energy nbsorbed by the Earth,
the following measurements are fundamental to understanding and forecasting
climate change:
(i) Measurement of variations in total solar energy incident on the
Earth at satellite altitude. }
(2) Measurement of the distribution of net energy gained or lost by
the Earth_
_,
(3) Measurement of attenuation of radiation leaving o_ entering the
. Earth's atmosphere by man-made or natural pollution.
il The payload consists of two types of instruments to make the first two
types of measurements, namely, (A) measurements of the total and spectral
_ unettenueted solar irradience, end (B) those of upweZling radiation in the i
,_" long (>4,0g) and short (2_-4.0g) wavelength regions.
O0
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A. 5GLAR IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENT5
It has been demonstrated that the climate changes over the p&st several
hundred years can be explained by employing deduced variations in sun's total
2
radiation in simple climate models. Knowledge of energy changes at specific
wavelengths are also important. For example, variations st short wsvelenoths
(less than 0.3_) affects upper atmosphere temperatures. The relative inten-
T,
_ sities at 0.69_ and 0.74_I are important to the development of plants.
;
1 One of the science requirements is that continuous measurements of the
:, total and spectral irradiance be made above the atmosphere as well as at ground
level for at least 22 years to establish short term variations, i. e., for 111
_ and 22 yea_s solar cycles. Furthermore, the total solar radiation (0.2-50.0_) i
measurements are required with an accuracy of + 0.1% and precision of 0.5%. _
However, the accuracy requirements for the spectral irradiance measurements are ,_
not yet accurately defined but are approximately: ±5 to 10% in the (0.2-O.T_)
': region, and _2 to 5% in the 0.7-3.0_ ) region.
B. ENERGY BUDGET EXPERIMENT
_ In order to measure the distribution of net energy gained or lost by the
i earth's atmosphere, the two radiation streams, the albedo and the earth emitted
radiation, need to be separated. One approach for separating them is to measure
the total earth upwelling radiation (0.2-50.0_) as well as the short wavelength
(0.2_-4.0_) radiation, i. e. the albedo; the difference between the two
giving the amount of earth emitted radiation.
For accurate modelling and climate prediction, more stringent accu_racies
are r_quired in separating the two streams than presently possible. For the
_ measurement of the two streams at the top of the atmosphere, accuracy xequired
in the case of global net radiation is better than 0.4% for elbedo (short wave)
and i w/m 2 for the long wave excitation, and in the case of regional net
\
4
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; _ radiation, is better than 2% for albedo ann 3 w/m 2 for long wave excitation.
_ Technoloqff Advancement R@ouired
t
"'_ | A. SOLAR IRRADIANCE INSTRUMENTATION (TOTAL AND SPECTRAL)
L
Several candidate instruments exist for the measurement of total and
spectral irradiance, but they need to be further developed to meet the afore-
mentioned stringent accuracy requirements for continuous measurement from space
platforms over long periods of time. These are narrow field-of-view instruments.
_. B. THE EE BUDGET EXPERIMENT
h
}
,_ There ere several promising candidate instruments which require further
improvement in their accuracy _nd stability of calibration. The total type of
instrument is a cavity instrument, which may require chopping for high accuracy,
, and hence a fast response. The instrument has a wide field-of-view.
y
In the albedo type instrument, there is a need for a dome/flat type filter,
which requires very special attention. For example, the transmission properties
of the filter are often sensitive to the angle of incidence a- _ell as incident
wavelengths. Care must be taken to take into account the possible sources of
" i error, namely, the partially polarized earth radiation and non-scene irradiance
, at the thermopile brought about by differences between hemisphere temperature
and the thermopile receiver temperature.
• A model of the degree, orientation, and spatial and spectral distribution
of polarized components of the earth radiation is required for analysis.
The requiruments to the design of the sensor are required, speciall_ to
develop and test a long life cavity sensor associated with electronics and
c_libration procedures and to study, evolve and test new methods of separating
albedo and earth emitted radiation streams.
Associated Mission Model
The Shuttle payload supports the Outlook fol Space theme. The Prediction
1977006968-068
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_' and Protection of the Ervizonment, and especially the objectives deali,g with
._ Climate Prediction (0F5-023) and Lamge Smale Weather Forecasting (OFS-021).
It also supports the follo_Jing 1973 Mission Model payloads.
(1) EO-3, the Ea'_chObservatory Satellite (18 launches) 1978-91.
(2) £0-4, the Synchronous Earth Observation S_tellits (8 launch=_)
1981-91.
) (3) EC-5, Special Purpose Satellite (18 launches) 1977-91.
ff
2
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B-5 MULTI-WAVELENGTH ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION NETWORK EXPERIMENT (MWATNE)
Application C
The Multi-Wavelength Atmospheric Transmission Network Experiment (MWATNE)
has application to the Outlook for Space themes: Protection of Life and Property
and Prediction and Protection of the Environment, which deal with Tropsopheric ' _
Pollutants (0F5-032), and StratosphLric Changes and Effects (0F5--24), dealing
with objectives of climate and weather, i
The main applications of MWATNE are the measurement of the global aerosol
i
and gaseous consituend loading of the atmosphere by performing transmissometry
experiments at a network of stations, so that the effect_ of pollutants on I
i climate, weather, crops, ar,dman's health can be studied.
P_a_load Descriptioni
i On-line absorption of radiation by the various atmospheric constituents
and the off-line attenuation of radiation due to scattering bj molecules and
i eerosuls, are a se._sitive measure of the distribution and concentration of the "
i gas@ous and aerosol species in the atmosphere. MWATNE is essentially an inte-
grated s ster.of transmissometry experiments performed simultaneously at uar-
ious wavelengths (visible, IR, MW) through the whole vertical atmosphere from
r a network of ground stations located at various positions on the continents !
and oceans. For the Shuttle experiment, however, it is proposed to test this 4
system with only a few stations (say about I0), located in the U.S. mainland
and in the islands along the orbital path of the Shuttle. The post-Shuttle
goal is to perform the multi-wave±ergth transmissometry simultaneously and
• continuously from a multi-satellite system covering a global network of ground
stations, enabling one to get a rout Lne continuous picture of the global dis-
tribution of the atmospheric constituents, their concentration variations, their
dynamic behavior and to understand and ultimately predict how they impact on
ROD.UCB1LtTYOFTHE
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climate, weather, crops, and man's health. The proposed Shuttle experiments "
will thus not only serve towards the design of a simple system fnr continuously
monitoring the natural and man made atmospheric constituents, but also "beck
out the space flight worthiness of radiometers, detectors, cooler_, filters,
data processors, that are technology requirements in other space experiments.
Transmissometry can be performed in two modes: (i) sources on the space
platform and detectors on the ground, and (2) sources on the ground and de- I _
rectors on the space platform. Advantages of mode one are: (I) less initial
7
cost, (II) earth emission effects are minimal, and (III) space flight worth-
iness of sources can be checked out during Shuttle experiments. The concern
about the possible radiation hazard to human eye when IR laser sources are
involved needs to be evaluated. The advantage of the second mode are (I) min-
imum danger of radiation damage, (I!) for the _isible region, the sources of
light, such as search lights and warning beacons, on building tops, can be used
that will also be of use of civic/safety purposes; (Ill) de_ectors, coolers,
filters, etc°, can be tested and optimized for space flight. The disadvantages ' :
seem to be: (I) interference from earth's surface albedo, and (II) higher }
initial cost of calibrated sources. One or two experiments will be designed
to test which of the two modes is reliable and cost-effective.
Technoloq_ Advancement Required 4
MWATNE involves an integrated system of several photometers, radiomctPrs,
filters which are under proposed development in connection with other payloads.
J
4'
The main technology driver is to do a theoretical modelling and parametric
analysis to come up with an optimum design of the network of sources and de-
rectors and to invert the transmittance data for measuring the distribution ot _
aerosols and gaseous (502, 03,NH3, etc.) constituents at various locations and
i and altitudes in a 3-D grid.
, |
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Requirements are (1) the development of the design of a multi-wavelength
(visible, IR, MW) %zansmissomet_y network; (2) development and space optimi-
zation of high resolution, long-life, calibrated sources and detectors, narrow
5
B.W. filters and coolers (T<IOO°K). At present the sources, detectors, filters "
and coolers are 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower in performance then required for _
; RWATNE.
Associated Mission Model
This payload supports the following 1973 Mission Model Payloads:
,: (I) The Earth Observatory 5ateilite (EO-3) which has 18 flights ;
scheduled between 1978 and 1991.
• (2) The Synchronous Earth Observatory 5atellite (EO-4) which has 8
|
flights scheduled between 1981 and 1991.
(3) The Special Purpose 5atellite (EO-5) with 18 flights scheduled !
between 1977 and 1991.
!
!i
?
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Multi-Wavelenqth PAGE 1 OF "_
Atmospheric T_ansmission Network Experiment (MWATNE)
Y
'2.TECHN()LOGY CATEC_)RY: 5ensing and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Mulf.i-W_velength (visible. IR, MW)
-_
transmissometry network. Development and space optimization of high resolution,
-7
long-life, calibrated sources & detectors, narrow B.W. filters & coolers (T<I00°K)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: The sources, detectors, filters and coolers are i "
i to 2 orders of magnitude lower in performance than required for MWATNF. "_
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
o_ C
5. DESC RII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
MWATNE involves an integrated system of several photometers, radiometers,
I-filters which are under proposed development in connection with other
payloads. The main technology driver is to do a theoretical modeling and
parametric analysis to come up with our optimum design of the network of
sources and detectors and to invert the transmittance data for meesuring thek
distribution of aerosols and gaseous (S02, 03, NH3, etc.) constituents at
various locations and altitudes in a 3-D grid. i_
s
c
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,E] A,E] B,F1 C/D
(_. RATI()NAI, E AND ANALYSIS:
On-line absorption of radiation by the various atmospheric constituents and the
off-line attenuation of radiation due to scatt3ring by molecule_ and aerosols,
are a sensitive measure of the distribution ar -oncentration of the gaseous and
aerosol species in the atmosphere. MWATNE i._ entially an integrated system
of transmissometry experiments performed simul._ ously at various wavelengths
(visible, IR, MW) through the whole vertical atmosphere from a network of ground : :
stations located at various positions on the continents and oceans. For the ! i
shuttle experiment, however, it is proposed to test tni_ system with only a few
stations (say about i0), located in the US mainland and in the islands along the
orbital path of the shuttle. The post-shuttle goal is to perform the multi-
wavelength transmissometry simultaneously and continuously from a multi-satellite _ ¢
system covering a global network of ground stations, enabling one to get a rou- _ ,
tine continuous picture of the g_obal distribution of the atmospheric constit- i
uents, their concentration variations, their dynamic behavior and to understand _ !
and ultimately predict how they impact on climate, weather, crops and man's _ :
health. The proposed shuttle experiments will thus not only serve t=wards the _
design of a simple system of continuously monitoring the natural and manmade at- i
mospheric constituents, but also check out the space flight worthiness of radio-
meters, detectors, coolers, filters, data processors, that are technology
requirements in other apace experiments. (Cont'd.) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL '
¢
: @7
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DEF_ITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): MWATNE PAGE 2 OF __
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
• Ground-based experiments based on attenuation, scattering and polarization
by the atmospheric constituents. I
£
q,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
: 5tability of the calibration of sources and detectors.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:.
Various existing RTOP's and AAFE programs for sensors and lasez sources.
. °
"e
: EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: f :,
None,
68
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
: I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _ATNE PAGE 3 OF _
[
: 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
75 76 77 78 791 80 81 82 83 84i85 86 87 88 89 90 91
m
SCHEDULE ITEM
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis _ m.
I 2. Network Stations
3. Breadboard & Test _
•
4. Fabrication
5. ._inal Tests _
APPLICATION _
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTALI
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
_, 15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.cou_o_r,ToRsr_0so,_ T='.STEDiS RELEVAST
ENVIRONMENTIN THE LAmRATORY.
I. BASICPHENOMENA OmERVED AND REPORTED. 8. MODEL r£$TEO INAIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
=. TIIEORY FOIIblULATEDTO DESClllBE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TESTED INSPACE EN'_qRONMENT.
3. THEORY TI"STEDBY PIIYSlCAL EXPERIMENT I. NEW CAPAIIlLITY Dr:RIVEDFROM A MU¢II l,EmElt
. OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OP_RATIOI_AL MODLL.
4, ]PERTINENTFUNCTIONOR CHARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, @. RI_LIABILIT¥ UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEL,
6 E,G., MATEIttAL, CO,_*PONENT,ETC. 10, MFICTIbIEEXTENSIONOF AN O|'I;RATIONAL MODEL.
89
?
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQLYIREMENT NO. ,
_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): . PAGE OF.._
" 6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (Continued)
i
It also supports the Outlook for Space themes, Protection of Life and Property
: (OFS-03) dealing with Tropospheric Pcllutants (0F5-032), and Prediction and I
i Protection of the Environment, dealing with Stratospheric Changes and Effects i
(0F5-0241.
Transmissometry can be performed in two modes: (i) sources on the space I
J
- platform and detectors on the ground, and (2) sources on the ground and i
detectors on the space platform. Advantages of mode one are: (I) less !
, initial cost, (II) earth emission effects are minimal, and (III) space I
flight worthiness of sources can be checked out during shuttle experiments. I
The concern about possibilities of radiation hazard to human eye when IR I
laser sources are involved, needs to be evaluated. The advantage of the i
! second mode are (I) minimum danger of radiation damage, (II) for the visible ii region, the sources of light, such as search lights and warning beacons,
- , on building tops, can be used that will also be of use for civic/safety !
i purposes; (III) detectors, coolers, filters, etc., can be tested and optimized i
for space flight. The disadvantages seem to be: (I) interference from
earthts surface albedo, and (II) higher initial cost of calibrated sources
One or two experimenIs will be designed to test which of the two modes is
reliable and cost-effective,
J
i '
_ i i i,, i i ,, i
"_ 70 ,.
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SECTION C: EARTH RESOURCES SENSING PAYLOADS
: C-I COASTAL ZONE AND LAND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
c
Applic_,_ion
This is an earth oriented, remote sensing payload which is in direct support
of the Outlook For Space themes concerned with the Production and Manaqement ofi
_ Food _nd Forestry Resources and the Prediction and Protection of the Environment. i
One of the objectives of this mission is to acquire improved data to access land
• use, environmental factors, and living marine resources. This mission will give
particular emphasis to the coastal zone which involves coastal land and wet-
lands use as well as coastal water quality and marine resources. The second
objective is to provide a spaceflight demonstration of advanced technology ,_
; applied to these important areas. This would include both advanced payload
c
and ground truth sensing technology. The advanced technology envisioned for
this spacecraft payload would involve advanced sensing concepts in multi-
spectral imagery employing large aperture telescopes for increased spatial
_ resolution; new spectral filtering and spectrometer concepts for improved
sensitivity and selectivity; advanced all solid state electronically-scanned
arrays for low cost and weight, and improved reliability and sensitivity; non- '_
radiative coolers for increased sensitivity; and new image and electronic data
_- processing techniques to eliminate redundancy of transmitted data. Another-
important aspect of this mission is the validation of these observations andJ
measurements made from space using ground truth remote sensing systems, employing
, both in s_,tu sensors and aircraft borne remote sensors. The aircraft remote
sensing systems will provide an essential connecting link between in situ and
_'_ space remote sensors by providing rapid surveys over large areas. Although
the prima:y emphasis of this payload is on coastal zone observations, the ad-
vanced multispectral imagery technology demonstrated by this mission will have
2
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direct impact on other earth observation mission.
Palload Description
The payload system would employ an advanced multispectral imagery system
sensiti_e to radiation emitted from the earth and its atmosphere over the spectral
range from .2-13 micrometers. The system would provide high spectral selectivity
at specific spectral locations throughout the spectral range to maximize detection
-- sensitivity and selectivity of important land, _ater, _nd coastal zone parameters.
The basic elements of this advanced multispectrol imaoer would include a large
aperture telescope; electronically-scanned, solid state detector arrays; high
resolution spectral discrimination elements; a non-radiant type cooler system
operating at TOOK; and direct image or electronic data processors. This
instrument system would be tailored to observe the most important parameters of
the coastal zone and land resources management problems. Examples of important
parameters that show potential for remote sensing by this payload system are:
Water and Coastal Zone
Surface temperature and thermal pollution.
Surface salinity and salt/fresh water mixing.
Chlorophyll and algae concentrations.
Industrial pollutants.
Fuel oil spills.
Turbidity and _ediment distributions.
Fractional cloud cover.
Marsh plant identification.
Wetlands monitoring (dredging, fillin£, lagooning, damming, etc.).
Shoal mapping.
Trophic status of lakes.
Land
Mineral exploration.
Surface thermal mapping _geothermal site location, forest fire detection).
Insect population and damage surveys.
Forest coverage and cutting.
Timber classification.
Crop identification and surveys.
The precise selection of the optimum positions and widths of the instrument
spectral bands needed to detect the li_ted parameters cannot be completely
• specified at present. This is an extremely important area for a continuing
II¢'_£,'t{c)DUCI_ILZ'A_OF 'I'HI_,
"/2
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research program which requires extensive theoretical modelling of both physical
i mechanisms and systems, laboratory experimentation, and "'_ld evaluation. Based
i on prior research, it is possible to identify certain regions of the spectrum
which will be important. The first of these is in the thermal infrared spectrum
I from 8 to 12 micrometers. This spectral region, which corresponds to an atmos-
F
pheric window, is important for thermal mapping of both land and water _urfaces
and would be used to determine sea surface temperature, locate geothermal dress
i
and conduct insect population e, rveys. For this experiment the desired temp-
erature discrimination or noise equivalent temperature should be less than
• .l°K, assuming s band of 10.5-12.5 micrometers is chosen, Another important
use of this band is for pollutant measurements since meny of the important
stratospheric and tropospheric pollutants have absorption lines in this region.
These absorption lines for trace gas pollutants can he both weak and spectrally
i
narrow end hence require special high sensitivity, high resolution spectrometric
sensing techniques. The second spectral band of interest is the 3.5 to 5
micrometer band. This spectral region is useful for forest fire detection,
fractional cloud cover estimation (4 micrometers} and for earth viewing through
an etmospheric window (3.5 to 4.1 micrometers}. Some pollutants such as CO
(4.7 micrometers) and CO2 (4.3 micrometers} have absorptive bands in this region
also. The third region of interest is the i to 3.5 micrometer spectral range.
This region also contains atmospheric windows (1.5 to 1.75 micrometers and 2.1
to 2.3 micrometers} for earth viewin_ and in addition has use in geolrjical
i
surveying such as the identification of hydrated iron oxides and clays(1.3, i
1.6, and 2.2 micrometers}. The fourth and richest part of the total spectrum
is the .4 to I micrometer region. This spectral range is important for
visible imagery and potentially useful foz the measurement, detection, or
monitoring of: chlorophyll in algae end plants (.685 _.01 micrometer}; fuel
,_ _ , . ._ nllnn ......
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Loil slicks at sea (.45 _.05 micrometer); water turbidity; shoal mapping (.5 to
4 to .6 micrometer); trophic status of lakes (.8 to 1.1 micrometer); timber,
crop and marsh plant identification; wetlands changes; industrial water
pollution (.6 to .7 micrometer); and insect damage. The last spectral region
to be covered is the near ultraviolet band from .2 to .4 micrometers. This
_ region is of interest for atmospheric pollutant monitoring of gases such as
502, 03, and NO2 wFich have strong absorption bands in this spectral range, i
From the preceding discussion it should be apparent that there is enough i i
%
_i knowledge of the important spectral characteristics of observables to begin !
formulation of a payload system. Continuing research in the area may ulti- i
m_ely change priorities and identify new spectral signatures. In spite of
this, however, the underlying basic technology required to perform a mission
of this type will remain unchanged. The technology development of the key
elements of this aavanced multispectral imager should be completed by the
following target dates: large aperture telescope (1982), electronically-scanned
"i solid state infrared arrays (1978), ultra-narrow band pass spectral filters(1980), ,
}
and non-radiative coolers (1980). Based on these dates tilefirst payload could
be launched in 1983. Later launcheg would incorporate more advanced technology
J
suck as the Hadama_d imaging spectrometer (1983) and the Fraunhofer line dis-
criminator (1984). This schedule can be compared to the Outlook for Space
i systems Hiqh Resolution and Ver_Hiqh Resolution Visible-IR S_stem (systems? i
no. 2001-2004) which would directly benefit from this payload demonstration. ]
!
The time frame proposed for these sys%ems is: 2001 (1981), 2002(1982-B6, }
J
2003 (1987)_ and 2004 (1988-94). Since the time frames for this payload and {
<
the operational systems overlap there could be a continuous transfer of technology _
from this payload to the operational systems.
i
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TechnoloQ_ Advancement.,Required
A. LARGE APERTURE TELESCOPES
{
; An f/l.7, one me±er telescope is needed for this payload system to provide
a 19 fold increase in collection efficiency above present day ERTS imagery, In
addition, the instantaneous field uf view would be 20 microradians at .5 micro-
meter which ould provide a factor of four improvement in ground resolution. In
;, _ a near earth orbit of 200 k m this would permit a surface resolution of better
than seven meters. The spatial resolution would be proportionally O_raded
)
toward the infrared and experience a factor of seven reduction at lO micrometers.
: The total field of view of _he optics system would be of the order of 15 degrees
} which would provide a 53 kim swath width on the ground. There is an important
!
additional structural design constraint for this high resolution telescope which
requires the maintenance of small deformatiot, tolerances in the presence of
?
space thermal loads.
B. SPECTRAL DISCRIMINATION ELEMENTS
i Improved spectral discrimination elements surh as filters, interferometers,
and spectrometers are needed to provide increased throughput, spectral discrim-
ination and tunability. These elements would be tailored to the parameter
t
spectrum of interest. In particular, improved ultranarrow band pass interference
• filters are needed in both the visible and infrared (.5-12 micrometer) ranges to
t
implement sensing concepts such as the Fraunhofer line discriminator imager.
: New spectrometer =oncepts such as the Hadamand Multispectral Imager need to be
investigated and applied. This latter sensing concept has a potential sensi-
tivity advantage over conventional spectrometers, while providing imagery in the
8-12 micrometer spectral b_nd.
: C. SOLID STATE DETECTOR ARRAYS '
; This payload system will require electronically scanned, multiple solid
75 _
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state detector arrays which are sensitive over the full spectral range from
.2 to 13 micrometers. In order to achieve these capabilities new concepts
such as charge coupled device (CCD) and charge injection device (CID) must
be developed using new and different material systems. Silicon LCD technology
is in a high stage of developm_ "_ and will cover the spectral band from .4 to
1 micrometers. Silicon CID technology is in the early stage of development,
but offers improved sensitivity. Infrared CCD development for the I to 5 i
micrometer band is likewise in the early stages of development. In this
. spectral band InSb is being used as the detector in a monolithic CCD. The
monolithic concept which is presently under investigation by NASA offers the
potential of low coot, high reliability, low weight and io_ power consumption. ,
An alternative approach involves a hybrid concept which uses a detector material
such as PbS and InSb deposited on silicon CiD's. This lattwr technology will
probably progress more rapidly than the monolithic approach, but does not
: possess the advantages of the former. In the 5 to 12 micrometer band ternary
material detectors such as HgCdTe appear promising. Work is needed in this
area to improve detector detectivity (D*) at higher operating temperatures so
i
that space system cooling requirements can be reduced or eliminated. In the [
8-12 micrometer band a class of pyroelectric detectors offers the potential
advantage of high temperature operation with acceptable D* values. At present
there is no known research in progress on self-scanned solid state arrays in
the 8-12 micrometer band. Finally, these detector arrays would have 13,100
elements of approximately 30 micrometers on a side to meat the instantaneous
ano total field of view requirements.
D. COOLERS
Space qualified non-radiative type coolers which will reach temperatures
in the range from [O K (I watt) to 100 K (10 watts) are needed for detectors
¢
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end optical components operating in the thermal infrereo region of the spectrum.
._ f This advance is needed to improve oversll system sensitivity. In situations
where the detector is the major noise source e tradeoff c_n be made between '_
_ cooling requirements and improved detector performance, i. e , as detector
, performance is improved cooling requirement_ can be reduced. Analytical
; studies to investigate potential cooler designs are in progress.
:f
,_ E. IMAGE PROCE551NG
=
Techniques to reduce the flow of redundant information need to be developed. r
One approach to this is to perform direct imaoe processing using Fourie_ trans-
:_
• /
_ form imagery which could perform pattern recognition, data compression and spa- :
_ tial frequency analysis. This advanced technique is in the eamly research stage, :,
; Another near real-time processing of multispectral imagery data. Faster micro- ;
proceRsors need to be developed before this technology can be applied. ;
j
F. GROUNDTRUTH SUPPORT SYSTEPS
The successful validation of multispect_al imagery and measurements from
F
space will to a large extent depend on synoptic ground truth data. This will
require both i_n_ ground-based sensors and aircraft instrumented wi_h remote
• ._., _ sensors which can observe large land areas in a shor_ perioa of time. i
5 _,.,,_;_amote sensing instrumen,_ would bridge the gap between more accurate point
_, measuremen_in_._t._sensors at fixed locations and the large area coverage pro-
vided by the spacecraft multispectrel imagery. R_mote sensing and_ situ
instruments are needed for every parameter of interest. Several examples app-
licable to coastal zone observations ere included in the listing of technology
requirements. Two of these ere airborne remote sensing instruments employing
leem¢ techniques for _he measurement of ocean and estuarine salinity end
tu¢bidity. The laser technique (Ramen L]_AR) is the only known technique that
has p_tential for remote s,be_fece ( > 1 mete_) salinity meeeuremen_. Similar i
5
£,
:}
_2 ""
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techniques are under development for algae chlorophyll concentration measurement
and oil siick detection. These systems are in the development stage. The third
instrument is called the Multispectral Ocean Color Sensor (MOCS) and is in _he
flight evaluation stage. This instrument, a multispectral imager, is used for
observing selected signatures from the water parameters such as pollution,
chlorophyll, etc. The fourth instrument listed in the technology requirements
is an in situ mul_ispectral imager based on a Viking facsimile camera concept.
J
This would find application for high resolution verification of multispectral
images generated by the spacecraft imager.
Associated Mission Model
Advanced technology demonstrated by this payload would support multispec-
tr_l imagery missions in the following areas:
Timber Inventory (015) i
Control of Harmfu] Insects (036)
Rangeland Assessment (016)
Global Crop Production (011) T
Large Scale Weather (021)
Stratospheric C_anges and Effects (024)
Local WEather and Severe Storm Fcrecasting (031)
Tropospheric Pollutants Monitoring (032)
In addition, it is in dircrt s_oport of the Outlook for Space systems
H gh Resolution and VEry High REsolutio_ Visible-IR System (Systems no. 2001-
2004).
Y
I
I
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Imaging Optics PAGE 1 OF
for Coastal Zone Management
" 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop low ,/#, wide angle
field of view, imaging optics for high spatial resolution multispectral
imagery (.4 - 12_)
J CURRENT STATE OF ART: .ERTS imagery 0.4 to 1.1_, 75 micro
radian resolution, NOAA 3 Radiometer, 600 micro radian resolution, i
9" and 5" diameter optics. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 9__
5. DESCI{IPTION OF TECItNOLOGY
"i Requirement: 20 micro radian resolution at .5JJ
; 150 micro radian resolution at !0_
: Casegranian Optics technology to obtain these resolutions is given in
. ' attached table taken from reference #i. Optics diameters of 0.5 to
i meter are requi=ed. Necessitates large volume payloads. Light weight
and high dimensional precision optics technology is required.
}
!
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O PRE-A,E] A,O B,O C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
i i. High spatial resolution imagery is needed for Earth resources
monitoring. Large diameter optics are required because of _iffraction
limited effects.T
2. Monitoring coastal zone esturines, wetlands, poil_tion, commerce
require _gh resolution multispectral imagery.
3. Large diameter optical systems evaluation compatible with _muttle
payloads.
: L , . TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL , I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): PAGE 2 OF 4__
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Fly lower resolution radiometers on aircraft.
. i
q_
C
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Weight, dimensional stability of optics materials.
; 2. Optical design to cover large wavelength range and large angular field of
view.
3. Extreme mechanical precision need for scanning techniques.
, , ,l ,, i ,
i 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
, |,
; 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:.
GSFC.. Scanning 5pectroradiometsr progra,, (Image plane scanner, 16" die.
collecting optics, 30 microradian resolution) 3 study contracts.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBE]3 LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
I. Optical materials of li3ht weight configuration needed.
2. Solid state detector _ays, image scanning technique and spectral
filters technology must integrate with imaging optics to provide
i complete system.
i i i i lille i
o
_'- 80
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF 4
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84[85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CIINOLOGY
1. Analyses
2. Design ___
_ 3. Fabrication _ __
l
.
4. Space Checkout !
1 'APPLICATION
I. Des_n (Ph. C) ____ I
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __
3. Operations __.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
" IA TOTAL i:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ,
: NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
I
14. REFERENCES:
1. Point Design Study Scanning Spectro-Radiometer
Te Compan_ Contract, NA55-21948 Final Report #I046-i August 1973.
2. Design Study Repozt Seven-Band Scanning Radiometer Honeywell Contract 2
#NAS5-21757, January 1973. ' :
3. Scanning Spec_roradiometer Point Design Final Report Hughes Contract
#NA55-21952, September 1973. _ +'
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. c_u_,_'::'._TO, aaE_maao TESTEDm eELEVAN_
t ENVIRONblENT IN THE LARORA_X)RY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OP_ERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA}T ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEORY FOItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. $. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. TNEONY TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT I. NEW CAPAI}ILITY " ;RIVED FROM A MUCII LEE'_ER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CItARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, |, RELIAmLIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAl., CO._'PONENT, ETC. I0. MFETIME EXTEN$1ON OF AN OI'_RATIO_AL MODEL.
• iii
81
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!DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. J
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hadamard Multispectral PAGE I OF 3__
Imager i
2. TECHN(II,OGY CATECX)RY: Sensing and Data Acquisition _ -
• 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Design and develop a thermal IR ] ;
imager using the Hadamard Transform/multiplexing advantage to improve sensor _ :i -
detection signal to noise ratio.
' t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Thermal IR detectors and object plane scanninq ! ":
radiometers provide i km resolution, + 2°K sensor accuracE, and use an B-12_
, spectral band. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 9 i '
-- i
5. DESCRIPTION ()I"TECIINOLOGY i
The Hadamard Transform Spectrometer imager uses a single detector which senses !
a large portion (50%) of the total scene energy continuously during a mission, 1
thereby giving an optical multiplex advantage. A multiaperture, encoded i
graticule is scanned across the image in the usual radiometer optics. The
graticule encoding and detector outputs are fed simultaneously into a computer J
which inverts the data with a Hadamard Transform to reproduce an image of the i
scene. By including a grating spectrometer in the system, imagery in i
different spectral bands can be provided. By selecting several bands within !
the 8 to 12_ spectral range, more accurate temperature information may be _
• obtained about the scene. _
!
!,
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,["] A,[-] B,[-] C/D I
7
6. IIA'I'I_NAI.I.: AND ANAI, YSIS: {
i. The multiplex advantage provides a larger S/N ratio and eliminates the i
image scanning mirrors of a normal object plane scanned with ,nultiple }
detectors. }
2. Provides thermal IR imagery in the 8-12U wavelength bands. Multispectral !
capability will provide for greater temperature measurement accuracy, !
+ O.lOK.
3. Useful in coastal zone water pollution measurements, Shuttle, 5easat, etc. I
[ .'.
?,
,I
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL '_ ::
,
a.
1977006968-089
T 0 iiI
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.\.
, ,,m
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,., PAGE 2 OF 3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Frequency modulated graticules scanned in image plane, i
t Requires multiple demodulation and multiplexing circuits.
I
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
• i. Efficiency of detector collecting optic need to be improved.
2. Minimum size of graticule elements influence size of optics in high
resolution radiometers
-
3. Requires wide angle, low F/#, high resolution collecting optics.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
!
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
; RTOP # 176-13-33-02 Water Quality and Pollution Sensing -
Evaluate Breadboard Model from AAFE Development. :,
EXPECTED UNPERTURrrD LEVEL 5 _ _
, ,, ,
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ::
Development of: d_ta inversion of Hsdamard code using mini computers, data
, display and recoroing techniques, thermal IR standards end calibrations
techniques.
;
: _
] 977006968-090
_" ................ I [ •
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF 3
i
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
|
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77[78 79 80 81 82 83 84'85 86 87 88 89! 90 91
" TE CHNOLCGY I
1 Analysis "_
2. Design _
3. Fabrication -_
• -"
4. Space Checkout
5.
' APPLICATION
I. Desert (Ph. C)
: 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
- 4.
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
" " I i
TECHNOLOGY NEED L.,TE ! A TOTAL
7 •
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES {
i ....
14. REFERENCES:
AAFE contract #NA51-12690
"AS&£ Hadaraard Imaging Spectrometer Development
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNTORBREADBOARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE t.AI_DIqAqX)RY.
I, BAalC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND RFPORTED, @, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT°
3. THEORY F_RMULATED TO DE.v,CIIIItE P!IENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE E,X_,qRONMENT,
3. THE(_W, TEm'ED BY PIIY.';ICA].:'VPF:RIM_'NT S. NEW CAPAIIH,ITY DLflIVFD FROM A MLTCII LESSER
OR MA'IIIEMATICAL MOI}I:I,. OPERATIONAL MODI_.L.
,t. ]*ERTINENT FUNCTION OR CItAIIACTER|,_JIT[C DEMONSTBATED, II. _LIAB|L]TY UPGRAD|N(; OF AN OPERATh_NAL MODEL.
£.G,, MATEIIIAI., CO_'PONF:NT. ETC. 10, LIFETtMK EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEl., _ '
85 1 _
! | -
1977006968-091
V
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
|, • , , ,_,, , , , , = J
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fraunhofer Line PAGE 1 OF _
Discriminator Ima_er (FLDI) !
.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensor and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:.]_es.iq n and Develop an Imaging FLD
_ for Space Application
r
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Non-imagin_ helicopter flight model has been .,
developed and flight tested
HAS BEEN CARRIED T_ "LFVEL 6
5. DES(?I/II'TION ()F TECItNO_,OGY
Large diameter collecting optics and object plane scanning system _s =o be
" . adapted to the present nonimaging FLD concept to provide imaging fzom space, i
Narrow band fil_ers and double beam photometry techniques are combine_ with
the above imaging optics to _ense the luminescence of certain earth targets 7
within the Fraunhofer absorption lines of the solar spectrum. :i
2 a
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: r'] PRE-A,[-] A,["] B,_] C/D
J, , J, , ,_
6. IIATI( NAI.I.. AND ANALYSIS: :_
i. Cross track scanning from a sun synchronous o_bit can provide imagery ":
(I km footprint) of earth resources materials and pollutants
_ (Chlorophyll, oils, phosphates, etc.). "_
2. Can be useful in coastal zone pollution monitoring, plant stress in :
forestry, mineral detection in geology, i ._
3. Image contrasts axe enhanced for materials luninescence beyond that
normally found in material reflectance for some fluorescent materials.
?
¢.
" TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _i
] 977006968-092
m i i i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): , PAGE 2 OF 3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
4.
• , ,, , • J , : ii • i i :l • i _ ,_
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _ ;}"{
1. Intervening atmospheric scattering cause contrast reduction and not I _
in presents of clouds. I '_operab_.8L r
2. Study possible singlu beam rather than double beam photometry _
i techniques. I ._
f.3
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: " _ _':
: 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS CR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _
None. =_
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
,,, i , J iii J : H ii
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Narrow band _ilter development.
if i i i ii i I II Illl •
67
1977006968-093
I }7' _........ - ...........
[ /
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF _2._ ! _
....... . _
• 12. TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS HEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
: SCHEDULE ITEM 75[76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84185i86!87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
:: I. Analyses
A
2. Design _ __
3. Fabrication
_ 4. Te_t
5. Space Checkout _
_ APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) !
: 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
':: 3, Operations ,__
_: 4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
" I !
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES { 1
i i
14. REFERENCES: _-
t
: i. FLD Engineering Model of Helicopter - AAFE Program ;
2. Proposal for Operational Fraunhofar Line Discriminator (FLD)
_ Application Study - Psrkin-Elmer #11743, 12 November 1973
_KODUCIBILJTY OF '_'}li_ ,
eAeZm poo :
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I.COMmNrNTOam_E* ,,_,*'ST_D,NaELEVA,_T
ENVIRONMENTI'_ , I..AIK)RATORY.
1. BASICPH_NO.%IENAO_ERVKD AND REPORTED. @. MODEL T_STgD INAIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. _|. TIIEORY }X)ItMt_t.ATEDTO DESCI_IBE_'IIFNO_ENA. ?. MODEL TESTED INSPACE E:,%qRONMENT. 4
_. THEORYTESTED BY PIIYSICALEXPERIMENT II. NEWCAPAIMLITYDLRIVED FROM A MUCIILESSEg '_i +.
,+
OR MATIIE_4ATlCALMODEl,. OPERAI'IOhAL MOD_L. ,{ '_
4, ]PERTINENTFUNCTIONOR CIIAP,•%CTi['PtFfI(_DI_:MONSTRATED, II. ItELIAIMLIT¥ UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATB +.'qALMODEL, -_ •
E.G.,MATEII[AI.,COS',PONENT,ErC. I0. L_FETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'rRATIONAL MODFL. _ _
88 _: :
1977006968-094
_EFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
L ' .... L '
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Direct Fourier PAGE 1 OF
Transform Ima_er "
'2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors and Data Acquisition .=
}
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. Permit the immediate utilization of _
muiLiplex (Fourier) advantage as well as permit Fourier data F_ocessin9 on ::
raw imaop.
-i. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3 ,_
5. DESCI_II'TION ()1" TECIlNOLOGY
The Direct Fourier Transform fiamera consists of an acousto-electrical light 2.
detector whose output in a Fourier transform of the input radiant intensity
distribution. The techn_.que consists of launching acoustic waves down a
photosensitive slab. Nonlinear interaction between photons and acoustic waves
causes a multiplication between the two. Electrical current flowing trans- :,
verse]y to acoustic wave is proportional to the Fourier component of the
image at that acoustical wavelength frequency scanning completes the generation
of the Fourier transform.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,O A,[] B,O C/D '_
6. RATI()NAI.F AND ANALYSIS:
; )
The ability to do pattern reco§nition, to do data compression, to ut:lize _ :,
multiplex advantages for signal-to-noise ratio, and to do frequency analysis
of imagery data are all capabilities that curfew+ imaging systems do not 'i
possess. At present a standard image must br ,_.::'._atedano then either
d±g±tal or holographic techniques must be erri_L,,y_,J. The Direct Fourier
Transform Imager has the potential to bridge ,_-,_ ;ap be+,., en the conventional _
imager and the data processor.
,s
TO BE CARRIED TO I" 2L _ _
i '
) ,-
?
) _dl,,/P
1977006968-095
i/.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, , | J i I ' _"
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Direct Fourier PAGE 2 OF 3_.
.... H , . /
Transform Imager
, , II III _'_
} } 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
; Technology options include selection of materials, optimization for various _"
'_ wavelength bands, and utilization of various acoustic geno.rators. _'
a
i .
w, %
_ i i m i |l i . | i i i _
• : 8. TNCHNICAL PROBLEMS: _i _
_ Nonlinearities must be fully explored as well as the ability to launch properly
terminated %ravelling w3ves. Signal-to-noise must be fullW understood. :
%
?:
... -i . i i i i
: 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ,:_
Nore. _
]
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: ,:
,4
None,
-{
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL ._
i, i
II. RELATED TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: "_.
t
,_
None. i'
2"
• 1
:o
j.
? t ;
o
] 977006968-096
k+
__ t
, m • ..... m
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ,',,,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Direct Fourier PAGE 3 OF
Transform Imagez I; 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
+ , CALENDAR YEAR 1
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76!77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 9.1 91
< - i TEI.CHNOLOGY i
+ 2.
• ! 3.2
, !
+ i 4.
} J APPLICATION
.... _ ' 1. Design (Ph. C)
; I 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) I _", 3, Operatio.s
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATF I I TOTA!' ,I _:
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES i " 1
14. REFERENCES:
-: Deft: Direct Electronic Fourier Transforms of Optical Imagas, Kornreich, P.G., ,
et al.; Proceedings of IEEE, August 1974.},
&
+ 1
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,. ¢.'OMI,O_FNTORSREADSOA_DTk:S_LDI_RZLI_VANT
|. BASICpH£NO.%Ib'NAO['_I%VEDANDREPORTED. $. [MOI_qELTESTI_DiNAIIR,CRAI'I'ldNVI_ONMI':NT.
I. TIIEOItYFO|tMULATEDTO DESCItIBF.PIIE$OMF,NA. t MODIZLTE$'rl_L"IN S. Xrl_r..v;Ro_5'r-N'r.
$. THF,OItYTE.VI'F.DBY PIIYSICALEXPERIMENT 1, NEW CAPABILITYV_;mVrD r.qOM A ),U¢II 12,m;ER !
OR bIAI'IIEMATICALMODEL. OI_I_"t'IOI_AL MOI)KL. it_ 4. PI_MTINENTFUNCTIONOR C|IAI1ACTERISTICDEMONSTI_ATED, @. R_UAEnJTY U)x;,IqAI')INGOF AN t)PERATIOy4ALMODI_L.
I E.G,, MATEIIIAL, CO$_PONENT, ETC. IO. LIIfllgTtMEEXTENI_IONOF AN OI'I_ltATION,&LMODFL.
I ' ' .......... ,,mmmmmm
++ 1 m t
+...... t +
1977006968-097
ki" DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ,J ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ultra Narrow Bend PAGE 1 OF 3
Filter for Remo_e 5ensinQ
2. TECHN()LO(_f CATEGORY: 5ensin_ and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCeMENT REQUIRED: Design and develop infrared
bandpass filters of the Fabr,yPerot Interference type to advance the capability
of IR sp_ctzoradiometers forethe oetection and measumement of line strengths ino
molecular s_ectra.
-i. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Visible filters have been carried to level 6
i (F_-unhofer Line Discriminator Program). IR filters are in the early desiqn }_
.oF_e. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2_..
" 5. I)ESCI{II'TIONOF TECIINOLOGY
Ull _ narrow b_nd filter requirements for arm•spheric absorption experiments:
i
Wavelength range: 5 p T_ 20]j (2000 cm- to 500 cm01)
Full width, half max. range: 3 x i0-4_ to 1 x 10-3]_ (0.12 cm-I tp 0.025 cm-I)
Transmission: 0.50
Optical ray cone angle: 2°
' Operating temp. : 80OK
By tilting the filter, limited wavelength tuning can be accomplished to scan
several spectral lines in the IR spectrum.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,O A,• B,• C/D
|
(_. RATI()NAI,F AND ANALYSIS:
i. Filters to be incorporated into a diffezential absorption spectrorad£omster
to measume atmosphemic gas composition and pollutants.
2. Global coverage of the Earth environment from air-Sat or 5hurtle.
3. Provides greater spectral specificity and detection capability over
pzesent broadband filters used in LRIR or proposed LACATE sensors.
?
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
1977006968-098
m , , i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. '_.°
• ,, , ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE)" PAGE 2 OF 3__
i .... l , i w • ii i
_ - 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS"
: IR Laser tuning techniques may accomplish same measurements in differential
absorption spectrometry.
Y _
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: :-
• IR Material selections, design fo_ specific wavelength filters, wavelength : :;
shifts with filter temperature change, integration of filter and detector
into compatible sensing subsystem.
, t , • | -,_
i 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i i
_. Useful as s blocking filter in laser tuning differential absorption
spectrometry, i
¢. ! ]
J,
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: t
_' None. i ;
fi
' EXPECTED LEVEL ! '_ UNPERTURBED
: 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: }
,: Requires use w_th large diamete_ collecting optics (i meter) and cooled 1 ;
,, detector filter subsystem.
. II i i l ii i R li in m _
_ S
i
•
:: 93 _
1977006968-099
m:" | I ' "-;"i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF 3
- 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 _80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
-_ TE CHNOLOGY
I. Analyses --
2. Design
¢ 3. Fabrication
_ 4. G_ound Task :_"
{
_' 5. Space Checkout __
" APPLICATION "
: I. Deslgn (Ph. C) _
: 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __ 'i
_ 3. Operations
2" 4e
"_" 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
i IECHNOLOGY NEED DATE fi TOTAL ' _I
: NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
u i•
14 REFERENCES:
}
::: 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMm_N_ o_ _E_m^_D T_STEDINRELEV^_T _I_-NVIRONbIENT IN THE LABORATORY.
_, 1. BASIC PHENOMENA O[_ERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT,
_! _. TIIEORY FOItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PlIENOMENA, ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_qRONMENT.
_':.. 3. THEORy TESTED BY PIIY_ICAL E.XPERIMENT @, NEW CAPAII_I,ITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER -_
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPER&TIOKAL MODEL,
::_ 4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, @, REL, IA_ILIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERAT,)NAL MODEL, *',
E,G., MATERIAL, CO,_;PONENT, ETC, 10, LTFETIMF. EXTENSION OF AN OI'i:RATIONAL MODEL. :
_ 94 z
1977006968-100
,_ ........ _ _ .........=_ ...... _ _ _......7 "_ "_ " _ _:_.
_ _ _ _,_' _'_ .__ _,_L_ _,_'__ _ -_. _2_r_. _ _-_ _ - -_ _ _ .,_._:__'_ _*'_ '....r_, • _V_¢__ .... _ _
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.±
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Detectors PAGE 1 OF J
for Remote Sensin9 |
2 TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Sensing and Data Acquisition
3 OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Optimize detectivit_, response time
and operatin 9 temperature.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: In the 1-14 micrometers range, II-VI and III-V,
I i
semi-conductor detectors have detectivities above l0l0 cm-HzT-watt -1 but
require cooling to 80°K. (See p. 4.) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
! 5. DES(_"RII'TION OI." TECIINOLOGY
: _ The III-V and II-VI semi-conductor detectors are available in photo-conductive
i devices or photovoltaic devices. From 1-5 micrometers, binary compounds will !
suffice. Above 5 micrometers, the peak response as a function of wavelength
can be varied in a II-VI ternary compound (for example, Hgx Cdl_x Te and
Pb Snl_x Te) by changing the ratios of the group II constituents.: X
A pyroelectric detector consists of a slab of pyroelectric material having two
opposite face areas coated with conductive layers to form a capacitor. A
change in temperature generates a signal current proportional to the pyro-
electric coefficient. To optimize the signal, a material should possess a low
heat capacity, low dielectric constant, and large pyroelectric coefficient.
Since the signal current is proportional to the rate-of-change of the temp-
erature, this detector is more attractive than other types of uncooled thermal
detectors for higher frequency applications.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,• A,• B,F] C/D
n n
(_. RATI()NAI,E AND ANALYSIS:
These devices are used for remote sensing in earth resources missions, environ-
mental pollution monitoring, and thermal mapping.
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
' l !
I @S
]977006968-]0]
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ..Infrared Detectors for PAGE 2 OF 4_..
j
Remote 5ensin_
'
_ 7 TEe HNOLOGY OPTIONS:
<
The detectivity of the II-VI ternary compc nds can be increased to the point
-? where it is practical to operate these dev',ces at higher temperatures than ._
BOOK. The detectivity of the p2roelectric can be increased to _ 1010cmH
. watt-l. !%
d
it
" 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1 Control of honogeneit_ in III-V and II-Vl materials restricts array :.
construction.
2. Poor reproducibility of detactor parameters in III-V and II-VI materials. _
3. Relatively low operating temperature (_80°KO in the ll-Vl ternary
materials. :_
:' 4. Relatively low detectivity in pyroelectric detectors (Cont'd., p. 4) } .
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: I
< If temperatures on the order of 85°K can be achieved for the desired mission, , {
it is suggested that doped silicon detectors be employed because of their %
higher detectivity in the wavelength range greater than 5 micrometers. In
_ addition, the dctector preamplific_" can be directly incorporated with the
device.
l0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
: RTOP # 506-18-21, "Electronic Devices and Components," contains elements
bearing on this technology, such as an indium antimonide CCD sensor and :_
pyroelectric detector materials investigations.
?
J
EXPECTED UNPERTURBE_ LEVEL 8 .i
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _,
j_
i: Advancement in preamplifier performance technology: improved material growth ,'_
_ technology: small volume, low oower cooling systems. ,_
J
1977006968-102
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : ,,Infrared Detectors for PAGE 3 OF -4..-
J i
Remote Sensinq
12. TECHNOLOGY HEQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91 I
i
: TECHNOLOfY: I%
PYROELECTRIC DETECTORS:
> !. Elec. Component Des.
2. Component Development t?
3. Array or CCD Hybrid
Fabrication
J
4. Space Checkout
( III-V & II-VI Compound
DETECTORS:
"_ 1. Materials 5rowth
2. Detector Fabrication -_
3. Analysis
_ 4. &round Checkout i
5. Space Checkout
_, 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
¢ "' I I
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE -_OTAL I
I1
i m • i
14. REFERENCES:
i i. "Infrared Technology for Remote Sensing," Special Issue, Proceedinqs of
" the IEEE, 6_/3,No. I (1975}
!
<
' 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.com,o_rsvonaaz_no_m_T_ST_Dm aE_EV^ST
,._Fo,,_v_:._'Enn_mn's_C^L_.XPEa,_Esv ,.NEW c^_^muv_ D_a,VEDrro._,, MVC,,LZm*'-a
f_ MATIIEMATICAL MODEl°. OPw.I%ATIONALMODEL.
4t.PERTINENT }'UNCTIONO11CItARACTEIIISTICDEMONSTRATED, @. RELIAB[LIT%'UPGRAI)INGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEl,•
E.G., MATEItlA|.,COh:PO,%ENT,ETC,
_: _ |O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OIIJRATIONAL MODEL,
i' 97 j
1977006968-103
_::_:_ 0_ _ _I_:_L_ _,i_:,i_::_"_h_ ....... _,:_j__:<:: _" ::i_ ":;_:_/r .... _ _:_, ...._ _,_ _ _
L
'_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
} I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Detectors for PAGE 4 OF 4__ %
Remote Sensin _
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: (cont'd.)
Over the wavelength range 1-20 micrometers, pyroelectric detectors have a
relatively low detectivity (D*=5xl0 8 cm-Hg_-wett -I) but require little or
no cooling. _
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (cont'd.) i
_ 5. Relatively long response times in pyroelectric detectors which _ "
restricts their practical operating fzequency.
6. Pyroelectric detectors highly sensitive in vibrations.
o 1
2
"2
I
!
|
1977006968-104
!
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ._
',, J ', ,, , 'I
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Intensified Solid PAGE 1 OF
]State In,a_in_ Device
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Imaging
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. Develop a low liqht level solid
state imaging device by integrating a "CID" imaging device with an imaging
intensifier.
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: CID devices have been built but have not been
integrated wit h image intensifiers
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
5. DESCRII'TION ()I"TECIINOLOGY
A technique for increasing the sensitivity of "Charge Injected Devices" (CID)
imaging devices in order to more completely take advantage of their ruggedness,
; size, weight, and low power consumption. These devices will be strong
competitors for present low light level tube type systems.
@
i
!_ [ P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,O A,O B,O C/D
'.< 6. RATI()NAI, E AND ANALYSIS:
i (a) As the resolution of the solid state devices increase, devices such as
i the CID will replace tube type imaging devices. In addition, as the sensi-
tivity of CID type devices is increased, by integration with intensifiers,
, intensified CID's could replace tube devices on the LST and 5pacelab.
'_ (b) The great advantages of the solid state imaging devices are:
1. Elimination of a heater element
2. Very small size, compared to an equivalent tube device.
: 3. Light weight.
• 4. Ruggedness, due to the elimination of electrodes.
.: TO BE C.ARRIED TO LEVEL _ i
1977006968-105
::_.... DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT, NO. I _'i. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Intensified Solid State PAGE 2 OF __
i'_ Ima.qinq Device i:
" 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) Continued development and improvement in tube type imaging devices. !
S _ "k
,_ i n I pun n im I lli I Illl I I og
5 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _
_ (a) Ccntamination of the CIO silicon chap by materials from the intensifier
._ photocathode. _
_i (b) Damage to the CID by high energy particles within the system.
....... i}9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
-2.
2
{
d_
:_ 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
4
o
?
•_: EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL..
_., 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
/
,t
.,%_ II I I I I I I • I I I i
1977006968-106
: i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_ _ i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Intensif'..iedSolid PAGE 3 OF --
j.
/, State, Ime_ir)_ Device
_ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
._ . , CALENDAR YEAR
._ SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
_ "
"_ TECHNOLOGY
,: _ I. Analysis & Design
• 2. Fabricate Test Model ,_
_: 3. Test i_"
_ 4. Evaluation
_" 5. Report: Results "_
_ _ -_"
J APPLICATION
;_ I. Design (Ph. C) :_'
/
?, 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
>
:< 3, Operations
;_ 4. .
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: _-
I i
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL _
' 1 !"i, NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]
L
_ 14. REFERENCES: i
I '
' l
?,
(
,r
:'" 15. LEVEL OF $_ATE OF ART _. co_O_rST oa m_Avsv.,_,_ T_ST,:_,_ a_LCW_ ,,
"_" EMV_MONMENTIN THE LAI_ORATORY, _,
J I. BASICPHENOMENA O_SERVED AND REPORTED, $, MOD_L TESTED IN A,_CRAD'TENVI_Ot'MENT.|.
TIIEORYI"OltblULATEDTO DESCRIBEPIIENOMENA. 'L MODe6 TE_rI'EDINSPACE ENVIRONMENT. _
}
-_. $. THEORY ""----s_._£r.vBY PIIYSlCAL EXP£RIMENT |, NEWCAPAIMLITYDERIVEDFROM A MUCll LESSER
OR blAI'IIEbIATICALMODEl.. t_I_RATIONAL MODEL. I _"
'_:' 4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CllAKACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, _, _L_&BILIT¥ UPfiRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEL.
.: _,G.,MATEIIL_t,,COh_PONENT, ETC, I0, L,i_;TIM__XTENBION OF AN OI'rRATIONAL MODEL., i IH
"_: 101
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1oo iiII. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Imaging PAGE I OF 4_Devices Based on Charge Coupled Device Concepts (Hybrid and Monolithic)
; 2. TECtINOLOGYCATEGORY: Infrared Sensors and Imsgers
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Increased Spectral Resolving Power,
: Angular Resolvin_ Power as well as Increased Sensitivity with Additional
Features of on Chip 5ignal Processin_ and Flexibilit_ of Signal Manipulation.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Hybrid infrared CCD devices are in the develo_._,__c
.sta_e (l-Z2 micrometers) and s_stem problems are being worked. Monolithic
devices are in the first stages of research. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL5/__4
5. DESCI¢II'TION OF TECItNOLOGY Hybrid Infrared CCD de\ices are infrared
" detectors mated to silicon CCD signal processors. Basic problems concern the de-
sign of the coupling method of the detectors to the silicon CCD in a sandwich
type arrangement on the focal plane of an optical system. Signal processing,
timing sequence, background, dynamic range, and uniformity of response are being
worked in both a materials and a systems sense. In monolithic infrared CCD de-
• vices the entire MIS (metal-insulator-semi-conductor) fabrication process is be-
ing worked for compatibility and stability of detectors, FET's, diodes and CCD
development. The state of the art being that charge transfer has just been dem-
- _ onstreted for the first time in the In5b infrared detector material. Basically
the technology is that of developing a silicon LSI process for the infrared ma-
terial being used tha_ satisfies all the microslectronic fabrication require-
ments _s well as the infrared detector response requirements.
Hybrid infrared detector systems currently being developed by the DOD are InSb
and HgCdTe. With research underway by numerous groups on the hybrid detectors
!nab.
H I H
6, IIATI()NAI.EAND ANALYSIS: These devices are of the Focal Plane Array types
' utilizing the low cost, hio' reliability, minimal size, weight and power consump-
tion associated with the micro-electronic concepts LSI silicon technology. These
devices offer a new concept in increased sensitivity utilizing the Time Delayed
Integration (TDI) concept (a signal summation process where the S/N ratio has
been shown to increase by the N; where N is the number of detectors). In addi-
tion due to signal processing capabilities on the chips increased versatility and
complexity of signal manipulation is gained as well as decreased capacitance of
the devices which usually decreases the overall noise of the system. Infrared
systems provide a day and night time measurement capability.
: Requirements for devices of the above types are based on new and improved infra-
_: red measurement techniques needed in the following categories:
A. Inf'ared Imaging for Geological Experiments Concerning Classification
: and Typing of Mineral Deposits in the Exploration of New Mineral Re-
sources Throughout the World.
, S. Atmospheric Temperature Sounding for Weather Forecasting utilizing the
4.3 micrometer 002 Bend.
C. Estimate of Fractional Cloud Cover in distinguishing between clouds and
water surfaces in both the day time and night time (maximum difference
• between cloud and water surface emittance occurs nea_ 4 micrometers).
(Contld. on p. 4) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
e
I102 _.,,, I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
iJ ,
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Infrared Imaging Devices PAGE 2 OF 4_
Based on Charqe Coupled Device Concepts (H_brid and Monclithic) ........
• ,, , , ,m ,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The alternative approach wo_id be to continua to develop systems of single de-
tectors which utilize a rocking mirror. TDI could be utilized which would in-
_ crease the detector sensitivity. No alternative system approach exists that
offers the versatility and promise of performance improvements that is comparable
to hybrid or monolithic infrared imaging devices based on CCD concepts, i
J
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Fabrication of the monolithic MIS structures.
; 2. Identification of MIS monolithic devices with low interface state densities
3. Development of readout devices, FETts, diodes, etc. in monolithic systems. -'
4. Fabrication of a hybrid monolithic sandwich structure utilizing detectors _
and silicon CCDIs. ._
5. Reduction of nois" p_oblems due to lead in contacts from detectors in Hybrid
_y@tem, .. _
6. ue_erm_na_on of clockin_ sequences! signal condition and processing technol- '_
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ogy. _i
Utilize multiple wavelength scanning by prisms or diffraction grating after
scan achieved with rocking mirror or scanning mirror concept.
Y
II I I I||| I I II II I N I I ,_
I0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENt• _":
RTOP # 506-18-21 "Electronic Devices and ComponePts" has a current modest lava1 _'.
:_ of funding for the development of monolithic infrared imasing devices baaed on
,c
} CCD concepts. Work in this area could easily be expanded to develop a epecif&c
hybrid infrared CCD infrared imaging system for the 1-5 _aicromster region which
Bc
_i could be available fcr an experiments! flight for one of the ebcve mentioned ,
• categorise of experiments in approximately 3-4 years. Increaamd funding would .."_
of course be needed, EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
_i_ i i i iii i ii i iiiiii i i i i L iI ''i
_---' II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ,,o[
Increased data handling capabilities would be needed to handle expected increased ::_
infrared imaging data that would be available in terms of a ve¢iety of spectral _
/ information as weal as increased elemental 9round resolution. Night time data }
_" would also be available which would increase the data handling requirements. Du_ '_,
, to the signal processing capabilities of CCD structures, increased complexity of 'il
systems might be required if on board dmtm processing worm undm¢taken to decrease . ._-
the amount of date transmitted back to ea=th. _"
I IIIII II II I ii1|111i IIIIIIIIIIIIIII I_ II iiiii ii I i III I III I I I I "_'_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY R_' _EMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Imaging PAGE 4 OF_ .
Devices Based on Charge Coupled Device Concepts (Hybrid and Monolitnic)
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
D. Pollution Sensing of Pollutants Spectral Signatures at Various
Wavelengths.
I
E. Planetary Astronomy Spectral Imaging such as 5 micrometer Methane
_- bands of Saturn.
F. Spectral Infrared Imaging Applications 1-20 micrometers region.
) --
? ,
i'
-f
I
L
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I u" ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .Optimization of PAGE 1 OF
Infrared Radiation Detection
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Infrared Detectors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:._Reduction of low temperature opera-
tional requirements for infrared detectors
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Low noise tri-met_l detectors - operate at
temperatures no hi_her than 90°K as typified by 5191 on 5k_lab. i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECIINOLOGY
To generate usable signals in long wavelength infrared detectors, the detector
must be cooled to te_.ratures near 77°K. Operation at higher temperatures is
limited because of the presence of inherent thermal noise. Frequently, the
cooling process introduces a significant amount of noise. The use of liquid
nitrogen cooling is inconvenient, and can be hazardous to personnel. It is
suggested that a low-noise, moderate temperature detector may be developed
through a methodical computer aided research program in terms of general
• material, environmental, and impurity considerations such as band structure,
transport properties, and temperature.
a
(
' P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED•N: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[-] B,• C/D
,, ii
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) Relaxed temperature requirements for infrared detectors a_ required so
that weight and power consumption required for cooling may be reduced and
flexibility may be expanded.
(b) Low altitude and orbital earth observation remote sensing systems will
benefit from this technology.
(c) Mechanical refrigerators of liquid nitrogen cooling devices severely
limit She flexibility and the operating time of infrared detection systems.
(d) This technology advancement will be a new capability derived from
present infrared detector technology.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 2
1977006968-112
__;_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 7
t._ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _Optimization of Infrared PAGE 2 OF J_.Radiation Detection
i 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
¢
An alternative to moderate temperature detectors would be to find a suitable
means of cooling detectors to low temperatures by non-mechanical means such
as by cryogenic adsorption pumping techniques. This type system would be
closed cycle and free from the noise generated by a mechanical pump.
-5
"_ W II i i mini in i
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
_ i. Processing or fabrication probleus.
I_ 2. Environmental considerations.3. Mathematical expression of a generalized detector.
i ,= ,, ,
:_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Investigate detector characteristics as related to fundamental material
_ properties separately as well as in combination.
•' i i |
: 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
: U. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Low-noise pre-amplifiars
[ Design cryogenic refrigerators with leas stringent cold temperature
requirements.
!'
H I '=| ' ' I II
'
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:; DEFINITION OF TECHN'JLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i_
= I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 0ptimiza.tion of PAGE 3 OF _3 ,_
Infrazed Radiation Detection "i
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR [
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 !81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 _,,
TE CHNOLOGY
:- - 1. Analysis __
" 2.Mathematical Model
3. Fabrication Techniques
. Developed -- _
::' 4. Fabrication ;_
5.System Integration -- _"
6.Testing _ Documenta- "-
: tion _'
'APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __ =-
:: 3. Operations
? 4e l
i 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
h TOTALTECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
: nl _.
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2 3 4 I 11
m
14. REFERENCES:
(1) Inf_a_ed System Enoineerino by Richard D. Hudson, Jr., 1969
\
_, 15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART o.COMmNFNT OR SREADBOARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONblENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND REPORTED, @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_I' ENVIRONMENT.
_l. TIIEORY _)ItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PlIENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN',qRON,MENT. _.,, $. H TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @, NEW CAPAHII,ITY DERIV D I'ROM A MUCII I,ES_ER
OR blATIIEMATICAL MODEl., OPERATIONAL MODEL, '_
4. PERTINENT }'UNCTION OR C]IARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, @, I_JELIANLITY UPORAD|N_ OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
• E,G,, MATEIIIAL, CO_'PONENT, ETC. 10, LIFETIME EXTE_ION OF AN Oi'_I_ATIONAL MODEL. _
,[
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.o,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ne@r Infrared (1 to 8 li) PAGE 1 OF 3
_, Im_n_n 0 Sen_nr DRvelopment fo_ Mql_i@pectral Imaqinq for Planetary and
3. __,___: Imnroved Sensor and Dete¢$or T@chnoloqy
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: D@velop hybrid CCD line and area
_rv_v dR_mn_n_ wh_nh h_ve the desired infra_@d detector such as Pb51 InSb_
:: etc.. deoosited on the photosensitive area of the CCD.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Custom hybrid detectors of this nature have been
p_nd,,ced ?n_ milit_rv _nnl]c_+Ann hv _everal comoanies (includinq Huqhes t :
_- . __c_; _na TT ) _ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __ :_-
5. DE_'[{Ii'TION ()F TECItNOLOGY
' Although several companies are working on hybrid CCD detectors with near-
: infrared sensitivity, no detectors suitable for multispectral imaging applica-
; finns for planetary and Earth application flight hardware are available.
P/L REQbIREMENTS BASEDON: O PRE-A,FI A,F=I B,FI C/D
|
6. RATI(_NA1,E AND ANALYSIS:
a. k hybrid CCD detector which has sensitivity in the I to. Bp spectral
region coupled with specific on-board spectral filtering, ratioing, or simi-
lar on-board processing has the advantage of strong absorption and radiative
characteristics for many multispectral imaging applications.
b. Both Earth and planetary multispectral imaging application can ,:tilize
this extended spectral region and at the same time have the advantages of
_ the CCP p_ocessing logic, the large dynamic range, and optimum quantum effi-
ciencie_. 5hurtle payloads and some planetary instruments proposed for LPO
i and 'JU would utilize this technology.
c. The advantages of the CCD in low-power, low-weight, high-sensitivity
sensor technology could be complemented with the extended spectral sensitiv-
ity range offered by the hybrid CCD detector.
;, d. This t_chnology advancement should be incorporated into specialized
multisF_ctral imaging and analysis systems which could be experimentally
demo,.strated on an early Shuttle flight. This Shuttle experience would be
used to optimize instrmentation for Lunar and Planetary investigation
---. applications. TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
: 10@
1977006968-115
I i _'- _ _ _
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
/ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Near Infrared (1 to 8_) PAGE 2 OF 3
_'- Imaging Sensor Development for Multispectral Imaging for Planetary and
i i L
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
These hybrid CCD detectors using the strong signatures of many surface materials
L and atmospheric absorptions in the near-infrared could be incorporated in
systems which incorporate simple on-board processing to enhance the present
multispectral imaging systems.
i
The present development of higher resolution non-CCD linear diode arrays with i
sensitivity in the near-infrared ultimately is limited by the number of
individual wires which can be attached to an individual chip. The efficient
..... on-chip amplification and readout capabilities of the CCD, can simplify the
.o- design of these instruments and at the same time, keep the low-power and low-
weight helpful pa=ameters.
, i ii III
_: 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
.!
These detectors ma_ ka radiation sensitive.
| m,
_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Technica_ alternatives involve the use of image converters and intensifiers
with special photosensitive surfaces. This well-known technology is not
condusive to low-power, light-weight system design.
£ ' ' I I ,_
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP # "Specialized Multispectral Imaging and Analysis
System" could be expanded in scope to inccrpbrate the near-infra_:ed hybrid
CCD detectors.
: ...... EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
; 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
:. CCD Detector Technology On-Board Processing
i i , , ii
I I II I
_. 110 _;,
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; i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
t ' ' i ,? " "" ,,, ', i!+ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Near Infrared (1 to 8]J) PAGE 3 OF 3
Imaging Sensor Development for Multispectrel Imaging for Planetary and
+ Tm'r,'em_'h.'r'_l Aprl .;t._ $,
+ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
._: FK_HEDUI,EITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 8687 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
i 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
t
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
_' NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
• I
|
14. REFERENCES:
'+ ' Pzoceedings of the Symposium on CCDTechnology for Scientific Imaging
Applications, March 6 and 7, 1975.
" ! Various publications by Alex Goetz.
• t .
z it._ItOVUC-_KJ1_OF M
emms r4u IbeX1'
+ 15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_t,.TO. a.E_SOAaVT_ST'DIS.ZLZV^_T
_ ESWaOSmEmTThEt_m_Tomr.1. _i_lC PHENOMENAOmERVED AND REPORTED. I, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFr ENVIRON,MENT,
, I.TPEOR_"maMU_TZOTODzscmnP.,r+_OMZ,^. T.MOOELTESTEDmsP.,,czENVmO_EST.
$. TIiEORV TI_:grEDU¥ PlIYitCALEXPERIMENT |. lq_ CAPAIILITY DERIVED FROM A SVCll LESSER
' OR MATIIEblATiCAL MODEL. OPERATInNAL MODEL.
e, 4. P_RTI_'_,VTFVNCTfO_ OilClIARACTZmSTIC D_MONSTRATZD, lh MLIAmLIT¥ UPGRADINO OF AN OPEI_,TIONAL MODEl,.
E.G..MATERIAl,.COIt_PONENT.ETC. |0. MFETIME EXTEIq_IONOF AN OI'I_RATIONALMODEL.
"='" i _ I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiative PAGE 1 OF 3-_ •
Refriqeration Desiqn
,_: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Infrared Detector Refrigeration
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased sensitivity of infrared
J
2 systems used in orbital applications for remote sensing of environment.
-t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: _Sever_l designs for passive systems have been
used, but evaluations and design tasks have not been attemptcd for lack of , _:
_ opportunity. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3
) 5. DESCIlII'TION ()F TECHNOLOGY
_: The sensitivity of infrared detectors is dependent on the attainn_ant and
maintenance of very low temperatures - near liquid nitrogen. The
practical approach to this requirement for long term missions is to
utilize passive radiative refrigeration systems. The operation of these
hinges on the temperature difference between outer space and the objecti,
._ requiring cooling. Several designs have been used in an attempt to
) accomplish the required results. These efforts have met with moderate
-; success. A new s_stem based on a comprehensive evaluation of current i
approaches concurrent with a design effort would provide increasen
infrared detection sensitivity.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED•N: [] PRE-A,["] A,[_ B,[-] C/D
z 6. llATI()NAI, E AND ANALYSIS:
_ (a) Currently used infrared detectors require temperatures in the range
of 80 degrees kelvin.
'?
! {b) Development of this sysCem would benefit satellite designs of the
ERTS-C type. In some applications, the Themmatic Mapper would benefit.
_' (c) Present designs provide temperatures in the 195°K range with
theoretical predictions down to about lO0°K. Improvements would result
in greater ground target thermal resolution, probablj by an order of
magnitude.
(d) This technology advancement should be carried to an experimental
, demonstration in an early Shuttle flight.
]
7
{ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
y ml
-/
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! ii1.....
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Radiative Refrioe_tion PAGE 2 OF 3 _'
_' Design /
£ ,,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Z"
The effectiveness of passive refrigeration devices relate to the ability
of the system to radiate into odter space. This is a materials, as
well as a geometry problem. It is proposed that a pallet of several
designs be simultaneously evaluated in a modular/adjustment configuration
permitting real-time interactive modifications, i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Thermal path between infrared detector and refrigeration system.
_ 2. Ability of system to radiate into outer space (Radiator Design).
' 3. Pointing of system into outer space.
{
:_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
?
Possibly using adsorptive pumping techniques using solar energy for
> power input in a conventional refrigeration cycle.
/
' 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECI-LNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Current research by JSC for development of adsorption pumping techniques
for use in cryogenic refrigeration purposes.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3__
, ,, , J
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Infrared detector technology, low temperature technology, remote
_ sensing technology.
_,_ 113
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radia%ive RefrigerationPAGE 3 OF 3
_ Desi9n ....
_ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
,= i ,|
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84r85 86 87 188 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
:_ I. Analyses -- i
2. Mechanical & Thermal
m_
Design i
3. Fabrica%ion ----
4. Tee% --.
5. Documen%ation
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __
3. •Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ii ii i
ill |
TOTAL
'rECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 3 2 1 I 8
14. REFERENCES:
"Infrared System Er:gineering"by Richard D. Hudson, Jr. 1969
15. LEVEL OF ST£TE OF ART 8._rSTo_ mxvno,_ TESTErm m_LEVAMT
ZNVt_J,m_Tm TSEu_no_Toay.
1. _ASlC pHENO,_IL,_k_IIJERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TE$TED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMF:NT.
1. THEORY }D_'_,_TED TO DESCR|BE PIIF.NOMENA. ,, MO_L TE_ED |_SPACE E_RONMEN'r.
8. _ro,YT_,um_ P,Y,tC^LExPEm,E,T o. _ ©^P,mu_ DEmWD r.o. ^Mu¢._mn
o. _T,,EM*UC^L_IODEI,. On_T_^L _O_L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIAIIACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED. $. RELIABILITYUPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL
E.G.. MATERZAL. CO_PONENT, ETC. 10. UFBTIME EXTEMSION OF AM OPERATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Nevr-UV (2DD to 4uDnm)- P.AGE I OFo___-
an_ _isible Multispectr@l Imaging Inyestigations for Te _+stria- ro..u_"
ano rAane_arv a_mosonermc measurements
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Photo-Detection of Atmospheric Pollutants |
3 OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Use multispectrsl imaging to attempt |• i
photo-detection of atmospheric pollutants such as 502. i
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Laboratory spectral data illustrate the signature B
of several gases including SO_, 03, and NO2, which have strong absorptions in
the near-UV and visible. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
., This technology would be to identify stationary sources of emissions
detectable _,y near-UV spectral imaging which can possibly be correlated
I with atmospheric pollution.
!
I'/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,, [] A, [] B,[] C/D ]_
6. RATI(INALE AND ANALYSIS: i
(a) The near-UV spectral imaging is an area of scientific investigation
that has had very little previous investigation.
(b) The Mariner I0 images of Venus taken in the near-UV give a striking
example that UV imaging is a viable means of gathering atmospheric
data.
(c) By expanding the multispectral techniques currently being carried
out unde_ RTOP 645-30-08 to the near-UV, this task could easily be
demonstrated on an early Shuttle flight, since the system could
be built up with existing technology.
,L
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL__
" |:+ 11@
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/ I
?
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. !
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Near-UV I200 to 400 rim) PAGE 2 OF 2
and Visible Multispectral Imaging Investigations for Terrestrial Pollution ""
v , ...... r
i 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
; ' ' ' 2
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: ";
A
Ultraviolet requirem stricter cleanliness in overall handling in order "
: to ensure organic contaminants do not mask ou± potential signal. ,:
%
_ 9. POTENTLAL ALTERNATIVES: :
,f
.i
J _
¢
i i i i I _1111 __ ii • I I I
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _
:'}2
3
,i
2_
1 ]
: 116 ;
, j
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1977006968-122
[r L
_ DF _i_q] YION OF TECB'_OLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.i
.;. 1. TECiINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): __°L¢i_pec¢_R1 PAGE 1 OF___3
Oce_J1 Color Sensor (MOCS) j
2, TECHNOI,O(;Y CATEGORY: Sensinq and Da?. -_ Acquisition
i_' , 3, (__-JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE]- _t,_,ovment of a MOCS omtlmiz@d
; : for :zoer, e _li@ht t increase spatial res._ .._ _J,;_, select spectral bands to fit
wat_,. ___et spectral signatures.
:" 4. CL;L_ENT STATE OF ART: Aircraft MOC5 _ ".,:.,_ht tested-20 spectral
_: channs_s-low spatial mes_lution-grom d _ . alibrated for some water?
] tarqe t._.,. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ._.
, - _ , ............. • -j
5. DESCRD'T[_N OF TECHNOIDGY
J Multispact;:al lm_:,*:.Ln_j_diom_er : .,.. '_.nsradiation collector, diffracting
grating radiation dispersing _ys-'..',;., .,,_age disector cathode ray tube d_tector, ,_
*_. electron beam scanning, cross tr:_:'._" _canning to provide spatial imagery, 20
spectral bands, spectral range 0,/_to 0.8 microns, no moving pa=ts, fast
scan rate, high signal to noise r_+io for water targets. Enhances spectral
and radiance contrast of week gradients in water reflectance characteristics.
Allows detection of pollution, algae, sediment, surface anomollies, etc.
n
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,O A,["] B,O C/D
f tl i iH , ,
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Current MOCS program is developing water signature and water related
target spectral radiance signatures. This work relates to ocean and
coastal water targets including pollution, sedimentation, ,_igae, chemirals
:' and toxic waste, oil, etc. This information will p_ovide the above
requirements for the development of an advanced space flight MOCS.
_ Development of oensors, data analysis techniques and display methods
should be carried to completion for evaluation on Shuttle.1
J
I
' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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1977006968-123
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): .... • .... .... PAGE 2 OF 3. +
IHI i i in i ii - i ' ii - ..,r, ,_,,, ,, , r , ........ I I Illi i ] ] i
- 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_' Use presently developed aircraft MOCS. -+
,+, •
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: +_ _ °i
1. Design of high resolution optics: angular resolution 800 m__ans.
2. Define and reduce numbs= of spectral bands based on mizcza,_dai_ lnaiysleo
3. Develop mathematical algorithms and data display technique ....
fast automatic computer system.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
............................................... _i' _ I III ..... iF i ITII Iri II _-"
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEN_ :+ '_:
RTOP # 176-13-33 Aircraft sensor flight evaluation,
tDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
?
1. TECHNO1,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF
12. TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
l CALENDAR YEAR
SCItEDUI, EITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
;• : ' TE CHNOLOGY
1. Analysis
: 2. Design
"_; 3. Fabrication --
4. Space Checkout
5o
L
:_ APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) n
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
:: 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
/ !
i TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE _ TOTAL!
i NUMBER OF lAUNCHES I
I
[ Ul i
14. REFERENCES:
>
, 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_q_4FNTOR _R_ADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
"_NVIRONblENT IN THE LABORATORY,
': 1. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 6, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_'r ENVIRONMENT.
I, TIIEORY I"OItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PllENOblENA, T. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TESTED BY PlIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @, NEW CAPAmLITY Dr'RIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR M&TIIEMATICAL %_ODEI,, Oi_RATIONAL MODEL.
4. T'ERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIAP_C'I_RISTIC DEMONSTRATED, $, RICK,lABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl. MODEL.
E.G,, MATERIAL, CO_TPONENT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'ISIIATIONAL MODEL.
119 I ODUCB .
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1977006968-125
I /
........................................... ,k
i
• DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. '
i TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Coastal Zone Resource PAGE 1 OF _ - •
: Im@qer
2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing and Data Acquisition ) '-• i -_
3 OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Permit low earth orbit monitoring 1 "
k
of coastal zone characteristics by an instrument ophimized for such measure-
ments I utili.:in_ solid state detectors only.
::t _ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Instruments exist which can measure some of the i
; desired cl,_racteristics but no coordinata instrument exists for coastal zone.
, HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ._4 1
5. DESCIIII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
The coastal zone resource imager consists of a four part imaging system,
_. all solid state. Part one is a visible color and false color IR section ,
(0.4 _ to i._ ) high resolution imager. Part two is a multichannel medium -;
resolution visible and near infrared spectrometer imager with tailored
,: wavelength bands for the region 0.4 _ to l.l_ ) high resolution imager. Part
_'. two is a multichannel medium reolution visible and near infrared spectrometer -_
,4 imager with tailored wavelength bands for the region 0.4 _ to 2.7, . Part i
three is a thermal mapper in the band, and part four is an ultraviolet
i and Fraunhofer line _iscriminator imager, .;
i
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A, [],A,[] B,_ C/D _.
_. 6 RATI()NALF,AND ANALYSIS: i
A coordinated instrument of this type would operate as a Shuttle payload such
f as the ATL concept. The coastal zone resource imager would permit the rapid
_ acquisition of information concerning variations in temperature of ocean :"
masses near shore areas, the variation of shoreline gec!ogy, chlorophyll, and
• sedimentation and the effects and extent of chemical and thermal pollution. ;
2
i
.2
%
i" TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL "_.i
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1977006968-126
i| l _.
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+
DEFhNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. :
,, , i , '
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Coastal Zone Resource PAGE 2 OF __3
Imager
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Technology options would include the desired, all solid _tate imager detector
head, a hybrid system partly solid state and partly vacuum tube, solid state +
linear arrays or scanning mirror. 0Dtical technology would be single or
multiple channel lens or mirrors. _
J
i .
4
i :
J
, , ,,, , )
: S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: :
4
The basic concept of linear array pushbroom scanners has b-en demonstrated, +
but the extension of this technology to multiple detector material
technology in one package would require utilization of back-up technology t
options. :
<
-j
, . _
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: 1 "
A bore-sighted combination of some already developed might be feasible ithough optimization for coastal zone measurement would be difficult, i_
,i, ,,,
• 10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _•
MOC5 ?
+
Reconofax +_
.! FLD _+
_ 2
': EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4 -:+
! ,,
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: :_
None.
t ,._
ttl III | _
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1977006968-127
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Coastal Zone Resource PAGE 3 OF __3
Imager
12. TECHNOLOCY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85'86 87 88 89 90! 91 J
_ 1°
": 5.
V m 1
APPLICATION _ ;
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab {Ph. D)
3. Operations
• 4°
._ 1.3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
,= ,
I
: TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI.; TOTAL,
: NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
14. REFERENCES:
t
i
: 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. L_)MMONFNTOR aREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
ZmaaON_mNTINTXEt_nO_TOaY.
I.mS,CPXE._O._ENAOmERW:DAND_ErOaTED. 6.MODELTSSTrDI._AmCRA_TZN_aONMENT.
' |, TIIEORY F_ItMULATED TO DESCII!BE PIIENOMENA. I. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONME!.T.
3, THEOIIy TE,_I'ED [_¥ rHYSICAL EXPERIMENT II, NEW CAPAIMIJTY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODE|,. OPERATIONAL MODSL.
4. PIdI_TINENT }'UNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODIdL.
; E.G., MATEI¢IAL, CO_*.PO,_ENT. ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'URATIONAL MODEL.
'. 1P.2
,i
1977006968-128
.... r.,
_. i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_ , , ,, ,
j 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Develop Remote PAGE I OF
I Turbidity Monitoring Instrumentation
J
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Environment (Marine): !
i 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop fast, remote methods of
• i measuring seawater turbidity for oceanographic studies and satellite
i interpretations.t
t
i 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A second veneration optical backscatter
turbidity system is being assembled with field tests scheduled for thei i
: _ summer (1975) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
|
#_ 5. DESCRIPTIOH ()F TECHNOLOGY
| h transceive_ consisting of a lasc_ _.urce an_ a telescope/photomultiplier
1 detector is being used to study backscatter by a natural body of water. The
! incident laser beam is linearly polarized whereas the back_cattered l_ ' _
• J_ somewhat depolarized. This depolarization is attributable to multiple
scattering by the suspended material in _he water. Thus as the water becomes
more turbid, the degree of depolarization increases.
_ _ The instrument being evaluated uses a i0 milliwatt CW argon-lob l_ser, an 8"
I
telescope collector, and a polarization analyzer. It is designed to operate
!
from an altitude of lO0 meters and to measure beam _ttenuation (turbidity)
! over a range of i M-I to I0 M-I.t
l
: I P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,• A. [] B,['1 C/D
6. RATI_NALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) NASA-NOAA satellite interpretation will be aided by a capability to
measure turbidity, by simultaneous aircraft underflights. The LaRC ALOPE
Program for Remotely Sensing Chlorophyll requires simultaneous turbidity
measurement for calibration.
(b) In general the capability fo_ measuring turbidity from aircraft should
benefit geologists and oceanographers who now do the work from shipboard.
The system being developed is simple and inexpensive and will be usable
by non-experts with limited funds.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
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1977006968-129
• %
,,,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): .Develop Remote Turbidity PAGE 2 OF 3__
: Monitoring Instrumentation i i
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
! #
2:
!
,?
d 2'
< }
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: :
The main problem in this technique is to establish a calibration curve for
4- depolarization vs. turbidity. _-ield tests in various bodies of water will
i have to be performed to determine if a universal curve is possible, or
whether several curves for various wa%e2 types are necessary. The relationship :
L ! between beam and diffuse attenuation coefficients must also be determined.
\:
i: 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
_uantztative Sediment Determinations using Multi-Spectral Data. Johnson/NASA LRC
Laser - Tyndall Scattering Techniques. Hirschberg and Bl_nd University of Miami/
KSC RTOP 177-70-91
Short Pulse Laser Time Delay Techniques. J. 5hannon/NADC
Additional Depolarization Studies (Lab) - Mayo/Texas A & M
; - 5r_natstein/Bell Labs
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:.
J RTOP 506-18-12 is presently funding this work.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6__
• II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
|
\
:_ 124 /'
1977006968-130
IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
"'7 ..... 'j
I i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):..D..evelopRemote TurbidityPAGE 3 OF _-3_ -Noni_orina Ins%rument_tion
, ,.,, ql , , , ,,,
I l
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:CALENDAR YEAR
.m ,.
[ J , ,.I ,
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 7778 79!80 81 82 83 84!85!86 87 88 89 90!911
TECHNOLOGY
1.Component Tasks - - !
2_rray Fabrication
3Array Ground Task
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __
3. Operations
4,
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
;_ ' '1 ] I
TEC HNOLOC.-V NE ED DA TE l _ TOTALJ_
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
i i i ii i I
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. ODUVo_Cr_TO,sa_aoA_ TESTE,._ ,ZLZV^ST
E_SONMr.NT=.TXE_.ATORy,
|. t_,XSlCPII_NOltlEMAOmEIWl;D ASD REPORTED, 1. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT EN_RON.MRNT.
=. TIIEORY }_OIIbltlLATEDTO DESCRIBE.PIIENOMENA. T, MODEL TESTP,D INSPAthEENVIRONMENT,
$, THEORY TESTED BY PlIY$ICALEXPERIMENT I, NEW CJ_PAmLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LE$SI¢R
oR_TIIE,_,_C^L._IO.EL. OPZ_Tm_*L_tOm_..
*. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARP,"TERI$TICDEMONSTRATED, I, REIJABILIT¥UPGRADING OF ANOPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATE|¢IAL, L"O_*,PONEI_"I,ETC. |0, UFICTIME EXTEMISIONOF ANOPI:RATIONAL .U.ODEL,
=i , ,in = = , i =
1126
1977006968-131
al ii i ,,,H _- - ............
• j DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_- ' ....
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .Develop R@mote Monitorin_PAGE 1 OF
Te_h--: .....1 ......for n .... _¢___init&,
:: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Environment (Marina)
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Devel°p fast, remote methods of measur-
( _ inq salinity over l@rqe bodi@@ of water for oceanographic studies _nd _%elllte
_' _ interpretation,
i_ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A laser optical backscatter method has been shown i
. - to be successful in the lab. A prototype field s.ystem has been constructed and
is bzing tRst_d in _ lab "Emnk. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
i 5. DESCRII,TION OF TECIINOLOGY
A pulsed Nd:YAG laser and a double monochromator system are being developed to
"_ , measure the backscattered Raman return from the sulfate ion (504). Since 504
_: is in constant proportion to the other salts in the sea, it can be used as a
measure of the salinity. The Raman water return is used as an internal standard,
Depth penetration decreases exponintially as turbidity increases, therefore
: penetration can vary from 40 ft. in coastal waters to as little as 1 to 2 ft. in
_ highly turbid environments. Depth resolution is approx. I.5 m and surface res-
olution may be about 1 M2.
;_ The expected precision is 10 to 15%, however an uncertainty of 20 to 25% would
"_ still yield useful information on large fresh water inputs into extuarines from
., storms and hurricanes.
P/LREQOmEMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,O A, FI B,O C/D
ii
;, 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
' NASA-NOAA satellite interpretation require a knowledge of these quantities at
many location around the globe.
It is expected that this system will be useful in dynamic estuarine environments
where large changes in salinity over short periods of time can occur due to frest
water runoff, tides, and intermitent phenomenon such as storms and hurricanes.
(These short term salinity variations are difficult to monitor using shipborne
in situ equipment).
J,
%
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
1977006968-132
_ ' I[II__J _
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Develoo Remote Monitorinq PAGE 2 OF ._3
Techniques for Ocean Salinity
_. i i i II I u
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Older, conductivity analyses are regularly used by oceanographers, but are too
slow for comprehensive comparisons with satellite data.
_, The only other remote technique now being developed is wave which is limited
by surface resolution and depth penetration. The 1.1wave, however, does offer
all weather capability.
-.j
_ | _,
8. TEC HNICAL PROBLEMS:
i" A strong, spectzally broad fluorescence from unknown constituents in the
, water can limit salinity measurement. This background level must be measured
under a variety of field conditions before the utility of this technique can
be assessed.
,,,, ,,,
9. POTENT[AL ALTERNATIVES:
The _ wave system is another remote measurement technique being developed
for salinity, but does not penetrate to any appreciable depth.
Laeer-Raman Scattering Technique also by Hirschberg and Bland. University of
Miami/KSC KSC RTOP 177-70-91
m,,,,,,
I0. PLANNED PRt, GRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-18-12 is presently funding this study.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUL_EMENTS:
", Development of reliable high power pulsed lasers.
?
HII i | i I I I |I I i
1977006968-133
i+,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,._
,i , , .,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Develop R_mot,,e Monitorin_AGE 3 OF
Teqhniques for Ocean Salinity
_ 12. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR ] i
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 37 881 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY+.
+r I, Component Tasks _
f 2. Array Fabrication .---
3. Array Ground Task
i --4. AzTay Space Checkbut .... +;
'_ APPLICATION
:_ I. Design (Ph.C)
_ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) "
_ 3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
....|, •
TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATF. TOTALI
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
R
ii i |
• 14. REFERENCES:
%
;!
2" ',v
';. I5. LE VE L O F STATE OF ART s.L'OMPONIPNTORBREADI_ARDTESTEDINRELEVANT :_
"_ E,MV'IRO_IMENT,INTIIE I,,AN311ATORY,
+ l, BASICPHENOMENA OP_ERVED AND REI'_ORTI_D. l, MODEL TESTED INAIRCRAI'rENVIRONMENT. +
I, TIIEORY }X:)IhMULATEDTO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. T, MODEl+TEfllTEDINSPACE ENVIRONMENT.
_: 3. TRF.OR%'TESTED flyPIIY.'I[CALEXPERIMENT II,MEW CAPAIIILITYD_RtVED FROM A MUC|I L_MER +
OR MATIIEMATICALMODEL. O_RATIO,_AL MODEL, +
4. PERTINENT }'UNCTIONOR CIIARACTERI_rlCDEMOI_ITRATED, |, _L_ANI, JTY UP@RADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL. ?,.m.C.,MATE.,..L,co_:_, NT,ETC. _0. ,U_TmE EXTEnmONo_,,.,ov*+mtTmau,MOrn:L, "
+p 128 i ;+:+
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1977006968-13,+
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
,: _ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _4ulti-Spectr_l Immainn PAGE 1 OF 2
!
Svstem Studies for Planetary and Terrestrial Exoeriments
i -
i 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: ImnPnv_d m,,] +A-_np_e_v=] _m_n_nn _v__+.p_m HP_ nn fnv
r_ ' 3.ec6_J_V_[_EMENT REQUIRED: System studies for iow-weiqht optics,
low-pqwer electronics, radiation-hardened electronics, and broad soec_ral op-
_ tical s.ystems to optimize a multi-spectral imaqinq system for planetary and
_ 4.te__ __r: Telescooes desioned for remu,e sensina on unmanned
"- HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
_ 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
ii Multi-spectral imaging systems have extended the desired operating range from
near UV to near IR (•25 to 8_ ) Present optical systems flying on planetary
: and Earth orbiting missions do not have this wide spectral transmission
throughput•
_ P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,[_ A,C] B,["_ C/D
6. IlATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
t
q a. Improved scientific instrument design for light-weight end low-power sub-
!
i systems. The applications also require large spectral range for optics•4
b. All reflective optical system design trade-offs can possibly improve the
present optical designs for multi-spectral imaging instruments.
-\
.?
t
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
4
1977006968-135
_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_i i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Multi-spectral imaging PAGE 2 OF .2.
i System Studie_ for Planetary _nd T@r_e_rial Exoeriments
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
An alternative to broad spectmal optics would be to have multiple telescopes
to cover the desired spectral range. This would not be cost-effective in the
long run.
%
i 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i Focal plane will be significantly different throughout the spectral renge.
I
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
! , ,
I 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
[
t
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY R',QULREMENTS:
130
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1977006968-136
An on-hosEd data pzocessing system using mic_op=ocessozs fo_ special applicstiol
such as comparison of _ock _e_lectance spct_al signatuzas fo_ indicatozs of
possible subsurface minszalization of economic value_ oz oil slick detection.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,rl A,r,l B,r'1 C/D
:' 6. RATI(}NALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. Expezience with ERTS and Skylab EREP h_s shown that thsiz multi-puzposa
scannez system fall sheet of yielding optimum zaaults foz specific tasks by
the vazy natuze of theiz genezalizsd design. In pszticulaz, the spactzel bands
a:s often too bleed o_ misplmced. Fez pazticulaz spplications_ axpaziancs has
shown that 90_ of the data zatuzned is not dizectly applicable end exozbitant
amounts of expensive time on lazga computezs a=e zaquizad to axtzact the daeize_
data to complete the analysis. Pazfozming naaz zeal-time image pzoceseing
calculations on-boezd and pzoducing a completely analyzed pictuze pzoduct which
highlights the sltezation zones would be possible.
b. An on-boszd pzooeaeing system should be developed to sufficient matuzit¥
to allow sxpazimantal damonstzetion on-boazd Shuttle foe Eazth applications and
i instzumant design modifications foz futuza planetazy missions,
......... %;'0 BE CARRIED TO _VEL "..e',•
1977006968-137

DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
..., ,.. ,.
E Real-Time, 0n-Boazd PAGE 3 OF1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITL) ...... Data
_Processinq and Analysis Usino Microorocessor for S_c_]_Ted Mi,l_.i-Snmr_r=1
r
imag_n_ App_zcazzons bot_ |or lerrestrial and _lan'etary inves"tigat_ons ''
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
..... CALENDAR YEAR _
• SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 811 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91=.
TECHNOLOGY
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
,= APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) )
> 3, Operations
= 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
_ ..... ]
; i TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTALL=
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I|i
14. REFERENCES:
J
Paper presented at Symposium on Charge-Coupled Device Technology for Scientific
Imaging Applications, 6 March 1975 at JPL, entitled: "A Specialized CCD Imaginc
and Analysis System foz Eazth Resouzces Applica%ion Problems."
f
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART 8.COMmSrsz o, _mz_soAm)VSSTEDISaZ,EV^ST
ENVII_ONMENTIN THE LAflORATOR¥.
" |. BASICPRENOMI_N* OmERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED INAIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. TI/EOR%"FOI_,%fULATEDTO DE,_CI{IBEPIIENOMENA, ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$. 1"HEolty TE,%'T|:D13yPIIY$1CALEXPERIMENT II. NEW CAPAIIII,ITYDr.'RIVEDFRO,_IA MUCHLESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MOI)EI,, OPERATIONAL MODI_L.
_ 4. PERTINENT |'UNCTIONOR CIIARACTERISTICDEMONSTI_tTED. I, RELIABILITY UPGRADINGOF AI_OPERATIONALMODEL.
E.G..MATEI(LAL.CO.%'PONENT.ETC, 10. L|F_TIME EXTENSION OF AN O/'£RATIONALMODEL.
1977006968-139
. i L
I
<
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Multi-Soectzal Earth PAGE i OF_2=_
Resources F_;simil_ Scanner
: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED- Provide low-cost, multi-spectral r
; rmdlmme+.rlnmllv cmlihr_+.mhle im_np.m fnr m._r+h rpmnHrces in-situ measurement.
b
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A]] current m,,]%i--spec%ral images of earth resource._
are frmm A/C or 5/C pla+fn_m_ nr |m_1_Tm. nnn_m_n_no spmn%rnme%ers DZ rad_nmm.%er.¢
,_ f__m. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL --
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The ?acsimile imager consists of a multi-spectral scanning radiometer, whose
_7
output may be a standard image or radiometrically accurate spectral data array.
The Multi-Spectral Earth Resources Facsimile Scanner would be similar in perfoz_
mance to the Facsimile Cameras on the Viking Mars Mission, but would be tailore(
for operation remotely on earth. The cameras would contain spectral channels
- that match chlorophyl reflectancee Fraunhofer line, forest fire detections, or
any other visible or near infrared wavelength or band depending on the applica-
tion. Modification in-situ would be simple process.-and would make such systems
applicable to various Earth Resources Experiments from each instrument.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,rl A,O B,_ C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
The MERF5 would be the only system which could produce radiometrically accurate
imagery data in one instrument with multi-spectral capability. The data zmtes
which facsimile cameras use are compatible with many inexpensive terrestrial
data rates. Facsimile cameras are low power and low weight, making %hem ideal
• for remote sensing both inactive experiments and practical applications such as
forest health and fire detection. The low-cost of a developed system on a unit-
; to-unit basis plus their adaptability to a particular application would make
them accessible %o many users such as universities and other elements of the
private sector.
: 5
%
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL k
, --
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i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I '
!
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTITITL_: M£_[5 PAGE 2 OF 2-.
i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
;,, Many technology options are available for MERF5 systems for adapting them to
particular tasks. These range from low power operation, simple systems to many
channel automated versions utilizing microprocesso_.s. Since all relevant tech-
nology exists, each MERFS could readily be tailored to a particular user need.
" 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
T
Since basic technology and implementation have been proved, no technical prob-
lems precluding operation ere known,
g
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
_; There exists the possibility of utilizing CCD array systems with a multi-spectral
capability, but these will never approach the flexibility of individual sen_or
heads and scanning capability of the MERF5.
J
: I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
An earth resources camera of limited capability is currently under development.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBEDLEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None
,)_
_, i i I
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SECTION D: MICROWAVE SYSTEMS SENSING PAYLOADS
D-I ADVANCED MICROWAVE RADIOMETER SYSTEM5
t
; Application
4
This is an earth oriented microwave radiometer system which measures
important oceanographic and meteorological characteristics that are covered
?
under the Outlook for Space objectives: Water Availability (012), Large Scale
Weather (021), Global Marine Weather (026), Local Weather and 5evore Storms i
: (031), and 5tratospheric Changes and Effects (024). The oceanographic meas- •
" urements that would be made include sea surface temperature, roughness (ocean _ii
wave structure), fractional foam coverage, and inferred wind speed. These key i_
parameters are needed to increase man's understanding of the ocean/atmosphere i
interface and its influence on world weather and climate, hurricane _nd severe
L
storm development, surface currents and areas of upwelling and its relation to
marine biological productivity, and also to identify and forecast dangerous
-)
; sea state conditions for ship re-routinq. The primary meteorological measure- "L _
_ ments to be made are humidity profiles, cloud liquid-water content, vertical i
temperature, moisture and rain profiles, cloud top temperatures, and the verti-
: cal distribution of atmospheric traoe constituents such as ozone. These latter
L
measurements would also have important application to the previously cited
needs associated with weather and heat balance of the earth. In addition, 4
i
they would provide the important vertical profile data needed to develop and 0
test three dimensional forecasting models of global weather and storms. These
• latter data would also provide a means for monitoring storm surges, tracks, and
+ identification of regions where clear air turbulence may be encountered.
Payload D@acrip_ion
i ':
'_ The payload consists of a group of six microwave radiometers which have
center frequencies located at approximately 2.0, 6.0, 22.0, 60_ 11B, and 183 GH_.
c
'i
,7
5
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iThese radiometer systems can be subdivided into nadir viewing (2.0, 6.0, 22.0,
and 60 GHz) and limb scanning (60,118, and 183 GHz) radiometer instruments.
The 2 and G GHz nadir viewing instruments are swept (or stepped) frequency wide t
bandwidth radiometer systems that are optimized for detection of radiometric
signatures (polarization, viewing angle, and frequency) associated with sea
surface temperature, roughness, foam coverage, and wind speed. These surface
characteristics are all inferred from a radiometric measurement of surface
: : brightness temperature determined at discrete microwave frequencies within a
narrow bandwidth. Since all of these sea surface parameters affect the
measured brightness temperature, measurements must be made over a range of
frequencies in order to decouple this interaction. The 2-6 GHz frequency band :
s
was selected to maximize differences in the effects of these sea surface parameters
; on the brightness temperature-microwave frequency function so that decoupl_ng .
f
can be accurately performed. The third nadir viewing radiometer is functionally •
c
" the same as the first two but is sensitive to the 22 GHz water vapor band. The
sweep frequency capability of this radiometer is used to measure both absolute
attenuation and width of the water vapor line so that tropospheric water vapor
; profiles can be determined. 11 addition, this radiometer may be useful for
rain rate measurement. The 60 GHz radiometer or Microwave Temperature Sounder
(MT5) which can be used in either the radio viewing or limb scanning mode con-
sists of twelve channels within the GO 8HE resonance region of molecular oxygen.
It can be used to determine atmospheric temperature profiles from the brightness
temperature distribution over the twelve microwave channels. The last two limb
: scanning radiometers are seesitive to upper atmospheric molecular oxygen temp-
erature (118 GHz) and water vapor (183 GHz) and operate on the same principles
previously described. Finally, it appears technically feasible to moaify the
: MTS instrument to allow measurement of trace atmospheric constituents such as{
2
1@7
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- CO (ll5 GHz), 03 (183 GHz)_ and N20,
The essential technology developments and feasibility demonstrations of
: the instruments needed for this payload should be completed in time _or a 1983
launch as indicated in the attached technology requirements documents, This
" schedule is such that it will directly benefit the following .Outlook for
Space Systems::
7
System # Titl__.._e Launch Date
• _ 2007 Long Wavelength Passive Microwave System 1986
2011 WEather Survey System I-Development 1984
\ i 2027 Sea Survey System-Development 1985
2022 Stratospheric Ozone Monitoring Systems-Development 1985
._ Technolp%v ,Advancement Required
- The technology advancements required for this payload and associated
readiness dates are radiometer components (1982)_ deployable reflector antennas
(1982), and electronically scanned phased array antennas (1984). Technical
details of the radiometer components are covered in the Appendix which follows.
The antenna technology is covered in Section £.
2
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
: ,
r
i i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Radiometer PAGE 1 OF
.._a_._O_n \ _n_MHr_nw=ssm =nH M411;mP xp N_v_RmmnfA Smn_n 0
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Envi_Qngen _
.. 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Development of wido band, low loss, _ ;
I
stable front end comoonents: low noise receivers: and optimum standardized elec-
• _nn_m hmn_nn_n 0 m_ _hR TF _:_nA nf m_r_nwmv_/m_]l_mR_ar waue r_dlome_er.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A _n_ fren,,Rncy: nc_ve b_ndwid_h r_diameter
ooeratinq in the 4-8 GHz ranoe is currently under develoog_%, With _he exc_- i
%ion (cant on page 4) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO]_VEL__.
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Conceptually, the microwave radiometer is no more than a simple RF _eceiver that
- measures thermal radiation collected by an antenna ove_ a band of frequencies.
However, for the data to be of value ¢o the user, cace must be exercised in the
_) design and fabrication of the inst£ument. For example, if one wished t_,_mote-
ly detect a l°K change in ocean temperature, the instrument must be desi9ned to
resolve a difference in power level of only 0.013 dB. If accurate absolute
measurements ace to be achieved, extreme care must be taken to minimize the
effects of component losses, thermal instability, and gain instability. These
problems were solved at 5-band during the development phase of a precision,
narrow-band _adiomete_ sponsored unde_ the AAFE program.
!
Fo= wide band opezation, the key developmental elements in the front end of the
; _ radEometer are (i) the Dicke switch that provides modulation by alternately "
_ switching be+wean the antenna and an internal reference noise source; (2) the
RF amplifier; and (3) the mixer that down-conve_ts %o If for subsequent amplifi-
cation and detectio_/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,O A,O B,r_ C/D
"_ 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
The electromagnetic spectrum spanning wavelengths between 25 cm and 0.1 cm have
great potential for routine remote sensing of the earth, ocean, and %he atmos-
phere. At the long wavelength, the atmosphere is virtually transparent; hence,
- the earth and the ocean can be viewed, independent of cloud cover and rain. The
_ long wavelengths also tend %o penetrate imperfect conductors of electricity,
allowing unique measurements such as (1) "seeing" through some vegetation to
obtain soil characteristics, and (2) obtaining water temperature averaged over
a few centimeters of depth.
As the wavelength decreases, the radiometer becomes a remote sensor of the at-
mosphere and the earth surface under cleat waathe_ conditions. Atmospheric
.properties such as temperature and density can be infe¢red by measuring the
radiation from water vapor and oxygen resonant lines. The highly dispersive
• _ (fmaquency dependent) nature of rain suggests that multi-wavelength meuuzements
"' 1 will provide a profiling capability. _These are but a few of the _emote sensing applications of microwave radiometry.
The fact that different phenomena are accentuetad over the 250=1 wavelength
: range strongly points to a need foe multi-wavelength measurements.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8__
|
_. : ..-'_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Radiometer PAGE 2 OF .4_
Comoonents for Microwave and Millimeter Wave Remote 5ensino "-
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
For some applications, the number of independent radiometric meJsurements can be
reduced by utilizing active systems. For example, heavy weather ceils can be
profiled by comparing rain scatter as a function of time from a three-frequency .
short pulse weather radar.
Synthetic aperture radars can also provide imag=c of terrain/ocean roughness
characteristics where resolution of a few tens of meters is required. _ _
• Many phenomena, however, cannot be resolved with active systems, because
_adiometers are inherently more sensitive instruments.
: 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
_ i. Advances in fabrication technology is required for constructing wide band
Dicke switches at the short wavelength.
- 2. Development of staggered-tuned parametz±c amplifiers is required at all wave- _ _
lengths to obtain low-noise, wide band operation.
: 3. Development of Dump sources for parametric amplifiers is required at the
_ shorter wavelengthS. _
4. Development is required for impedance matching of wide band mixers at the
shorter wavelengths. . _
_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: The alternate approach is to construct separate
J
radiometers for each observational wavelength. The advantages of this approach i '
are (1) much less component development will be required, and (2) the receivers, i
being independent, do not require a time-share mode and can therefore view the
scene for a longer period. The disadvantages are (l) more volume and power are
required as the number of channels are expanded; (2) separate instrument biases
may compound the error in both absolute and relative radiometric measurements; an_ ._
(3) no ultra-wideband mode is available for rapid-scan radiometric imaging. 'A r
• = =
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
A 4-8 GHz radiometer is being fabricated under ATOP 175-20-30, end an 18-26 GHz
instrument is being planned. This RTOP, however, does not cover major compo- = :
nent development to push the state of art st the higher frequencies. E×periment _
definition studies have also been done under the RTOP 750-01-12. _
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL_.6 _ ;
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
_ Large aperture, scannable, wide band antennas.
i • i i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) :Advanced Radiometer ,,. PAGE 3 OF
Components for Mic_ow@ve and Millimeter Wave Remote Sensina
,., .
: 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
• . .... CALENDAR YEAR I
• SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 !80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 !TE CHNOLOGY
1.BreadI:loard 4-fl GHz Rad t :
2.Breadboard 18-26 GHz _*
3.Develop Low Freq.
Staggered Tunnel Para. -- ,.,
' 4"Develop Wide Band, low
", Noise Comps.
_- 5"Breadb. Adv. Wide B.Rac --
: 6.Aircraft .Y@sts
• r
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) Mod 1
: Mod 2
2. Dcvl/Fab (Ph. D) Mnd 1
Mod _ _
3. Operations Mod J
: Mod _ I4.
13. USAGE SCIIEDULE:
I '_ TOTALTECHNOLOGY NE ED DATE
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 I}
. i ,
'_ 14 REFERENCES:1
I. "Development of a Satellite Microwave Radiometer to Sense the Surface
,: Temperature of the World Oceans," by G. M. Hidy, et al,, NASA CR-1960, Feb.1972.
2. "An S-Band Radiometer Design with High Absolute Precision," by W. N. Hardy,
: K.W. Gray, apd A. W. Love; IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques; Vol.
._ MTT-22, pp. 382-390, April, 1974.
"3. "Studies in Microwave Rsdiometric Sensing of the Ocea.,," Final Report,
Contract NASI-I0691, Rock,::?llInternational.
i *Includes conceptual design for a swept frequency radiometer.
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. LX}Um_r_Ton m_EADaOAm_TEST':DW a_LrVANT
_ ENVIRONMENTIN T:IELABORATORy.
1. BASIC PHENOMENAO[%.qERVEDAND REPORTED. @, MODELTr_$TED IN A ,cRA_']" ENVIRONMENT.
_, 2. TIIEORY fDI{MULATED TO DESCIUBE PlIENOMENA. T, MODr-LTESTED INSPACE _-N%qRONMEN'I'.
$. THEOI_y TE,%"I'EDBY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @, NEWCAPABILITY D.'.RI%'EDFROMA MUCll LESSWR
OR MATIIEM._TICALMODEl°. OPEItATIONALMODEL.
4. PEHTINENT Ft:NCTIONOR CllARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. @. i_LIABILITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
,, ! E.G., MATEIiL_I.,,CO,%_PONENT,ETC. |@. MF_TIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'_RATIONAL MODEL.
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iZ_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE(_UIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Radlometer PAGE 4 OF
"_ Eomponente fo_ Microwave and Millimete_ Wave Remote 5ensinQ/ ,= , ,,, , • , , , . i i , i , , , , i i,
, • ........ , ill , m i i , :
4. CURRENT STATE Of ART= (conttd°)
of the antenna, ail the ?_ont end components perform satisfac_oriiy ove_ the
,: bandwidth,
_' Present wide band _eceive_ technology is such that 600CK is the lowest noise
-; temperature that can be achieved, The noise temperature, sub-bandwidth and
; integration time impact upon the measurement _esoiution of b_ightnass tempa_-
02
_ -
,c ;
2
,¢
J
_j
z'
?
L
soDUcB or
4.
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,_ A=_VaNCEr n_:- ",'_,"ATrERO_rER 5!51EM5 1
! I. ADVANCED IMAGING RADAR " '_'"
" Application
,:, The Imaging Radar, an active microwave sensor has the capability to fill
one or more roles in earth and ocean observation activities. It can serve as
_ a complementary sensor providing an extension of the spectral description of
(- i
the phenomena, or as a supplementary sensor providing an extension of observa-
} tion coverage of the phenomena. It serves as a unique sensor providimg infor-
mation which is unobtainable by other sensors. It has all weather, day, and
_i _ night capability. It can be used for the following observations and assessments:
' lake ice measurements and navigation, oil spill detection and measurement, land
! use, soil moisture, soil type, petroleum and mineral exploration and geographic
i applications, snowfield mappling, disaster assessment and relief (floods), water
resources, agriculture, forestry, range, crop identification, land use (urban,
_ regulatory and cartographic applications), pollution monitoring, iceberg charting/
sea ice/polar mapping navigation ship monitoring_ and wind and wave measurement.
\
Imaging radar is also expected to find application in personnel search and rescue
" m_ssions rising passive (reflector) targets deployed by vehicle in emergency _;
._ situations.
' Payload Dascriotion
The proposed payload consists of a synthetic aperture radar (SAR), a device
_, in which the time-doppler record of a rada_ signal is appropriately processed to
obtain spatial resolution well within the diffraction limit of the transmitter/
receiver antenna. The range coordinate of the image is developed by transmitting
a short pulse and recording the time history of the reflected signal, with the
resolution being directly proportional to the transmitted compressed pulse width.
\
143
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The azimuth coordinate of the image is achieved by processing the signal through
a filter matched to the known doppler history of a _catterer as it passes through
the along-track beamwidth of the antenna. The resolution in azimuth is inversely
J
proportional to the time scatterer appears in the antenna beam. The response
|
tca given frequency depends on the characteristics of the target. This sensor
system could be ready for Shuttle Orbiter operations bW 1985.
Technolo9_ Advancement Required
Technology advances are needed: i
I. To prevent voltage breakdown of high power transmitters.
2. In the development of onboard solid state megabit data processors.
3. In the development of a solid state device to obtain pulse cowpression
approaching one nanosecond.
4, In the deve&opment of large erectable multi-beam antennas. (see Section F).
Progress should be made in these areas starting now if the advanced imaging
radar is to be flown in the 1985 time frame.
144
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ,Advanced Imaging Radar PAGE 10Ffl_..
: System for Remote 5@rsinq
'_ 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Environment
{
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:_Development of hiqh power tranomittars
hioh dat@ _@te on-board imaoe processors, _nd multiple (or time share} systems
to odveloo laroe sw@thwidth imQqery,
_: .I. CURRENT STATE OF ART:Within NASA aircraft imaqin R radars utilizing opti-
: c_l record@r_, achi_ye a resolution of 20 meters @nd@ Swath-width of 16 km_
:. (r_+. _n p_g_ 4) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
: . 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY ':
The synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a clever technique_ conceived by Carl :_
,: Wiley, in which the time-doppler record of a radar signal is appropriately S
processed to obtain spatial resolution well within the diffraction limit of the ?
:: transmit/receiver antenna. The range coordinate of the image is developed by /
{, transmitting a sho_t pulse and recording the time history of the reflected
: signal, with the resolution being directly proportional to the transmitted com-
,' pressed pulse width. The azimuth coordinate of the image is achieved by pro-
cessing the signal through a filter matched to the known doppler history of a
scatterer as it passed through the along-track beam-width of the antenna. The
resolution in azimuth is inversely proportional to the time the scatterer app-
ears in the antenna beam. :_
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: O PaZ-A,r'] A,F=_ B,O C/D
_,, 6. RATI_)NALE AND ANALYSIS:
The LANDSAT spacecraft experience has shown that the user of satellite remote
? sensing data:is interested in high resolution, multi-spectral images of a large
swath of real estate. The imaging radar has the potential of providing all of
this capability plus the additional features of penetral ng clouds end of ob- -:
taining data during the night. This extended capability should attract more -,_o
wide-spread user interest in satelli_e remote sensing data. ',_:
{-
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _'
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY I_EqUIREMENT NO. _
H, ii m , iiL , ,, , ii i _HI i i I'1= i [- i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Imaging Radar PACE 2 OF .4.
5ystem for Remote 5ensing
i= iiil , I
.... i i i i i i i _"
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The user of remote sensing data is simultaneousl_ pushin_ for finer spatial
resolution and greeter cross-track swath width. For a given transmitter
power level, these are ncompatible cnnstraints for the imaging radar,
i.e., fine resolution can be achieved only at the expense of reduced swath
width. The possible options to overcome this difficulty are:
(1) Development of high power (perhaps megawatt) transmitters.
(2) Development of a parallel (or time share) transmitting system which
i! will feed several antennae with contiguous beams to provide extendedswath w_d"ch.
_ (3) DevelopmeFt of a two-mode system, whereby the first mode yields e
coarse image with large swath widt, end the second mode provides
i s "zoom" capability fo."narrow field-of-view, fine imagery.(Cont'd. on p. 4)
_ i iiii i • r ii i i ill I
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Advances in technology needed to prevent voltage breakdown of high power
transmitters.
2. Advances are required in the development of onboard solid state megabit
date processors.
(Cont'd. on p. 4)
• i iu uL II ii i i i i ii i i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
The potential alternative is to utilize real aperture techniques to
develop resolution in azimuth end/or range. This, howevez_ re_ui=es an
aperture of dimension approaching I0 km. This technology ,ill p=obably
not be available until the end of the century.
i iii i i i mill nll ii iLLmW I Jll lllnnII
10..'PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMZN"_
Deve'.opmant of key components for an imaging cad_¢ has been pu¢aued unda=
160, 161, 645, and 63B RTOP*s; however, the funding has been seriously cut
back. CCD technology is currently being funded under E38 (AAFE) to develop
analog, solid state matched fi_tece.
_CL=', 11 RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUII_MEbITS:
•" Cha=ge-coupled devices (CCDa), eclcttble mu3._.i_ em'_w'mms, :_L; _ j
' J' . , LIL " Ilqlll ................... ' ' = _ ii [ |-i_°:
_,
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°DE FINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREME NT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Imaqinq Radar PAGE 3 OF 4.__
5_stem for Remote Sensin_
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 791 80' 31152 8.3184 85 36 37 38]89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY I
I
i 2. Adv. Component Dev. ----
I 3. Fab. Breadboard --. i
I
0
4. Fab. 5/C Prototype __- I I ?
I
5. A/C Test of Prototype --- I
I
APPLICATION
I. Desert (Ph. C) ----
_t
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ] _ __
i I3. Operations
4. i ! i
• i I
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE •
l
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [, I
- |
l-i. REFERENCES:
i. The theory of the SAR is outlined in Chap. 23 of "Radar Handbook," by
M. I. Skolnik, ed., McGraw-Hill, 1970.
4
2. Justification for the imaging radar for earth and ocean physics applications _ :
will appear _n the forthcoming proceedings of the NASA Active Microwave _
Workshop held in Houston during the summer of '74. ]
3. A summary of the technology required to obtain a spacecraft imaging radar
prior to 1980 is discussed in an AAFE proposal entitled "Coherent Imaging _
Radar" by W. E. Brown, Jr., dated May 15, 1973. I :
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COM_NrNT on etE_mO^m)_EST_Dm RELEV^NT _
ENVIRONblENT IN THE LABORATORY, j
I. BASIC PIIE.NOMENA O[kSERVED AND REPORTED. @, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_'r ENVIRONMENT. _
2. TIIEORY FOILMULATED 1"OI)E._CR,BEPIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_qRONMEN'f.
3. THEO[t't TI':S'I'I:D BY P:IYSICAL EXPEltlMVNT @. NEW CAPABH,ITY DERIVED FSOM A MUCII LESSE_.
OR MATIIEMAIICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODI_,L. _ i_
4. ]?ERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, @. RELL_P_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEI{D_I., CI,;, I'f_X,ENT, ETC. 10. L|FETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIONAt, MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
' ,., ' i ' J.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TI','LE): Advanced Ima_in_ Radar PAGE 4 OF 4__
System for Remote Sensing
4. CURRENTSTATE OF ART: (cont'd.)
The SeaSat A imaging radar will achieve 25-50 meter resolution and a swath
width of 20 km. 5olid state data processing will be used on 5eaSat. The I
state of the art within DOD is not known.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: (cont'd.)
(4) Explore the possibility of using ambiguous PRF to improve the _ _
overall signal-to-noise ratio. ! _,
___ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (cont'd.)
3. Advances are requited in the development of a solid state device to
obtain pulse compression approaching 1 nanosecond. _
'_ 4. SAB techniques cannot be used as geosynchronous altitudes, since
relativQ motion between the earth and the satellite is required /!
to construct the synthetic aperture,
- !
4 t
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE)" 0nboard Data Pze- PAGE 1 OF
Processing/Management Using CCD Technology "_r
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBjECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Multispectral/radar imaging gross
data characterization and dynamic vehicle operational status determination.
Adjustable algorithm CCD processors required.
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: Possibility will be demonstrated September, 1975,
Level 4 for adjustable devices Level 6 for fixed tap devices.- ;,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL i
-_ 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECIINOLOGY =i
CCD fixed tap weight devices performing particular computations have demon-
strut=d higher processing rates than large computers through the large amount ::
of parallel processing and the wide dynamic range of sampled analog infor-
mation under manipulation. This many orders of magnitude improvement in
size, weight and power makes onboard processing a reasonable solution to some
of the data transmission problems. Device designs and %zadeoffs must be ?
made in the direction of decreasing this advantage to allow variable :
algorithms, and this work is currently underway.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _] PRE-A,[_ A,O B,_] C/D
6. [IATI()NAI.E AND ANALYSIS:
(a) SeaSat A imaging radar requires 70 Mb/sec data link for transmission of
radar return data and slow image processing on general purpose computer
driving AAFE-CCD SAR IPM.
(b) All payloads may benefit from this new technology, some to a lesser
: degree.
(c) Makes imaging radar feasible; adjustable algorithm devices will
allow multiple missions from same hardware configuratzon, changing
only sensors, algorithms, and desired outputs.
(d) Level of technology maturity should start with Shuttle mission then
be carried to Venus Probe/VOIR. ._
: ?
' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __ , ._
t
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; DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_i 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Onboard Data Pre- PAGE 2 OF 3+
_ Processing/Management Usin_ CCO TechnologM
_, 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
P The main viable alternative to this technology is a special purpose digital
r computer which would consume many orders of magnitude more size, weight,
i power to perform a similar function.
!
.I
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Potential problems are in the maximum resolutions achievable, and in the maximum
} and minimum serial data rates. Other potential problems are in M05 and surface
state instabilities exhibited in a radiation environment.
U. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Increased data rate communications links and large onboard memories or
world-wide data receiving network.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
502-52-03 (?) - Electron Devices to Demonstrate Feasibility of Such Devices
AAFE Exp. SAR-IPM at JPL to demonstrate imaging from radar return data in an
aircraft experiment using a uniquely designed fixed tap weight device. Semi-
conductor manufacturers see no ground use competitive advantage in this area,
therefore, expected unperturbed Level 4.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Algorithm determinations from users.
ttPRODUCIIJlIA'AOF 'A1t
I,,+o PI,.@|Is POOR
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
t ... ..
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE)" 0nboard Data Pre- PAGE 3 OF 3
i
P=ocessinq/Rana,qement Usin 9 CCD Technoloq_
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCItEDULE:
: CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75! 76 77 78 79 80 81i82 83J84 85 86 87 88]89 90 91
; Systems 5tud£es
._ D_=sli,, Trade
Desist,
Fabrication
T_st Levels:
d
; 5
6 I
i
; 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
: TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE L
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]
• J
14. REFERENCES:
'_ 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMiJONFNT OR IIREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
'., ENVIRONMENT IN T:.IE tJkI_ORA_)RY,
, I. BASIC PHENO.'_IENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED iN AIRCRA_'r ENVIRONMENT.
2, TIIEORY FXbltMULATED TO I)ENCII!BE PIIENOMENA, T, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEOItY TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |, NEW CAPAIIII,|TY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER
OR MATIIEblATICAL MODEl., OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT FI.;NCTION OR CILARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, @. RELIAI_IILIT_I _PGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G., MATEItlAL, CO._'PONENT, ETC, 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODt:L.
151
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2. LONG WAVELENGTH (PENETRATING) RADAR
_ Application
The long wavelength radar system provides the ability to do near subsurface -"
sensing from spacecraft or aircraft. Detection of 3oil moisture can be done.
Near subsurface anomolies (minerals, water, man-made) are dctactable.
Payload Description
The long wavelength radar (transmitter, receiver, and variable angle narrow
beam antenna) transmitting at an appropriate wavelength and sufficient po_er to
penetrate the surface will acquire data from the backscatter return, to do near ,
-; subsurface mapping and soil moisture analysis.
Technology Advancement Required
The long wavelength radar presents two major problems. The data processing
is extremely complex, additionally so because of earth surface returns. A large
antenna is required for the narrow beam long wavelength system.
L
2,-
-, ¢
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U_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (_TLE): Long Wavelength PAGE I OF
i (Penetrating) Radar System Development
_ i 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEC_)RY: Remote Sensing
I
z 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Ability to perform subsurface
, _
! sensin 9 usin_ radar techniques from airureft or spacecraft.
_ j
: i 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Laboratory and field experiments have been per-
' formed to prove feasibility. The Joint Soil Moisture Experiment (JSME) has shown i
} i that moisture is detectable at depths of i0 Cm. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
_ 5. DESCIIII_TION OF TECItNOLOGY
Microwave systems have been developed to obtain the back-scattered return
from land and water surfaces. Due to changes in dielectric constant pene-
tration of the surface could detect (i) buried items in construction sites
] (pipes, etc.), (2) hidden items in other areas, and (3) near surface water,
mineral deposits, etc. A microwave system will be developed which utilizes 3-
a transmitter, receiver, and a variable angle narrow beam antenna. The
system would transmit adequate power at an appropriate wavelength to penetrate
the surface and provide data or a map of the back-scatter return.
L
I
_ P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _] PRE-A,[_ A, [] B,[_ C/D
6. llATI(_NAI.E AND ANALYSIS:
• (a) Radar as a remote sensor has great potential for sensing surface
phenomena.
(b) This potential would be greatly improved by extending the ability of
o _ radar systems to sense below the surface to a depth of several
• meters.
(c) Study, analyses and field testing of such a system will provide the
i technology improvements (primarily in the area of data analysis) to
_ make a prototype _ystem feasible.
; TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
%
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
" _ 1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Long Wavelength PAGE 2 OF 4
. _ (Penetrating) Radar System Development _ _ ;_
7 TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:i • !.
Use magnatometers in aircraft or orbital spacecraft to sense anomalies in the _
earth's magnetic field which may be relaxed to subsurface phenomena.
!
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Surface reflections from the earth.
• !2. Size of -ntennas needed for system.:_ 3. Complexity of data analysis.
_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: _ i
Perform such measurements on ground using antennas tightly coupled to the _
earth's surface. _
2
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _ _:
RTOP 177-51-84, Joint Soil Moisture Experiment (JSME); currently investigating _' -i_
_ d_pth of penetration of lower microwave and upper UHF f_equencies into the i
earth _s surface. : :
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
" Improved modeling techniques for electro-magnetic back-scatter phenomena.
, ,_ammmm
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
,,, ,',,, ,,, ' ,, , j,,,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):_ Lon_ Wavelength PAGE 3 OF 4__ ;
= {Penetrating) Radar System Development
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR !
_SCHEDUI,EITEM 75_76 77 78 79180'81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 :
TECHNOLOGY
_ 1. Analysis __ , .
2. Field T _%s
-' 3. Field Data Anal_sis
"z
4. A/C 5ys%em Dev.
_;_ 5. A/C Fligh_ Test __ i
:_ APPLICATION '_
I. Desk. (Ph. C) <-
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ;
f,
3, Operations :_
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TOTAL "
'_ TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE •
2 2 2 2 2 2 2_2 21 .B
, NUMBER OF LAUNCHES i
, I
, 14. REFERENCES:
'_' (I) Feasibility Study of Electromagnetic Subsurface Profiling ':.
R. M. Morey and W. S. Hatting%on, Jr. ._
EPA-R2-72-082, Oct 1972
"" (2) The Use of Complex Dielectric Constant as a Diagnostic Tool for the Remote _
": Sensing of Terrestrial Materials ;-
R. S. Vickems and G. C. Rose, Contract No. F19628-T0-.u-0035,
Colorado State University, Aug (1971)
= (3) Active Microwave Measurement of Soil Water Content
F. T. Ulaby, J. Cihlar and P. K. Moore, Remote Sensing of Environment, 3,
185-203 (1974)
(4) Remote Sensing of %he Earth by Microwaves
K. Tomiyasu, Proc. IEEE 62, No. I, 86-92, January (1974)
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.CoM_o_T oa aszAvm_ _ss_s_ m _ZLZV^_
._ ENVI,RONbIENT INTHE t,ARORA*/_RY.
I. _._lC PHENO.MENAODSERV_DAND REPORTED. S. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAF_rENVIRONMENT.
_. TIlEORY F_)IIMULATEDI'oDESCRIBK PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED INSPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TF:,_'EDBY PIIYSICA1,F:XPERIMENT |, NEWCAPAI_ILITYDERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER
O1_MATIIEMATICALMODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4 PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CItARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, @, RELIA_iLITY UPGRJtDINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEIdAL, COPPONENT, ETC, 1O. blFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL. :_
• , i , i i j| ii
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_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,
1 TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENT (TITLE): Long Wavelength PAGE 4 OF 4_.. I
(Penetrstin_) Radar System Development _
j-
(5) Application of Dielectric Constant Measurements to Radar Imagery _
Interpretation '
M. Leonard Bryan and R. W. Larson, Report, Environmental Research Institute
- of Michigan, NASA Contract-21783, (1974)
(6) The Response of Terrestrial Surface at Microwave Frequencies
W. H. Peake and T. L. Oliver, Technical Report No. AFAL-TR-70-301
\
Ohio State University May 1971
i •
,'_ , , , ,,, , , , ,,,,,, ,_
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3. CONDUCTIVITY MEASURING SYSTEM
ApplicationI.
g
This system will be used to determine the conductivities of materials at _•
_ the earthls surface and subsurface. The data thus acquired will support other i
\- earth observations.
Pqxlo@d Description
} - The payload is a microwave system of two transmitters, receivers, antennas, i
phase measuring detection circuits, and a phase difference circuit. Conductivity
• of surface and subsurface materials, a function of the dielectric constant of the
_. _ material, can be determined by measuring the difference in phase of the reflection
}i coefficients of two signals of different frequencies at the surface interfaces.
Technoloq_ Adv_ncemen_ Required
The conductivity measuring system requires the development of stable phasu
measuring circuits, and data management systems. The effect of antennas on
phase measurement must be removed from the systems. Surface interface models
require definition.
_P
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. !
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Microwave Conductivit_ PAGE I OF 3
Neasurement System Development I
_. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Remote Sensin9 I
_' 3. OB!ECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of a microwave measure-
for remote sensin_ to support ea=th observation application studies.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Studies have been conducted to define the i,
: measurement technique: but hardware has not been developed to test the _t
nnnnp.n_. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2 ':,
. 5. DESCIIII'TION ()I."TECIINOLOGY !
; Conductivity of surface and subsurface materials is a function of the i
-_ dielectric constant of the material. Conductivity can be determined by
• measuring the difference in phase of the reflection coe?ficiencts of two
l: signals at different frequencies at the surface interfaces. A microwave
system will be deve&oped which utilizes two transmitters, _eceive_s,
:_ _ antennas, phase measuring detection and difference circuits. The system !
_ will transmit identical signals at two frequencies and detect the changes 1
'; in phase of the returned signals.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: r_r]I_RE-A,r "]A,r'] B,[_ C/D i
• 6. IIATI()NAI.I.:AND ANALYSIS:
" (a) Radar as a remot._ .--,_nsorhas a great potential for sensing surface J
and subsurface phenomena. I
'_ (b) This potential would be greatly improved by developing techniques to
: sense surface and subsurface interface interfaces.
(c) Study, analysis and field testing of such a system will provide the
technology improvements (primarily in the area of data anelysis) to
make a prototype system feasible.
i
, i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i '= I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ,, ......... _ , ,, , ,, , ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Microwave Conductivity PAGE 2 OF 3
Neasm:ement $_stem Developmen_ ..
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Continue tn use p_esently available miczowave sensors only to make measure-
ments in support of earth observation application s_udies.
e/
- i ii ill ,,, in
: 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Devuloping stable phase measuring circuits,
2. Developing stable difference measuring circuits,
3, Developing data handling and analysis hardware.
4. Defining surface interface models,
: 5, Design of antennas to not affect the phase measurements.
' |, , H r -
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Use p=obes in the su=face o= subsuCface layers _o make the conductivity
measurements,
i0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:.
Inhouse definition s_udies at the Applied Research Laboratories a_ %ha
University of Texas st Austin,
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL --H
-- m i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMF_.-TS:
Developmen_ of _light worthy highly stsb&e pha_e end dit'fe_encs me_su_£ng
c£=cui_s,
II __ --- Sill i ii
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'i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hicr0wave Conduc_iv£_v PAGE 3 OF
" Heasu=smen_ System rlev¢lopmsn_
iJ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR 1
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 :',,i!79 82183 84 85 86187 88 I
TECHNOLOGY
- I. AnaZysis i
2. E1ec_on£c Dsv, ---
• 3. FJ.eld Tes_cs & AnaZys,
4. A/C System Oev.
5. A/C Tes_s & Anelys, J n
I
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) :_
D-3 ADVANCED SATELLITE METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
Application
Feasible uses of a satellite meteorological radar system include the
following:
e. Sampling of rainfall data in tropical storms with sufficient
horizontal resolution (5-6 km cr less) t,_ resolve the rain bands. Verti-
cal resolution of I-2 km is required.
b. Gathering global rainfall statistics including otherwise in-
accessible regions of the earth.
c. Refinement of global _:ater cycle information and study of the
atmospheric heat budget related thereto.
d. Testing rainfall predictions of present and near-tezm future
numerical atmospheric models.
e. Rate of latent heat release due to water condensation as an in-
put to numerical atmospheric circulation models that may be developed in
the future.
I
f. Gap ill_ng data as an adjunct to ground-based weather radars and
as an aid in local severe storm prediction.
g. Use of surface backscatter information to study soil moisture,
crop vigor and height, and boundaries, and characteristics of sea and polar
ice.
L
h. Possible use of mean dopple shifts of raindrops as indicators of i
horizontal :vinds at various altitudes _n rainstorms,
Payload Lescription
An advanced meteorological radar system, incorporating technology
gainei from a vigorous research program carried out aboard aircraft, is to
be flown on the Shuttle Orbiter. It will be cost and operationally con-
|
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! 1
strained, but will have the capability of demonstrating the util_ty of and
exercising the designs required for an advanced operational system beyond
_ 1985.
• _ Technoloqy Advancement Required
:" _ Basic meteorological and radar data interpretation research must be
_ done. It is necessary to develop data interpretation schemes and algorithms
capable of coping with the constraints of the measurement problem and at
the same time being capable of on-board _plementation. Developments are
_ required leading to large Butler-matrix phased array antennas. High power
spaceborne transmitters and low noise receivers aze needed. An extremely
I
! large capacity on-board data handling capability is required, i
' i:• }
; I _
¢
, i
?
, _
, !
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
,,,'
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced PAGE 1 OF 4
¢
Meteoroloqic@l Rpd@r
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Weather and Climate !
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: High power microwave tubes, lower 1
noise receivers2 very larqe simultaneous multiple beam phased-array antenna i
system_ and large capacity on-board data handlin_ and processing equipment, i
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: 2 kw peak power radar transmitter operated on 5k¥1ab
with duty cycle of 3 x I0-5. Aircraft meteorological radars in existence and
I,ndP.'r dRvP_lnnmm.ni: do nn_ mrJt'lrm_ "r'pqH';v'mrt nn'kl_nn_ n'P dm'k.n hnndl'_nn
(cont'd.) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCI¢II'TION (H" TECItNOLOGY
Some current proposals for single frequency Shuttle meteorological radars for
1981 and beyond require two phased-array antennas, each 5 "¢ 30 meters, ='
connected to a single transmitter but to 160 separate receiver channels. Each
channel would further be doppler filtered to achieve synthetic sharpening
of beams. Such schemes are necessary as opposed to scanning a single beam
to achieve large number of pulse samples per footprint and wide swath coverage
simultaneously. Each synthetically _harpened receiver beam (_800 total)
would need 40 or more range bins, resulting in overall data rate greater
than 1 Gbit/sec. Significant on-board data compression is thus required.
Transmitter powers of 15 kw peak or greater and 8 db or less noise figure i
are required. To encompass the cloud top height measurement, these capa-
bilities must extend up to about 94 6hz. i
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,r-] A,[-] B,_] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.I.: AND ANALYSIS:
Active Microwave Workshop of 1974 emphasized feasibility and need for
satellite meteorological radars. Global rainfall rate and/or cloud height
would be of decided benefit to meteorological community. Passive microwave
sensors cannot resolve these height profiles; particularly difficult is
the quantitative determination of rainfall rates, because of the erratic
height variability associated with it. Although benefits are fairly definite, i
the relationship between the obtained data and the meteorological situation
r_qui_es research, as does the entire sensing and data interpretation
problem.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7__
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Meteorological PAGE 2 OF 4.
R_d_r
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Achieving the user requirements regarding _esolution coverage, and accurac_
in global rainfall measurements leaves little room for options in the overall
sense. In specific areas such es the means of achieving synthetic sharpening
of the resolution cell through uoppler techniques, there can remain choices
such as between doppler analog filtering or computational measuring of the
time-dom in signal. The latter would require more extensive on-board data
processing capability. Another possibility would be the construction of
the three-dimensional radar reflectivity map of precipitation by a form of
microwave holography using a large number of effective antennas.
c
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Development of data interpretation schemes and algorithms capable of coping with
the constraints of the measurement problem and at the same time being capable of
on-board implementation.
Large Butler matrix phased array antennas.
High power spaceborne transmitters and low noise receivers.
Extremely large capacity on-board data handling capability.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Laser radar would be a potential alternative to mm radar waves for cloud top
• height determination.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY _ "ANCEMENT:
AAFE meteorological aircraft radar program will provide b information
related to data interpretation end actual requirements and uc._straints for
satellite demonstration and operational radars.
Antenna development transmitter tube and receiver improvements, .,d rn-board
data handling capabilities which may be developed in connection with planned
Imaging Radars _nd Radiometers will have direct impact on the met. radar.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 6
l
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
, CCD devices for data procnssors.
Large antenna steering ant deployment devices,
1@4
I I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
[
PAGE 3 OF 4I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): A.dvanaed ._
Meteorological Radar
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79180]81;82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Aircraft met.
radar program (AAFE)
2.Shuttle Demonstration
3.Operational Satellite
met. radar
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
@
TOTAL
TECIINOI.OGY NEED DATL
[
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]
1-t. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMmSrNT OR _E,Dm^_ Z_STEDISRELEVANT
+ ENVIRONMENT IN THE UAI_OR.ATORY.
' I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REI'Y)RTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
'_ 2. TIIEORY FOIIMULATEI) TO DESCR!BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEolt't TESTED BY PlIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPABII,ITY bI_BIVED FROM A MUCll LE,_ER
OR MATIiEMATICAI, MODEl.. OP£RATIONAI, MODEL.
4. PERTIhEN r FUNf'TI(}N Oil CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. @. RELIARII.ITY UPGRAI)ING OF AN OPERA rloNAL MODEL
: E.G.. MATERb_I., Ct,._'PONENT. ETC. I@. IAFETLME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEL.
| t
1977006968-171
I | t ";
i
r _-- DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQ_REMENT NO'.
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): A_v_need _ PAGE4 OF4__.
i i Meteorological Radar
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY: (conttd. from p. i)
?
I and processing required for satellite case. Other radars and radio-
_ meters do currently incorporate required synthetic aperture techniques.
Present on-board data handling capability is primitive compared to ultimate
_ needs.
i!
r
v _
r
r
F
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................ _.......... _ _..._4_r,__ _ _
SECTION E: TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT/EVAI.UArIONPAYLOADS -5
J
" E-I LARGE DEPLOYABLE MICROWAVE /NTENNA5 _
, i. ADVANCED ELECTRONICALLY 5CANNED PHA5ED ARRAY ANTENNA _'_
J_pplication
: The payload antenna will provide the accuracy necessary for microwave
radiometric sensing of th_ environment. _ •
Payload Description
• The payload antenna is a phased array of known ohmic losses which are _i
thermally stabilized, and it is cryogenically coolad for oceanographic
app_icetions. -:
Technoloq_ Advancement Required
• : The main problem presented by the antenna is the requirement of T
r _
thermal stability. An antenna with the proper thermal characteristics
i and a cooling system need to be matched to provide thermal stability over
!i
long time periods--one day on aircraft and months on a spacecraft. The
? antenna must maintain its operating integrity at 100 degrees K and on up to
room temperature. It is not known whether the ferrite phase shifters used
for frequencies above X-band will work at the low temperatures.
I
J !.
J
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Aav._nnpH Elpntrnn___ PAGE 1 OF_4_
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Environment
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Bevelopment of an integrated package
of r.r_r._l mMa.Rp.H array an_anna com.monants that Gan g_V@ satisfactory clectricai
.nprfnrm_nce for mlcrow_vm rmdiomR_er remote sensing measumements.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Th_ HDQ_nn nf _l_e ]v_rmnnP.d .nhm.qeH _rr_vR
1_ m wm.]] rlm_vm_]n.nm.H at+.. Thm k_v mnm,mnn_n_; hnwmvmr_ ar_ +.hm._mm]]v m+.mhillzerl
+_ nn_rm_e m_: nemr ronm temBer_ure. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
The constzuction of phased arrays is a well developed technique. Key components
such as phase shifte_s, power dividers, and hybrids are commercially available.
The problem with the phased array is that the ohmic losses of the components are
detrimental to the accuracy of remote sensing measurements, particularly micro-
wave radiometer measurements. If phased arrays a_e to be useful for precision
radiometric applications, the losses must be accurately known and thermally
stabilized. For oceanographic applications, cryogenic cooling of the components
would be highly desimable.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] _RE-A,r-] A,[-_ B,r'] C/D /
a. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Phased arrays offer two desirable advantages over other types of antennas. First
of all, the a_ay is only a few inches deep and is therefore _elatively easy to
install on spacecraft and a vaziety of aircraft. To illustzate the packaging
difficulties of othez antennas, a low loss horn, 8 feet tail, is being instailed
in a C-54 for L-band radiometer measurements. A phased a_ray of the same aper-
tuze size would be less than a foot tail. The second advantage of the phased
array is that scanning is done electronically. This means that no torque compen-
sation is required for spacecraft; and there is no need for large radomes for
aircraft measurements.
The losses in the phased azzay pose very serious problems in radiometzy. As an
example, the "bzightness tempezature" of the ocean (effective g_ey-body radiation
is approximately 100°K. The accuracy with which the measurement must be made is
0.3OK. Now, the lossy components in the antenna are also thezmal radiators,
whose emissivity is specified by the numeric loss number. If the components
weze held at room temperature, the measurement would suffez from the following
: deficiencies:
i. k 1 dB less would add a 40°K bias on the measurement.
2. The temperature of each component must be known to within i°K to meet the
specified measurement accuracy. (cont on pg. 4)TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
_EPRODUCIBILrI_ UP 'rtl_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. !
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced EZectronicall¥ PAGE 2 OF 4
Scanned Phased Array Antennas for Remote Sensing "=
7. TECHNOI,OGY OPTIONS= :
With regard to hybrids and powel dividers, the technology options are stripline
vs. air-filled coaxial transmission linus. Stripline offers miniaturization
because of the high dielactric constant, but are inherently lossy. Air-filled
lines present low lees, but miniaturization and fabrication are problem areas. _;
As far as phase shifters are concerned, diodes present low loss, but the effi- i :
ciency decreases with increasing frequency. Ferrites are ic:_sy, but allow
operation at high frequency and reduce line length for go_d phase control. :
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Mechanical design of an integrated compact package is required, such that 7
thermal instability of the individual components can be maintained. -_
2. It is necessary to design and quality parts to operate at lOO°K, and L
preferably over a range up to room temperature.
(cont'd. on p. 4)
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Horn and reflector antennas exhibit very low loss and broad bandwidth.
These antennas should definitely be used in projects where mechanical _'
scanning and installation pose no problems.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
A combination precision 5- and L-band dual radiometer system is currently
being flight-tested under RTOP to measure accurately :
temperature and salinity in coastal areas. This is an ideal candidate system i
to incorporate a cryogenic phased array, i
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL "i
ii. RELATED TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: :;
The ohr.,icloss of any imperfect conductor generally decreases with temperature. }
A cryogenic phased array will therefore increase the efficiency of an ?
antenna; and, therefore, allow reductlon in the transmitted power required.
Fcr radar, the dividend is doubled since the system must both transmit and
receive through s cummon antenna. {_
?
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
: 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced El_c%rnnic_lly PAGE 3 OF -.4.
Scanned Phased A=_av Antennas for Remote Sensino
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE_tENTS SCHEDULE:
• CALENDAR YEAR
....... iI
_ SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
; TE CHNOLOGY
ITech. Tradeoff/Analysis
, 2Des. of Components/Cry.
3Component Fab/Integ.
4Fab./Test of A/C Ant.
5Fab./Test of S/C Comp.
APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C) _ |
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
} 3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TOTAL
c TECIINOLOGY NEED DATE L :
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]
1.t. REFERENCES:
The one _eference which encompasses the need for precision radiometry and an
antenna tradeoff study is given in:
"Development of a Satellite Microwave Radiometer to Sense the Surface Temperature
of the Wo_id Oceans," by G. M. Hidy, at al. NASA CR-1960 February, _972.
?
t
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMmSrNTO, sa_eoAaD TESTEDm aE'.EV^ST
Z.VlaONMEN_,. Ts_:_soa_vosv.
:} I, BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVLD AND REPORTED. #. MODEl, TESTED IN AIRCRA}'r ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIILORY I-'O|tMULATEI) TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TEb_ED iN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. T_IE('!t_ TESTED BY P_fY,_ICAL EXPER!MENT |. NEW CAPAIIILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LE_ER
Oil _LATIIEM._TICAL MODEl,. OPEI_ATIONAL MOD£L,
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CiIARACTERISTIC D_MONSTRATED, D, ]_E_LITY tlPG_DING OF At_ OPERATIONAL MOD_L.
_.G., MATEPJAL, COI_:POhENT, ETC, l_. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_[_k_TI¢_.%L MODEL.
1977006968-176
I,
iii _ -
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
.... _
1. TECHNOLOGY REQULREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Electronically PAGE 4 OF _ _
' ,_
Scanned Phased Array Antennas for Remote Sensin_
, ,,,,
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS: (con,'d.) ;_
, 3) The total loss must be known to within 0,006 dB to meet the accuracy ,_:
requirements.
?
t
If the components could be cryogenically cooled to closely match the brightness
temperature of the ocean, the bias would be l°K instead of 40°K and the loss *
must be known only to 0.27 dB instead of 0.006 dB. The component temperature ;_
must still be known to within a degree, but careful packaging techniques can _
solve this problem.
The bcightness temperature of other targets, such as terrain and ice, are
generaJ1y higher than water; therefore, a higher stable component temperature ;*
is required to minimize the effect of losses.
8._ TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (cont'd.) '_
3. Development of a compact cryogenic unit and heat exchanger to maintain _ ;i
constant temperature for one day in an aircraft environment, and months _
in a space environment. ) ,_
4. Ferrite phase shifters are presently used at frequencies above X-band. _. _..
The performance of ferrites is temperature sensitive; and it is not _ _
known if operation at low temperatures is feasible, */
t
I
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I 1
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2. OHEN FEED ACTIVE MICROWAVE ANTENNA
Application
The antenna is proposed as a payload for the 5hurtle Orbiter so that
its performance characteristics may be ascertained in the space environment.
It is presently in the early design stages as a pert of the EarLh Resources
and Oceanographic Imaging Radar (RTOP 645-30-07). It is designed to test the ,:
antenna for arcing, cornna or breakdown before committing to the radar system i
implementation. The tests will also validate the design of structure and
• mechanisms.
?
Payload Description
The payload is primarily a large (Approximately 3m X 12m) light weight ,
#
antenna with transmitter with variable power, duty cycle and PRF and appro-
priate feed systems. Open wave guide and microstrip designs are being :5
considered for the antenna. The tests will provide limits of pezformance
with regard to arcing, corona or breakdown in the antenna and power feed
systems. Performance of the structural and mechanisms design will provide
seconda=y information.
Technoloqw Advancement Required _,
The potential problems of breakdown, corona and shorts for this flight =!k
weight antenna design must be overcome. The antenna design should be proven
in the space environment early so that the total imaging radar system is
reedy for flight in the 1980's.
;
?
i,
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£DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. |
• I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Test and Evaluation of PAGE I OF__ _
.,Open Feed Active Microwave Antennae in Space
') TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Microwave Hardware Development
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development and test of light weight _'l
antennas in the space environment to present operation problems such as
coronas _ ,.
-l. C U!_RENT STATE OF ART: __Lightweight antennae a_e..being developed but none
have been tested at the possible power levels expected for fcture _ _
instrumentation. , HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4_
•, 5. DESCI_II,TION OF TECItNOLOGY
Proposed designs of the Earth Resources Shuttle Imaging Rada_ antenna are ,.
using an open an';enna concept. Due to the potential power required a_cing,
corona or break own caused by shorting may occur in the antenna and power ._
feed systems, o prove the concept and reduce the risk for the rada_
ope=ations, a test antenna should be flown on an early shuttle flight, i:
The test a_ticle would include an antenna, a t_ansmitter with a variable
power, duty cycle and PRF and the appropriate feed systems. The test
would also provide evaluation of the antenna for use in other microwave
projects (solar power).
P/L REQUmEMENTS BASED ON: [_]PRE-A,E] A,[_ B,_ C/D _:
6, RATP)NAL,E AND ANALYSIS:
,t
:' (a) Very large antennas s_e needed to obtain appropriate gain and
, _esolution for microwave remote sensing. ,,_
(b) To reduce weight of the antennu open waveguide and micmostrip ._
designs a_e being investigated.
(c) Antennas of this type have bean flown on aircraft in much smaller
versions.
, i
; (d) Without such a test the exact breakdown point of the antenna would
not be known and the maximum utilization of th:_antenna could ._
never be used, "
.-" TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
, ,, ,,
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ti
- DE.FI_ITION OF TECHNOLOGY I_QUII_I, IENT NO,
L _ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _.__n of PAGE 2 OF __
_ noen Feed Ac±ive Mimrnwave Antennas in So=_c_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: 1
The antenna could be flown wi_hou_ e_y testing redizing the risk, involved or the _
; an+.enna could be tested in a ground chamber if one is large enough. Howevert th_ 1
exact characteristics of space around a satellite or the 5hurtle will not be _ i_
known and the full potential of the antenna never realized. }
!
2 "
i i i __ I i ii
/ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: |_
i. Breakdown limits of _his antenna design.
: 2. Corona of this antenna design.
3. Potential for shorts in the mn_enna design.
_ nil ,i ,1 i i i L
;" _ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
bse pressurized feed _nd antenna systems.
i0. PLAN_E.b i'ROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT= _ _ 4_
i RTOP 645-30-0? is presently defining an imaging radar to suppor_ earth _eaourceu . :)
and oceanographic appl_ations from the 5hut_le. i -'_'
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __ Ii • i ,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: !
f Improved antenna design for light _sight antenna for microwave applications, j -_!
_g
ii | ii i ii i iii iii]_=.=, . .
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f
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. .,
1. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Test and Evaluation of PAGE 3 OF __ _i
_l]n_n Fmmd A_'ivR M'ir"rn_=w_Ani_enn=_ in 5r,_,',:
-v;
12. TECItNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCItEDULE: _
CALENDAR YEAR .;
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 175'76 77[7S 79 80 81 [82 83184 85 86 87 88 89190 91j *"
TECHNOLOGY
IAnalysis -- _
. 2Development
" 3Test and Evaluation --
T '4Redssign . :
. 5Test and Evaluation __ _-
• APPLICATION
l. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/FLb (Ph. D)
3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
T 'TECIINOLO " NEED DATi., TOTAL
1.1. ;,EFF |IENCES-
15. LE VE L O F STATE OF ART s. COW_N_NFNT OR flRE.M.')BOARDTESTEDINllELI;VA,_T
ENV1RONblENT IN THE LA_ILstTDRY.
I..'V_I(" PHk:,O.',IENA OII_ER%'} 1) AND _FI_RTED. 6, MODEL " ESTED IN AIRCRAI, T I'.NVIRON.MENT. |
;'. TIIE(',RY I';r,t¢M{'LA'l _l)TO DL'St'K:BE PlII..I'<OMEN_ ?. MODEL TES'I'ED IN SPACE EN_qRON.MENT. j
3. T'HI ",R_, Ti .'¢1I:11 .@YPIIY_I('.tl. EXPERIML?_T @, NEW CAPAI]_I.I'rY DLRIVI.:D FROM k MUCII LESSER ;
OR 514,1IIE.M'ITICAL _:O[)i. I.. OPERAI'IOI_,AI. blODLL.
g. _I_IITIM NT I,(',_l('l,t)N OP ('IIAILAL'TERI[rI"IC DFMONSTRATED, @. RELIARILITY UPGRAI}INC OF AN OPERJ_TIt_NAI. MOD==.
.t .. , ,IATEItIAI., (('_'PO'.t.NT El('. !@. LIFETIME LXTEN,SION OFAbl ,OI'LRATIONA;. MODEL,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE OF_ ._
t
i ii _m i | i
,i
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!3. DEPLOYABLE MICROWAVE REFLECTOR ANTENNA _
Appiication
The payload antenna will demonstrate the technology developments
leading to a low-loss, efficient large aperture scanning antenna for miqro-
z
wave remote _nsors. f
Pa_load Description
The antenna will be a demonstration article used to prove the tech-
nology required to provide large erectable-relector and phased-array an- s
tennas for ,nicrowave remote sensing of the earth's surface.
: Technoloq_ Advancement Required
The technology must be developed in the following areas:
- I. Wide-band feed clusters for reflector antennas. -:
2. Determination of antenna pattern distortion associated with a
scanning feed.
3. Methods required for preserving the surface tolerance of very
: large reflectors.
o
'; 4. Low-loss and/or loss-stable phased-array components. Cryogenic
cooling of phase shifters, power dividers, etc. may be required.
5. Solutions of structural and mechanism problems related to these
large antennas.
_77
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DEI"INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Antennas for Remote PAGE 1 OF.__
Sensing (Deployable Reflector Antenna) "i-
2. TECIIN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Environment "-
3. ()BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of low-loss, efficient
large aperture scanninq antennas for microwave remote sensors.
I ('URRENTSTATE OFART: Space erectable t parabolic, antenna reflectors up
to i0 meters in diameter are wel_ within the present state of the art at
I
S-band (cont'd. on p. 4) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL__
5. DESCI{II'TI()N ()I."TECIIN()I.OGY
In the years beyond l_80, there will be a need for large erectable-reflector _
2
and phased-array antennas for microwave remote sensing of the earth's
surface. These antennas will require Ca) a scanning capability, (b) low side
lobe levels, (c) very low or accurately known ohmic losses, (d) polarization {
purity, and for some applic,tions (e) wide bandwidths. The ATS program }
demonstrated that large parabolic reflectors car,be erected in space. As
inoicated previously, however, parabolic reflectors are not sditable for
remote sensing for the reasons lis_ed. Therefore, other reflector types
must be investigated to meet the general requirements listed. For reference
purposes, the advantages and disadvantages of a few reflector types are
listed below.
(cont'd. on p. 5)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[--] A,[-] B,[[] C/D
6. l{A'l'l,)NAl.].:AND ANAI.YSIS:
(a) The Seasat-A radiometer and scatterometer systems offer a spatial
resolution of approximately lO0 km. This resolution is adequate for the
study of ocean dynamics, but much too coarse _or other applications. For
example_ radiometric temperature measurements over a cell not exceeding i0-20 km
is required for the data to bE of value to the fishing industry. Near'coastal
zone, earth resources, and topside weather radar _easurements require even _
finer spatial resolution. Hence, a more widespread variety of users can be
satisfied by increasing tLe spatial .-esolution. ':
(b) Users are generally uninterested in remote sensing measurements
unless a cross-track swath of data is collected.
(c) The user is demanding more accurate data. In the area of microwave
radiometry, the antenna ohmic loss and side lobes are the major contributors _
of accuracy degradation.
:, TO BE CARRI£q TO LEVEL
t
}
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): .,Artennas for Remote PAGE 2 OF 6. i
Sensinq (Deployable Reflector Antenna I _
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The alternative means to achieve higher spatial resolution with real apertures
is to operate at a higher electromagnetic frequency. This, however, destroys L
the near all-weather capability that microwaves provide for earth observations.
I
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Development of wide-band feed clusters required for reflector antennas.
(u} Amount of antenna pattern distortion associated with a scanning feed
is unknown.
(c) Development of methods required for preserving the surface tolerance _f
very large reflectors.
(d) Development of low-loss and/or loss-stable phased-array components. Cryo-
<
genic cooling of phase shifters, power dividers, etc., may be required.
/
_. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: i
In the area of microwav_ radiometry, there is no obvious methcd of achieving a
high resolution swath without resorting to large antennas.
For active, nonimaging systems, it is possible to reduce the antenna size in one
dimension and use the doppler effect to discriminate range cells along the
satellite track. Swath width can be developed by orienting the fan beam at an
angle to the satellite velocity vector.
(cont'd. on p. 6) _ _
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _ _
The new Advanced Applications Flight Experiment (AAFE) contract on large '
reflector antennas and the RTOPs at JPL (£45-25-02, 506-20-22, 506-17-15) are
somewhat related to the described requirements.
The state of the art (of remote sensing antennas) at the need data if NASA ex-
pends no special effort in this area will probably be as follows: _ :
(cont'd. on p. 6) EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3 _
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: i
With regard to reflector antennas for remote sensing, the feed scanning area must _
be investigated - in particular the mechanical design required if mowment of the _
feed is necessary. The deployment mechanism, actuating system, etc., must be _ _
developed for offset feed reflectors. _ :
In the area of phased-array antennas, work must be conducted to determine thermal _
control designs for cryogenic phase distribution networks. Tr_deoff studies will _
be n_eded to determine the best approach for variable phase shifters. Then the i
array design approach could be formulated.
179
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?DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). Remote Sensing Antennas PAGE 3 OF 6
(Deployable Reflector Antenna)
12. TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: " '
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 ! 80 8J 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89,90 91 (
TECHNOLOGY :_
l.Remote Sensing Design _
Requirements(Analysis) ' :
2.Survey of Reflector
Design
3.Reflector/Feed Design -- --
4.Fabrication of
Engineer Model ___
5.Sround Tests (Thermal,
Electrical) -
!APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C) •
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations ]
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ] :
"" "" | ' I •TEC'INOLOGY N E ED DATE TOTA L
14. REFERENCES:
1. "Deployable Reflector Design for Ku-Band Operation." NASA CR-132526, Harris
Corp., September 1974.
2. "Large Deployable Antenna Shuttle Experiment." Research and Technology
Operating Plan 645-25-02, Jet rropulsion Laboratory, July 19, 1974.
3. "Large Deployable Antenna Shuttle Experiment." JPL Interoffice Memo 3392-
75-42, February 24, 1975.
4. "Dual-S and Ku-Band Tracking Feed for a TDRS Reflector Antenna - Tradeoff
Study." N75-I0312, NASA CR-139122, Martin Marietta Aerospace Corp. _
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOR _LREADBOARDTEST_.DINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOrAtORY.
l. BASIC PHENO.MENA Orke,ERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCI_}T ENVIRONMENT,
2. TIIEORY _3II,MULATED TO DESCR!BE PlllNOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE E_,_IRONMENT.
$. THEOR_ TFs'rED BY PlIY._ICALEXPEIIIMENT I, NEW CAPAIIII.ITY DLRIV_:D FROM h MUCII LE,e_ER
OR MATIIEMATICAL .MODEl,. OPERATIOhAL MODEL.
4. PER'rlN}:NT I-UNCTION Oil C|IARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, @. RELIABILITY UPftI_'tDING OF AN OPERATIt)NAI, MODEL.
i E.G., MATEI{L%I., CO._'PO.NENT, ETC. lO. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONA'. l_"|)EL.
l
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE_UIREME,, _ NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _Antennas for Remote PAGE 4 OF
4. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART (cont'd.):
operating frequencies. X-band frequencies have also been used with reflectors
of this size in space applications. The most recent application is the 40-foot
diameter parabolic reflector currently deployed and operating on the ATS-F
spacecraft. The state of the art for reflectors of this size has been improved
, ough the Advanced Applications Flight Experiment (AAFE) Contract NASA-If444
_,_ASACR-132526). Included in this contract was the demonstration of the
lightweight, double-mesh concept through the fabrication of a 12.5-feet diameter
reflector (weight 23 ibs.) for Ku-band operation. This design concept will
probably be used on the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). The AAFE
Program is extending the large reflector studies under a contract that will
investigate design possibilities for reflectors up to i00 meters in diameter.
In a parallel effort, ne Jet Propulsion Laboratory is proposing a large
Deployable Antenna Shuttle Experiment (LDASE). The recommended reflector size
for this experiment is lO0 feet in diameter with a surface quality of 0.050
inch (vms). The recommended size and surface quality for LDASE was based on
mechanical consideration only, since it was considered inappropriate to base
the size of the antenna on user requirements. (Ref. JPL Interoffice Memo
3392-75-42.) Since a parabolic reflector would be selected for a lO0-foot
diameter design. However, there are several d_sadvantages in using parabolic
reflectors ?or remote sensing applications. A few ere li_ted below:
a. Some energy is reflected back into the feed.
b. The feed partially blocks the radiating aperture (this causes a loss
in gain and an increase in side lobes).
c. The receiver front end has to be mounted at the focal point to avoid a
long waveguide run to the back of the dish. This is not convenient.
d. Beam scan by feed movement is limited to a few beamwidths before there
is excessive gain loss.
e. Spillover is highest in rearward direction.
Therefore, the current state of the _:rtas well as present plans for the
future appear _o be oriented more toward pa: Jolic reflectors for communications
and others, rather than reflectors for remote sensing applications.
{
/
!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
,_
_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Antennas for Remote PAGE 5 OF 6
', _ ;1
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (cont'd.):
A. Spherical Reflector ; ::
(1) Advantaqes
(a) This type of structure allows excellent wide angle i i _
scanning even as much as ±15° by a simple rotation of the feed about _
the center of the sphere• (More conservatively, one could expect a
scan capability of 25 beamwidths with i dB loss), ii --
;' (2) Disadvantaqes i
(a) Some radiated energy is reflected back into the feed•
(b) The feed blocks the radiatin 0 aperture.
(c) Receiver has to he mounted at the focal ,int.
B. Offset Fed Reflector
3
(i) Advantaqco
(a) There is no feed blockage and _
usually no support blockage, too
: (b) No radiated energy is reflected
" back into the feed.
(c) Spillover is directed neither )
forwamd or backward.
(2) Dis,_dvantaqes i ;_
; (a) Beam scanni.,u by feed movement is not widely documented. : :
(b) In one plane, the beam tends to be asymmetrical. _
(c) Design principles and procedures are not widely known.
¢
C. Offset Fed Casseqrain _ }
; (1) Advantaqes _ '
' (a) The_e is no blockage due to
_ supports or sub_eflectors.(b) 5pillover is not _earward. '_
! (c) The offset subreflector allows
i for some better aperture utilization than :_
the single r_flector offset fed antenna
i due to spillover. ,k
i i,
i ;
-
? i .i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Antennas fp_ Remote PAGE 6 OF
Sensing (Deployable Reflector Antenna)
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (cont'd.):
(2) Disadvantaqes
(a) In _xisting configurations, the a×_s of rotation are not
orthogonal. This may require some angular coordinate conversion in the
positioning mechanism.
(b) Design not known.
m
Therefore, from this brief reflector comparison, it can be seen thai
reflectors other than parabolic may be amenable to remote sensing appli-
cations. The problems associated with, for example, the spherical or
offset feed parabolic section should be addressed. These particular
antennas are of interest for remote sensing because they exhibit wide angle
scanning and no spillovez characteristics, respectively. Mechanical
inertia will mute than likely preclude scanning the reflector; hence, the
problems associated with fast beam steering by motion of the feed should
be addressed.
The phased array if of interest because scanning and multiple beam
operation can be achieved by electronic means. This, therefore, eliminates
the need for torque compensation on the spacecraft. However, the packaging
erection and the relatively large ohmic losses present t_chnology problems
which must be addressed before the arrays are suitable for remote sensing
applications.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES (cont'd.):
In principle, the resolution offered by the synthetic aperture radar
increases with decreasinq size of the physical aperture. In practice,
however, reasonabl W large antennas are needed for gain to boost the signal-
to-noise ratio.
lO. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT (conttd.):
(a) A capability for deploying large parabolic (approx. lO0 feet
in diameter) reflectors will be available but no capability for reflectors
more conducive to remote sensing applications.
(b) Dual frequency, tracking feeds will be available hut none with
scanning capability suitable for remote sensing.
(c) A capability will exist for packaging large meflector antennas
and this could be applied to remote sensing designs,
t
{
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jE-2 IMAGING RADAR CALIBRATION SYSTEM
Application ,_
_ The system would enhance the correlation of imaging radar data taken ,i
at different sites or on different missions. It will allo_ quantitative
bsck-_catter measurements to be made while in orbit.
_L Payload Description
The payload will consist of a functional imaging radar system which i
allows a testing of the calibration subsystem. To provide full or absolute
calibration of an imaging radaI, several techniques mdst be ai_plied simul-
taneously to relate the power transmitted to the power returned. First,
a stabilized source is required to provide a sample of the transmitter power
: with distinct step amplitude levels to the receiver and associatad processor
and data system. Secondly, a thorough knowledge of the antenna is needed,
i such as illumination coverage, power transfer through the antenna, and
: changes of the antenna because of environmental conditions. Thirdly, an
• understanding of the effects of the atmo_plnere between the antenna and !
target is needed to understand loss of signal and phase rotation. Fourth, _
an array of extended and corltrolled ground targets, with ground truth, is
>
required to determin_ th_ tota_ effect of the target signal to the output
of the radar system. The stable source will be used to monitor and correct
for any changes in the radar electronics, such as change in output power,
system sensitivity, stability, etc. Knowledge of antenna characteristics
: will allow for corrections of data due to antenna ground coveragep gain i:
variations_ transfer logsas, etc. Knowledge of the atmospheric effects
will allow for corrections of the data due to losses or phase rotations
_, through the signal transfer medium. The ground range will provide a stan- '
dard reference to which all other target data can be absolutely related or
correlated. _,
]977006968-]90
iTechnoloq_ Advancement Required
_' The calibration system depends on improvements in several areas. A
long term stable electronic reference signal is required. Complete know-
ledge of the antenna performance must be available. Improved modeling of
the earth's atmosphere must be available. Ground truth arrays observable !
; by the orbiting radar are necessary as are variables associated _ith the
.
earth's surface reflertivity.
I
?
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY BEQUIREMENT NO.
1, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _Imaging Radar PAGE 1 OF ___
Calibration S:ystem Development
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Remote Sensin_
•: 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: IncrL _se th_ ability of imaqinq
_ radar systems to make quantltatLve back-scatter measurements from orbit.
,' -I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: An electronic system has been tested in an air-
craft, but no end to Lnd system calibration system involving extended ground
.targets has been developed. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 6
5. DESC [{II'TI()N ()l: TECIINOLOGY
Radar images are used for several Earth Resources Survey applications. Present
: systems provide a map of the imaged area at different frequencies, polariza-
tions, etc., depending on the capability of the system. An objectior,al
characteristic of these systems is that the data cannot be completely corre-
lated from mission to mission or site to site because the data cannot be
compared to a common reference. A calibration system will be developed which
utilizes stabilized microwave components and references that would provide
calibration of the data during data gathering. The calibration system would
be an electronics and field application of new techniques.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,_ B,_ C/D
)T6. l_A'rI(NAl,].,AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) Amplitude calibration of back-scatter will be required if imaging radar
systems are to be used to make quantitative remote sensing measurements.
(b) A combination of electmonic references and a controlled field array
can provide this measure of calibration.
(c) Without such a system, only relative measurements , {_ made.
(d) This technology should be carried to an experimenL ! J_,,_nstration
on an early shuttle flight.
, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7._
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i
] TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Imaqinq.Red_r PAGE 20F3._
Calibration System Development _ "
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Back-scatter measurel_ents may also be performed with a scatt3rometer.
These instruments may be calibrated %o an accur zy of ±8 db. However,
scatterometers can only take data fore and aft uf the flight line and do not
provide an image, U£ing a sca_terometer to gather the same data, an imaging
radar would require repetitive flying of parallel flight lines.
{ i
: 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _
i. Development of a stable el_ctronic reference signal, ,
2. Realistic modeling of the earth's atmosphere and factoring the model
into the calibration system. _
3. Variables associated with the earth's surface reflectivity.
4, Knowledge of the antenna system, _ :
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Perform relative measurements using large extended targets such as water,
sand and grassfields _s standards to compare to roughen targets.
i i
I0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTL_BED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _ :_
RTOP 645-30-07. Earth Resources Shuttle Imaging Radar (£RSIR) could be
expanded in scope %o also investigate calibration,
EY_PECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _6 _ :_
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS. i _:Improved imaging radar techniques for aircraft applications,
} ,,7
1 2
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! DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
"4 u ,, ' . , , . ., , ..........
:, I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Imagin_ Radaz PAGe" :_OF 3 i
; i Calibration System Development i
.:; 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: !
,>.: ,., CALENDAR YEAR _
- SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78!79 80181 82 83 84 85 8687 88 89 _:1]1 !
-_ TECHNOLOGY ! i
! I. Analysis " {
o 2. Electronic Developmen_ ;
°! 3. Range Development ":
"t !
_ 4. A/C Evaluation --
5. Implement on £RSIR }'l'<__-t
" APPLICAT
,: ION .f_
;. 1. Design (Ph. C) _ _:i
2. Devl/Fab(Ph. D) [- i_C
Jr 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: i
.= ,, =
:_ TECHNOLOGY NEkD DATh TOTAL _
!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2, 2 [ 18
; 14. REFERENCES: _ :_
:. (1) "The Response of Terrestrial Surface a% Microwave Fzequenc:[es" t _
:_ W. H, Peaks and T. L. Oliver z Technical Repowt No. AFAL-TR-7O-3Ol, Ohio i-- '_
State University, May (1971)J ( - _
_ (2) Moore, R. K., "Gzound Echo" in Radar Handbook, Ch. 25, M. I. 5kol..nik, i _
:: ed._ New Yozk= McGraw Hill, 1970 _ _
i (3) "Amplitude Calibrated Techniques Applied to the Environmental Research . -_
"- c.
Institute of Michigants Airborne SAR System," R, We Lazson, F, Smith, I o__
R° J° Salmez end W° Zimmezman_ ERh4_ Proceedings of 19th Annual Tzi- " F- _
< Service Radar Symposium -_
<,
(4) "Specification and Testing of Aizbozne Imaging Radazs". Stud_ 5-296 ...{_
S. fi_cdsz Institute of Defense Analyeis_ Science and Technology Diviaion_ r:_
: (5) "Imaging Radars for Earth Resources" Techr, Acal Report LE¢/HASD649_-21-
:- 006_ July, lq69, (Lenon Staffozd) ';
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART i. ¢_m_o.rNT oa a_o_= ,=s_¢_m _,.=v^N_,'_
SNVIIClOt_ENT 1_ TltK t.ARORATOR¥,
1. BASIC PNKNO.MENAO_ERVED ANDREPO",TED. I. MOD_L TEarED IN AIRC_FT KNVIItON,%IENT. _J
: _. TiIKORy POItMUI,J&T£DTO DESCKIi_ PllENOMENA. T. HOWL 11_l'I_DIN $PA£'I_--I_MW_$11CNT.
_. _M_t)R%'TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPW._M_NT - •L _IW _PA_LIT_ D_RIV1_DFAOM A MU¢II t.K$_KR i _i
+_ OR MATII£MATICAL MODEL, O]_SATIO_AL MOD_L. i ' - ": :
_. 4. I_HT_ENT FUNCTIONOR CIM,RAC'I_RJ81'ICDEMO_JTRAT_D, I, J_NMTY _IaGRADi_ OF ANOI_SA PIt)NA_MODEL. +-
: IZ,O,, MAT[IIIAL+, CO'YI"O._._NT,+_T(:. re. UI'ITU_ I:x'rl_ .____v_.Or All ol+____'rlOlO.,, MODEL. ! + _"
l l I I II I I II II I I . III .... llllI • ____ i i i -_i
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_' E-3 SUBMILLIMETER WAVELENGTH RECEIVERS I
Applic 'Lo.._E I
Thc submil_:meter wavelength receivers have use in the following applica-
!
tions:
(i) Terrestrial Atmospheric Observations from the Shuttle Orbiter.
(2) Astronomical and Planetary Observations from the Shuttle Orbiter.
',, Radiometric Sensors on Missions to Planets and Comets. i
(4) High Data Rate, Secure Inter-Satellite-Spacecraft Communications.
I Payload Descriptie2
The system proposed is a submillimeter (to 1000 GHZ) low-noise coherent
_ receiver combining microwave and optical techniques and its supporting sub-
_r
; systems. It can be used as a radiometer for remote observations of terrestrial
atmospheric parameters which cannot be measured at the lower frequencies. One
" example is the measurement of CIO to I0-II relative atmospheric abundance from
observations at 980 GHZ. Observations of submillimeter spectral lines of planets
and comets will provide basic scientific information and improved definition of
payloads for planetory missions. The receivers will provide higher data rate
,_ communications than previously available. Because of atmospheric absorption,
._ secure satellite and spacecraft communications are feasible. The capabilities
of this kind of system are desirable in the early period of Shuttle Orbiter
operational status.
Technoloqy A_vancemen t Required
Tha technical problems are:
(i) Efficien_ coupling of signal and local oscillator to non-linear device.
_ (2) Production of efficient non-linear devices for operation at 1000 GHZ.
'_ (3) Production of local oscillator sources for iO00 GHZ.
Assuming an operationel r_adiness requirement of mid-1980, development of
the receivers should be embarked on r,ow.
1977006968-195
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
" 1. TECtINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Development of PAGE 1 OF 3__
5ubmillime_e_ Wavelength Rmceivers
_ 2 TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
: _ 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased ooeratinq frequency (to . ,,
_- _: 10O0 GHz) of low-noise coherent receivers through combination of microwave
c
and optical techniques.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: . Low-noise coherent receivers h_ve been developed
at frequencies u_.to _i00 GHz_ as typified b_ present _round-based radio
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
t as%_monomy instrumentation.
5. _E'_,|{II'T[ONOF TECHNOLOGY Technological developments in four areas are
: requazeo _n oroer %o pzoduce low-noise coherent receivers operating up to i000
; GHz frequency. These areas, and recent advances which indicate the feasibilityJ
of obtaining such receivers, are:
i) 0ntical front end for receiver. An extremely high-efficiency optical receiver
front end for operation at 115 GHz has been developed for the JPL Microwave Limb
Sounder experiment for the Space Shuttle. Such techniques can b e used to i000
GHz and higher.
2) Couplin_of siqnal .and idcal oscillator to non-linear, device. Quasi optical
techniques, being developed by GISS and JPL, appear capable of operating to i000
GHz.
3) Non-linear ¢@vices. 5chottky-barrier diodes having non-circular dot geometry
., (nov,being d=veloped b_ U. Vs. under JPL contract for operation at 180 GHz) could
be developed for low-noise operation to i000 GHz. Josephson junction devices
could also be used for these devices.
4) Lo_loscillator sources. Solid-state Gunn or Impart oscillators operating
_' above i00 GHz have been developed, as well as high-efficiency multipliers to 300
GHz. Higher harmonic m_ItiDliers_could_ d_x_loD_d ..... _ A _ B
: to i000 GHz. P/L REQUIREMENTS BA_ED UN : _ _5-a, l.J ,LJ ,[] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANALYSIS: Low-noise, coherent, submillimeter wavelength re-
,. ceivers will be of extreme importance to %he space program in the 1980-2000 time
: frame for several applications listed below. The technology advancement should
_' be carried to an experimental demonstration on an early Shuttle flight.
!_ i) Terrestrial Atmospheric 0bserv_tions from tne Space _hu,ttle. The receivers
_, will be used as radiometric sensors for remote observations of atmospheric pars-
,o metal° which cannot be measured at the frequencies. One example is the measure-
men% of el0 to i0-II relative atmospheric abundance from observations at 980 GHz.
_ Measurement of C10 is particularl_ important for understanding the extent to
,_ which Tze6n from aerosol cans will deplete Earth's ozone layer. Such measure-
: ments could influence national policy decisions. Many other important molecules
can also be measured with such receivers.
2) Astz_l,omicel and Planetar_ 0hserv_tions from the SD_ 9 Sh,ut%le. The receivers: ...... _ . __
: wall be u_ed for observations of planets, comets and interstellar molecules which
-,< canno_ be observed from the ground. Fcr example, observations at 180, 325, and
_. 557 GHZ will tremendously improve knowledge of the known interstellar H20 maser.
0hserva%ions of submillimeter speqtral l_ne_.qf @lanet_ and.co,mt_ will provide
_- baeic.st'ientific information ano improveo oeT_ni_on o_ payAoaos _or pla_ezary
-" 3) Mias_gns to Planets @nd Comets. The receivers will be used as radiometric _
sensurs @n missions to Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus,
4) ___%2-_n_@f_sD,_Secure Satellite Communications. The l_ceivers will provide
._ higher !cha rate communications than previousl_ available, Because of etmos- _-
pheric @bsozpt_on_ secure satellite and aircraft communications ere feasible.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _9 _"
L, i
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DEFINITION OF TFCHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. \
;_. i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Development of PAGE 2 OF 3 "
5ubmillimcter W_velen_th R_ceivers
1 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i None.t
I
}
t
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
E
., i, Efficient coupling of signal and Local oscillator to non-linear device.
2. Production of efficient non-linear devices for operation to I000 GHz.
3, Production of local oscillator sources to I000 GHzo
[_
" 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
_' The technical problems mentioned above can be solved through a logical develop-
mental program, Techniques for solving these problems are mentioned in
': 5 above,
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT=
RTOP 188-y6-56, "Millimeter Wave and Far Infrared Detectors," has supplied
some of the background work to develop efficient techniques for coupling signal
and local oscillators %o non-linear devices, Present programs will lead to
development of receivers %o 180 GHz only,
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
No related technology is required for obtaining usable receivers, Development
of low-noise intermediate frequency maser amplifiers and cryogenic coolers
for use in space would improve the performance of %be receiver.
-i
i
t
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): DeveloFment of PAGE 3 OF 3 +
: Submillimetez Wavel.ength Receivers
•; .... _ _ 7
r 12. TECttNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCttEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI+E ITEM 75!76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91 -:
";+ TE CHNOLOGY
I. Pxototype 180 6Hz i
Receiver............. .__
_ 2. 360 6Hz Receiver .... :
3. 1000 6Hz Receiver .....
4. +
', ;:*
APPLICATION _ :
1. Design (Ph. C) ___ 1 _:<
,r
+ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _ :_
+ 3, Operations i
4. , ;'
+_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: *-
•' I h TOTAL ,_+
_ TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE L. ; ,_
_, '' I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 ] 62
|i m
14. REFERENCES:
i. "h Quasi Optical Local O_=cillator Injection System," by J. J. 6ustincic, _
Proc. URSI National Meeting, Boulder, Colorado, Octobe_ 1975.
i 2. "Varac_om Frequency Doublers and Triplets fo_ the 200 _o 300 fiHzRange," _/
: L.O. Cohen, et al., 1975 IEEE MIT Symposium, Palo Al_o, California, +_+
_+ 1975.
i 3. "ImpaCt Source fo_ 184 fiHzPhase-Locked Local Oscillator fo_ Jet P_opulsion :_
+ Laboratory," proposal by Hughes Aircraft Co., April 1975.
4, "C_yogenic Cooling of Mixers for Millimete_ and Centimete_ Wavelengths,"
S. Weinreb & A. Karr, IEEE Jnl, Solid Sta_e Circuits SC-8, 58, 1973. ; J
:° 5. "Millime_er-Wavelength Radio Astronomy Techniques," A. A. Penzia$ & C.A. r "_
• Burrus, Ann. Rev. Astrn. As_=mphys., 51, 1973. _ }
: 6. "P_ospects for Microwave Limb Sounding of the A_mosphere," J. W. Waters,
Opt. Soc. America Topical Meeting on Remo_e Sensing, 1975.
+:i
:_ 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. {2OMPONFNTORB E&DBOARDT_ST_D|NRELEVANT :;
ENVIRONMENTINTHELABORAIORY. ._,
+ |. IkXSlC PHENOMENA O[kqERVED AND REPORTED. _. MODEL TESTED IN AIRC]L_FT LNVIRONMENT. ,+
• , _. TIIEORY FOIIMULATFD TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPAthe EN_.qRONMENT.
$. T}lEOlt_ TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT $. NEW CAPAI_II,ITY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER , ,
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAL MODEL. _ :_
4. PERTINENT I'UNCTION OR CIIAILACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. _. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl, MODEL. + _:
_' E.G., MATEIIIAL, C¢2PPONENT, ETC. I0. LIFETIbIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'_BATIONAL MODEL.
+*_ +i
182 g.fIPRODUC]BILITYOF THE
:_ ORI_IBA_ PAGE I_POOR _, "
,_ r
t,
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E-4 EARTH VIEWING IR COMPONENTEVALUATION
Application
This payload consists of a number of advanced infrared components
that have a variety of earth viewing and planetory applications. Specifically
this payload supports the following Outlook for Space themes:
O1 - Production and Management of Food and Forestry Resources
02 - Prediction and Protection of the Environment
03 - Protection of Life and Property
ll - The Evolution of the Solar System
!i%yload Description
This payload consists of a cluster of four infrared radiometers each
with its own detector and detector cooling system. One of the radiometers
will be equipped with a filter wheel or other filter exchange mechanism.
It is envisioned that this payload would be used to demonstrate infrared
components prior to their being committed to a particular spacecraft system.
The radiometer cluster would have about a 500 meter ground resolution from
Shuttle altitudes and would be used in an earth viewing mode. The result-
ing measurements have application in planetary thermal mapping, cloud cover
monitoring, ice and snow field mapping, sea surface temperature mapping,
land surface thermal mapping, and earth and planet cloud top temperatures.
The advanced infrared detectors demonstrated in this payload would also have _i
_ wide application in a variety of infrared spectrometers. A technology i
demonstra%ion flight in about 1983 would enable the technology to be utilized i
on missions launched after 1985. Listed in the 1973 mission model are ll
planetary and cometary missions and 30 earth observation missions between I
i
1985-1991 that could use this technology, i
The pointing system employed would be capable of pointing to a |
• !
1
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particular area on the earth and complete a quick scan of the area or the
Shuttle passes over. _ *
_ _ Technoloq_ Advancement Required ! !
'_ i A. COOLERS - It is envisioned that each of the four radiometers
_ _ utilize a different cooler concept. At least two of these coolers should _
_ ' be cooling engines of the Vuilleumier or Sterling type. One of the coolers _ _'=
" , should be an advanced solid cryogen and one should be a liquid cryogen
cooler. In the field of infrared coolers the main technology advancement
i
_; required is that of long life. Although a seven or fourteen day Shuttle
sortie mission will not yield a great dea_ of data toward the goal of a
_ I two (2) year cooler lifetime, it will enable the cooler to operate coupled
L _ to an IR detector in vacuum and a zero g field. Vibration problems associated
i
with the cooling engines can be investigated and actual power consumption
and cooler pemformance can be monitored. The solid and liquid cryogenic
systems were included into the payload tc encourage development of these
/
cooling concepts. Although the cooling engines have received more attention
in recent years because of their potential longer life, it is not entirely
clear that with the relaxed payload weights in low earth orbit made possible !
by the Shuttle system that a rotating engine will be more cost effective, _L
[
reliable, and longer life than a solid or liquid cooler.
B. DETECTORS - The desired trend in infrared detectors is to increase
the dynamic and spectral range. If an advanced infrared detector can be
_ developed with sufficient sensitivity _ange from about 3 to 15 micrometers,
:_ it will greatly increase the usefulness of a particular IR instrument while i
i zeducing its cost. The temperature sensitivity of most IR detectors is as
! much as 0,5% per degree Kelvin. If this sensitivity could be reduced it
:.4 ,
_ would greatly relax cryogenic cooler stability requirements.
._ : 194
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C. FILTERS - The development of narrow bond, high transmission filters
' _: would enable the development of a_sociated low-cost spectrometers. Although
_ a space flight of filter is not required for its development, its _ncorpora-
¢ tion into this payload significantly increases the science yield of the
_ mission. State-of-the-art filters could also be used.
_ _ D. POINTING SYSTEMS - The pointing system envisioned in this payload
will not be completely described in this writeup but would have the capability i
to point to a given area and complete a rapid scan of that area while the
i Shuttle passes over the particular target.
; _ Associated Mission Model
Payload Number Nam___e
!I
PL-13 Mercury Orbiter
PL-20 Mariner/Saturn Orbitez
L PL-22 Jupiter/Saturn Orbiter/Lande_
PL-26 Asteroid Rendezvous
_ LUN-I Lbnar Orbiter
EO-3 Earth Observation Satellite
EO-4 Sync. Earth Observation Satellite "
EO-7 Sync. Meteorological Satellite
; EO-8 Earth Observation Sortie Mission
,i I
J
-\
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DEFINITION DF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. '
-_ I_,_
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ultra Narrow Band PAGE I OF
_" Filter for Remote Sensing
" 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: 5ensin_ and Data Acquisition
'_ 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Design and develop Infrared bendpass
filters of the Fabr¥ Perot Interference type to advance the capability of IR
•._ spectroradiometers for the detection and measurement of line strengths in
_ ._.°l_I_._e_ OF ART: Visible filters have been carried to level 6
(Fraunhofer Line Discriminator Proqram), IR fil$@_ are in the early desiqn ;;
_i' phase, HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2 I
5. DESCilII'TION O1."TECItNOLOGY
Ultra narrow band filter requirements for atmospheric absorption experiments=>
Wavelength range" 51.1to 20_ (2000 cm-1 to 500 cmO1)
Full width, half max, range: 3 x 10-4_ to i x 10"31/ (0,12 cm-ltp 0°025 cm"l)
Transmission" 0,50 ! i_
_" Optical ray cone angle: 2° 1 -_
Operating temp: 80°K i i_
By tilting the filter, limited wavelength tuning can be accomplished to scan :i_ i_
_ several spectral lines in the IR spect_'um, i
, P/L REQUmEMF.NTSBAS .DON. I-1PRE-A,D A,CI B,D C/D
o: 6. IIATI()NALF AND ANALYSIS:
' i, Filters to be incorporated into a differential absorption spec%ro-
;; radiometer to measure atmospheric gas composition and pollutants, ;
? : 2, Global coverage of the Earth environment from aim-Sat or Shuttle,
,_ 3. Provides greater spectral specificity and detection capability over
; present broadband filters used in LRIR or proposed LACATE sensors.
!>
j'
v
e2
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
: ) t
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tDEFINI22ON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
,, , ,, , ,, ,, '_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Ultra Narrow Ba.'d PAGE 2 OF 3 :,:_.
Filter for Remote Sensing _.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: "i
IR Laser tuning techniques may accomplish same measurements in differential
absorption spectrometry, ?
J
i tt t t |t| J i i ii i | i ill i i tt i iiii
_. 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _.,
'_
_'_,
_ IR Material selections, design for specific wavelength filters, wavelength
shifts with fiZtez temperature change, integration of filte= and detector i_
_ into compatible sensing subsystem. :_
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
: Useful as a blocking filter in laser tuning differential absorption
-_ spectrometry.
_'.
i
2_ i| i
:f. 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
: None.
)
," EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
, ,, , , , t i tt J, i
; ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
• Requi2es use with large diameter collecting optics (i meter) and cooled
detector filtaz subsystem,
,,, ii, i i i
197 .:
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. l"1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): U_._a Narrow Band PAGE 3 OF __3 _"fil_e_ for Remo_e Sensing
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
..... SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 ! 85'86 87 88 89190'9i_
TECHNOLOGY
I, Analyses
2. Design .-
3. Fabzlca_ion
4. Gzound Task
5, Space Cl-:eckou'l;
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _---
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI': h I TOTAL,
.L
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
i
14. REFERENCES:
Ultra na_zow band interference fil_e_ - AAFE P_oposel 5umme_1975
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART $. _m_o_rsvo_ m_Avno_nv_sT_m n_L_WS,
t. BA$1C _HE,NO.MENA OBSERVED AND REI'qDRT_D, '- 6. MO_L 'tItSTED IN AIRCRA}'r ENVIRONMENT.
I. TIIEGRY }DItMt)LATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA, . - f. IdOlll, TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
:I, THEOIt',' TESTED BY PIIY"RCAL EXPItRIMI_NT . :, 8, I_W CAPAIMLITY D,_IRIVED FROM A MIJCII IJ_II_aR
OR I_'*,TIIEMATICAI, MODEl,.., OPS]U, TIO_AL MOI;_I,,,
t. lq_lqTINl£ NT
CItARACTE_JSTIC DEMONSTltATID," I, K_I,/ABILITY UPGRADING OF AR OPERATIONAL MODEL, iFCNCTION OR
_,G,, MATEI¢IAL, CO_]H3NENT, ETC, 10, _J_ITI_ EXTENSION OF AN O)'_BATIONAI, MODEL. _
"' _ ii i ii i ilU _ i _
1_ ' -+_
.# ,_ .... ° .... -.......... +_ ,-,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Detectors for PAGE I OF
i Remote Ssnsinq2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensino and.Data Acouisition
i 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Optimize d_tectivit.v, response time
and operatin_ temperature. .--
I 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: In the 1-14 micrometers range, II_-VIand I[I-V
I semiconductor detectors have detectivities above i0l0 cm-Hz_-watt -I but requi£e icooling to 80°K. (See p. 4) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I_'VEL_! -
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
The lll-V and ll-Vl semiconducto_ detectors are available in photoconductive
devices or photovoltaic devices. From 1-5 micrometers, binary compot,nds will
suffice. Above 5 micrometers, the peak response as a function of wavelength
can be varied in a II-VI ternary compound (for example, HgxCdl_xTe and Pbx
5nl_x Te) by changing the ratios of the Group II constituents.
A pyroelectmic detector consists of a slab of pyroelectric material having
two opposite face areas coated with conductive layers to form s capacitor.
A change in temperature generates a signal current pmoportional to the pyro-
electric coefficient. To optimize the signal, a material should possess a
low heat capacity, low dielectric constant, and large pyroelectnic coefficient.
Since the signal current is proportional to the rate-of-change of the tempera-
ture, this detector is more attractive than other types of uncooled thermal
detectors for higher frequency applications.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,O A,O B,O C/D
(;. [{ATI_NAI.F. AND ANALYSIS:
These devices are used for remote sensing in earth resources missions,
_ environmental pollution monitoring, and thermal mapping.
,L
t
' ToszCARR,ED LEvZL'8i J i, i , ,_
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; DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREIvIENT NO. ":
i i - f
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Infrared Dec.%e.ctozsfor PAGE 2 OF _ ._} R _]q_ 5ensino , ,
f- ,. ;,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
5 _
The detectivity of the ll-Vl ternary compounds can be increased to the point •
_< where it is practical to operate these devices at higher temperatures thao, _.:":
BOOK, The detectivity of %he pyroelect._ic can be increased to_lOlOcm-H9 _-
i watt-1,
: i| i i i u i i i i i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i, Control of homogeneity in III-V and II-VI materials restricts array
•_ construction,
] 2, Poor reproducibility of detector pazame%,ezs in III-V and II-VI materials.
_ 3. Relati,ely low operating temperature (_BO°K) in the II-VI teznacV :-!
-_: materials,
%
% 4. Relatively low detectivity in pyroelectzic detectors,
._ (c_ FId, on p. 41
_. .... ii i i i| i ii ii i ii i i i|11 ii i i ii " : ........ i'
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
_4
If tamperatuzes on the ozdez of 35°K can be achieved for the deeizad missionl
it is suggested that doped silicon detectors be employed because of thei=
higher detectivity in the wavelength 2ange gzeater than 5 micrometers, In
additionl the detector preamplSfiez can be dizectly incczpozated with the
device,
7
g
_ mllel iii i i . 1 i ii ii i iii i ] i i i
._ •PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEN_
"_ RTOP 506-18-21, "Electzonic Devices and Componentsli' contains elements
bearing on _his technology, ,_uch as an .i.nd&umantimonide CCD sensor and
;+- py/oelectiic ,'siscioz ma't;e.":Li_,e investigat¢ons,
LEVEL8-
_r - . EXPECTED UNPERTURBED :i ii ii i i i i [ J
_ U. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIEEMENTS:
i_', Advencoment _n pzeomplif£ez performance technology! improved matezi_ growth ,,
,), %eohnologyi small volume, l_w power cooling sye%eme.
il Ill Ilillll IIIII I Illl I I I II -
/7= _'r,
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_ DE FINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREME NT NO.
": I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE}: Inf_red Detectors for PAGE 3 OF 4:_- -- i "_
_ Remote S@psinq
5 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
; ..... CALENDAR YEAR i _,'
J ! i - ':_ I __,HEDULE ITEM 75 i76 77 '/8 '/9 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 8'/'88 89 90 91 ' _
_ i ,,,,
' ' i '{
_: TECHNOLOfiY:
_ - Pyroelectr£c Detectors: [ "_
:X_r 1 " Elec. Component Des. _
2. Component De_e!opment --.-
_ 3. Array or CCD Hybrid
• raorxcal:_on
_ 4. Space Checkout '_
P
_= III-V & II-VI Compound
Detectors: :i";' i. Materials Growth
_ 2. Detector Febrication =,_
' 4. Ground Checkout :_
_, 5. Space Checkout -- _:
Y i
•; 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ,_'_
_ ' ' I i_ 11 TO'£AL'': TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE , ',
";°"' NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
_, 14. REFERENCES: .;
e
_, I, "Inf_a_ed Technology fo_ Remote Sensing," Special Issue, _ ,.
'_ Proceedinos of the ;[EEE_ 63_ No, 1 (1975) :
°
p_
";_'I ' ._ 1@" LEVEL OF STATE OF ART .... :_,,vo_,_on Si_ADSOARDTM$,EDINRELEVANT
_': ' _" " EN%_IRO_MENTDOTHE t_RGI_T"_Ry.
I, _IC _q_IGMOMMNAO_RVED AND REI_gRTEI% @, _O_L T_,_IICDINA_ACRAFTLI4VIRON._IRNT.
_"_,_._" :_ _8_THY_R%'TIIEORYTE&TF.D)'OJtt,JL_LATEDByPIIYSlCALTODE._CAtBEEMP[RIMI'._ITPIIEIIOMEM_' %. JdOU_L"_STED IMSPACEENVIRONMENT. | _
'_-__':"-".h_ l, _ _41,PAILITYI_RIVED FROMA MUCIILEII@_IR _ ",-,"_"""_" _ MIATIIEMATICALMOI_L. OI_RATK_AL MOD_dL,
,_: '- _';" _, I_KTII_ENTFI_Nt"TIONORC'IIARAt"TERJEIICDI_.H(X_BTR_T_ @,RE?_IAIllL_I__MGRAIXNGOF ANOPERATIONALMODI_L,
_i_;,_ " |. G.• IIIATEItI_I.. tOMpO.,KlqT.,T,. I., Igll_ll_l_ I_XIITNE_,OFAl_Oi., RATIONA,.NOD!t;L.
1977006968-207
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Infrared Detectors fnr PAGE4 OF 4.__
_' Remote . Sensing. 1
. _
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: (cont'd.)
_ Over the wavelength range 1-20 micrometers, pyroelectric detectors have a
I
_ relatively low detectivity (D*_ 5 x 108 cm-Hg_ -watt-1) but require little
or no cooling, i
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: (conttd.)
L
; _ 5. Relatively long response times in pyroelectric detectors which
restricts their practical operating frequency.
_ _ 6. P_roelectric detectors highly sensitive to vibrations.
I
: _ |
L
F
..'
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. "
?.
-_ i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _Red Extended Pin PAGE 1 OF 3
@
. 5ilicon Photodiodes
_- 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensin_ and Data Acquisition _I
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:, To develop pin silicon photodiodes i_
_* that can operate at 1,0 _m without l_ge sensitivity changes with temperature.
!
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Frmmmntlv silicon photodiode responsibilit.y is
_ very temperature sensitive at i p m.
: HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES(?RII,TION ()I: TECttNOLOGY
: Silicon photodiodes temperature sensitivity at l pm is large - 0.5% per °E.
This change would appear, for example, as a sign&Z change with solar
_ heating. One solution is to extend the peak spectral sensitivity toward
_ 1 pm. This, however, may fo_ce a more undesizable mode, i.e., reverse |
bias.
_2
i:
P/LREQUmEMENTSBASEDON: [] laRE-A,[ "] A,O B,_ C/D
6. RATI()NAI.I" AND ANALYSIS:
{a) These diodes are needed in remote sensing of aerosols since ipm is
• an atmospheric "window" region with no interfering gaseous absorption.
• (b) Could be used on SAM ll/Nimbus-G, SAGE/AEM E, and future SF,u_tle ._
missions.
I
T
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
5
2_
1977006968-209
+_ _
ii
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
: I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Silicon Photodiode... PAGE 2 OF __3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) 6ezmanium might be applicable.
(b) Active temperature control.
,,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Construction of such diodes.
, 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:¢
• None,
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 642-12-13 is developing the 5AM ll/Nimbus-6 hardware.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
1977006968-210
I• !
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
]. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 5il._con Photodioda... PAGE 3 OF 3
-_ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
! CALENDAR YEAR
_ ! SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79_80 81 82:8384 '85186 87 88189J90 911i L
_ TECHNOLOGY
, 1. Analysis & Design -- i
+, ! 2. Breadboard & Test --
3.
:_ 5.
,-
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) --
_ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
_-_ 3. Operations
, !
r
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: t
• ''1 I
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
- - ! t+ _ NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
i i i1|
14. REFERENCES:
L"
15, LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMmRr.ToRaaE_nO^aDT_'STEOmaELEV^ST£,
ENVIRONMENTINTHE LABORATORY.
; 1. ]BASICPHENOMENA OI_SERVEDANDREPORTED. 4. MODEL TESTEDINAIRCRA_TENVIRONMF.NT.
|. TIIEORYf_I_IULATEDTODESCII!BEPIIENOMENA. T.MODEL TESTEDINSPACEENVIRONMENT.
$. THEORYTF',_I'EDBY PIIY$1CALF,XPERIMENT |. NEWCAPAIIlLITYDERIVEDFROMA MUCIILESSER
OR biATIIEMATICALMODEl., OPERATIONALMODEL.
4. PERTINENTH_NCTIONOR CIIARACTER/,'STICDEMO_qTRATED, l,REMAmLITYUPGRADINGOF ANOPERATIONAL_;ODEL
E,G.,MATEI(IAL,tO_,'PONENT,ETC. I0,IJFI_TIMEEXTENSIONOF ANOI'ERATIOIqAI,MOt iL,
1977006968-211
i.............. - ........
: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Optimization of PAGE I OF_/_3
Infrared Radiation Detection
_ _ 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Infrared Detectors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Reduction of low temperature
operational requirements for infrared detectors 1
i" -! 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Low noise tri-metal detectors - oDerate at _ _:
temperatures no higher than 90°K as typified by 5191 on Sk_lab. ] i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7 i
5. DES(-" RII'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
_ To generate usable signals in long wavelength infrared detectors_ the detector
i must be cooled %o temperatures near 77°K. Operation at higher temperatures is
limited because of the nresence of inherent thermal noise. Frequently, the
i cooling process introduces a significant amount of noise. The use of liquid
nitrogen cooling is inconvenient, and can be hazardous to personnel. I% is
suggested that a low-noise, moderate temperature detector may be developed
:: through a methodical computer aided research program in terms of general
material, environmental, and impurity considerations such as band structure,
transport properties, and temperature.
_ P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[_] A,r] B,_] C/D
6. RATh)NAI.E AND ANALYSIS: i
(a) Relaxed temperature requirements for infrared detectors are required
so that weight and power consumption required f_ cooling may be reduced
and flexibility may be expended.
(b) Lcw altitude and orbital earth observation remote sensing systems will
benefit from this technology.
(c_ ,4echanical refrigerators of liquid nitrogen cooling devices severely
limit the flexibility end the operating time of infrared detection systems.
,d) This technology advancement will be a new capability derived from
present infrared detector technology.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL --
1977006968-212
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i ii ,
./ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Optimization of Infrared PAGE 2 OF 3
< Radiation Detection
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
An alternative to moderate temperature detectors would be %o find a suitable
means of cooling detectors %o low temperature by non-mechanical means such
as by czyogenic p,mping techniques. This type system would be closed cycle
and free f_om %he noise generated by a mechanical pump.
l
8. TECHNICAl. PROBLEMS:
1. Processing or fabrication problems.
2. Environmental considerations.
3. Mathematical expression of a generalized detector.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Investigate detector characteristics as related to fundamental
mate=ial pzoperties sepaza%ely as well as in combination.
4
i_ I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
!"
;, EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2
:r" ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
_. Low-noise pre-smplifiers.
Design cryogenic zefrigeza%ors with less s%zingen% cold temperature
. zequizemen%s.
{. , i|i i
"b
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' DEI"INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Optimization. of Inf_a- PAGE 3 OF
med Radiation Detection
,, -- ,.,
12. TECHNOI,OGY" REQUIREMENTS SCttEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
85 :SCHEDU1,E !TEM 75176 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY :
- I.Analysis _ _
: 2.Mathematical Model
3. Fabrication Techniques "
-- j
: Developed
4. Fabrication -
5.System Integrationz
= 6.Testing & Documenta- --
APPLICATION tion ::
i
I. Design (Ph. C) _
f.
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
: 3, Operations
f
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ,,
± .... |
_._ TOTAL '_
: TEC tlNOLOGY NEED DATI", A
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 2 3 4 ll j_
°: 14. REFERENCES:
(l) Infrared System Enqinee_in.q by Richard D. Hudson_ J_., 1969 _:
>,
15. LEVE L OF STATE OF ART 0.COMm_FNT on nas_m^m_ T_ST_Dm RELZV^NT
: Z.VmONMENTm T:_EtaRoa_x)av. :_
•" I. BASIC PHENO.%IENA OIkSERVED AND REPORTED. 8. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. ?
2. TIIEORY D_ItMULATED TO DESCIIIBE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TJ_STED |N SPACE EN%qRONMEN'I', %
3. Tl.IEOlthTESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAIULITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LL.._ER .
OR MATIIEMATICAL MOI}E|,. OPERATIONAL MOD_L. i
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CItARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, @. RELIAPJL|TY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL ,
E.G,, MATEItlAL, CO,_'DO)_ENT, ETC. lO, LIFET|M_ EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIONA', MODEL. "_
t
• 2o8 .:!
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IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
-- T
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiative Refri,qeration PAGE 1 OF 3_._ ,:
Desion )_
2. TECtlNOLOGY CATEGORY: Infrared Detector Refriqeration :_
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased sensitivity of infzared
.systems used in orbital applications for remote sensing of environment.
" 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Several desiqns for passive systems have been i
used_ but evaluations and design tasks have not been attempted for lack of _
: opportunity. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3__ ._
_ 5 DESC [IIPTION Of,'TECHNOLOGY
The sensitivity of infrared detectors is dependent on the attainment and
maintenance of very low temperatures - near liquid nitrogen. The practical
/ approach to this requirement for long term missions is to utilize passive
:_'_ radiative refrigeration systems. The operation of these hinges on the )
i temperature difference between outer space and the object requiring cooling, i_Several designs have been used in an attemp% to accom_iLsh the required -_
_. _ results. These efforts have met with moderate succesa. A new system
:.', _ based on a comprehensive evaluation of current approache_ concurrent with
_ a design effort would provide increased infrared detection sensitivity.
P/L REQUmE ENTSBASEDON.[3 PRE-A,Q A,O B,EI C/D
:, 6. I1ATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) Currently used infrared detectors require temperatures in the
} range of 80 degrees Kelvin.
, (b) Development of this system would benefit satellite designs of the
•, _ ERTS-c type. In some applications, the Themmatic Mapper would benefit.
_ (c) Present designs provide temperatures in the 195°K range with
!: theoretical predictions down _o about lO0°K. Improvements would result
in greater grouod target thermal resolution t probably by an order of
_ magn_rude.
"!'. (d) This technology advancement should be carried to an experimental
_. demonstration in an early Shuttle flight,
'_' TO BE CAP_RIED TO LEVEL 7.
i
i_4 _ I
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_ _,,_._-. , _ ........
: ,? _i
i
" _ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i
• 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Radiative Refrigeration PAGE 9. OF 3P
_, Design
: t-
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:i• The effectiveness of passive refrigeration devices relate to the ability
:, _ of the system to radiate into outer space, This is a materials, as well
£ as a geometry problem. It is proposed that a pallet of several designs
. _ be simultaneously evaluated in a modular/adjustment configuration
"_ _ permitting real-time interactive modifications, i
i
g-
i 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i, Thermal path between infrared detector and refrigeration system,
2, Ability of system to radiate into outer space (Radiator Design),
3, Pointing of system into outer space,
.c I
_ 9. POTENTIAL AI.TERNATIVES:
Pcssibly using adsorptive pumping techniques using solar energy for
power input in a conventional refrigeration cycle,
2 ,, i ,
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Current research by JSC for development of adsorption pumping techniques
{ for use in cryogenic refrigeration purposes_
;
4
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
-- ,,, ,,,,, ,, ,,, ,,, ,
'-- II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
_ Infrared detector technology, low temperature technology, remote
sensing technology,
ii
1i..,. 1,Anm P0oR :i
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, DEFINITION OF TECtINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
R'', , i i i ,,,
_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .i Improved Technoloqv PAGE 1 OF__
and Materials for Interference Filters end Anti-Reflection Coatings
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Remote 5ens_n_ of 5tratosphere Gases
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REOHTRE_. More durable, stable, interference
._ coatings for IR optical elements-in_%he"i-"20_-_s_ect_a_-range-_-'Must withsta----_-_'--_d
,," prolonced_ oner_tlon....... at C_vnmmn_ £_mnmrm%urm_ =ndTn_ _n nrnx_mltv w_th _mnnr+_nt
trace constituents (HCI_ 50 _ etc.)
- 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Multi-la_er anti-reflection (MLAR) or filter cost-
in_s exist r but have not been space qualified fo= operation in qas-filters or at
suitable cryogenic temperatures for required life-HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
. times.
_, 5. DES(." [HI'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
. Multi-layer AR and Filter Coatings have been used for several years in IR
sensor systems. The system spectral response (particularly out-of-band) in
operation has often not been that predicted based on the design and
individual component measurements. The systems to-date have usually not
been adequately e_aluated after prolonged exposure to cryogenic tempera-
T_ tures or space and the long-term stability under such conditions. Nor
have such coatings been used in proximity with gaseous constituents unless
they were known to te inert. Present IR coating materials must be evaluated
:_: under realistic use conditions for stability over durations of six months
• to three years.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,O A,_. B,r-] C/D
6. RATI()NAI,E ANrDANALYSIS: • Multi-layer anti-reflectance coatings are
needed in all electro-optical sensors.
Background blocking filters are required
in all narrow-band electro-optical sensors.
• Trace constituent measurements will require
-,_ maximum sensitivity achievable and therefore require coatings used at
cryogenic temperatures (30K to 15OK).
• Trace constituent measurements will require
_. maximum spectral discrimination thus requiring coating of elements in
proximit_ with "active" gases.
¢
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2
i i, i .
i m| I
• 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Imoroved Limb Viewin_ , PAGE 2 OF 3_ _
IR Radiometer
iiii ii _
g
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
g
• [
-f
j
I Z
ii i i
: 8. T_CHNICAL PROBLEMS:
• Multi-channel inflight calibration techniques which match calibration levels
to flight data ranges and having required accuracy.
• Highe_ sensitivity detectors for the 5-20 m spectral range•i
• Long-life detector coolers with reaeonabl_ weigh_ and/or power requirements•
t • Improved spectral filtering.
:: • Improved out-of-field energy rejection•
J
, •
; 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
° Develop multi-constituent sensors For simultaneous measurement of related7
parameters using spectroscopic, inte=ferometzic, or laser approaches for
measurement in enlar occultation mode.
i
• ; I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLJGY ADVANCEMENT:
L
RTOP 176-10-31 has a lo,Jlevel of funding to support some studies relating to
improvements of existing AAFE-LACAT£ sensor design (active scanning, azimuth
pointing filter radiometer)
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i, , i
' II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
• As discussed herein.
• Improved spacecraft attitude rate measurement subsystems for correction
of data for spacecraft motion during data taking.
? " i '_
!' 5L _
Hi r"
' Iv J> I
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/ DEFINITION OF "IECHNO!,OGY REQUIREMENT NO. -
""_ _ PAGE 3 OF 3 i
_ I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (2,s..._):Imaroved Limb Viewino
IR Radiome%er ,,
/_ _ • 12. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENTS _'tP,. _;ULE: __"
3ALENDAR YEAR ;.-.
_. |i':,_]CHNOLOGY A, ues_.gnEXi's%ing ' i I
_, _ _i_ C,_.oonen% SRT x x 1
2, I ,_,urovedDesign I x i
_" 3. EM Devil.oF.men% _ I , i ,
# B. New DesJ._; Ap_rouch¢, _ _ :
. l, Analysis & iradgo_#'s :" " i
) 2. Design x x
# 3, EM Development _x x
>
2 APPLICATION
, i. Pre!imina_y St_a%os- _ _ ......
_heric su=vey-exis%ing
aeszgn x x
2. fligh_ _ss% new design x
"} 3. S%ra%ospherie Survey x x
%
x X
./
!: ,I
% -
*: 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
• - I 'I !i 'FECHNOLOGY NEED DATE x Ix TOTAl• ., ,,,_ = . ,,i., |--
?
I..........
,! 14. REFERENCES:
:22
?,
• i
5,,
16. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART _ _o_-N_ s,UCA_S_D'r=sT=;nm_.zv_
IIlIVIIIIOiqNIENTI IlE I_JIOIb_TORY. t _'
"" l. BAtlCPHIINOM£NAOltSlIRVEDANDIqEI_I1TI;D. 8. MODELTIIIITEDINA/R_itAFrF..NVIRON_IENT. I "_
.: l. TIIEORYFOIIMULATEDTOD£SCRIBEPIIEI_OMENA. T, MI_DICLTESTED11_ISPACEENVIItOICMENT.
_:._-_ l, 11fE,O.y T}:STEDB_PIIi'_ICALEXPER/M_NT l, _ CAPAmLITY DI_IIIVIIII)FAOM A MUC_ L_A j _°
•: _ Oa MATIIEMA'TICALMO_L. OB_AT_AL MOII_L I /i_4. M_II'rINt;_T)'I;NCT|OI,IORCtlAI_CTERUlTICINCMGIISTIIATIID, S, ilI_IJIANIXrYUIINIIIAIMNGOF AN OI_IIATItRIALMODKL. -_a
II.@,, MATIItlAL.COI_PON£NT,I;TC, 1@. MFB'IIM| IXTIINSI_'qOFAll OI,I;RATI(_A_,MO_L, i !_
1
;_. 214 ,: ,_.
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT N_). _ :
i. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Stratospheric Research PAGE ] OF _
(Gases) __
2. TECIINOLOGY CATEGORY: Remote 5en,_in_ from Satellites _
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased sensitivity detectors,
very high resolution instrument techniques r advanced airborne detector _
cooling system technology.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Present IR detectors provide a fiqure of merit
_ C
(D* in the i09-10II range. Instrumentation for satellite global monitoring is i
i
: I c_able of 0.1 cm-1 spectral resolution, (cont'd_S BEEN CARRIED TC LEVZL
£:' i 5. DESCIIII'TION OF TECIINOLOGY :!.
The sensitivity needed to study the gases of importance in future stratos- _ .
_i pheric researc_ will require a one to two order of magnitude improvement _ :;in detector D. Also, the spectral resolution capability for an operational _
_. monitoring instrument (in the infrared) will need to be increased by about _
one order of magnitude to 0.01 cm-1. Lonq lifetime detector coolinq s_stems _,
are required (2-3 years) with operating temperature capability in the range _
of 30K or less. The most hopeful approach to me. ing these cooling needs _ '
is the use of a closed cycle system such as the Vuilleumier (VM) coole_.
A goal should be an operating power of no more than 60 watts. _ !
e
, P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,E] A,[_ D,[_ C/D _
6. IIA'HI)NAI_E AND ANALYSIS: i :
: ' Present systems for remote measurement of s±zatospheric parameters from 1 ,
satellites have been designed to measure the more obvious, less difficult 4
%race gases (e.g., 03, If20, CH4, N20 , NO2, NO, HN03, and CO). However, i:_ as our knowledge of the stratosphere advances, there will be a need %0 measure
.' some of the more subtle but very important stratospheric gases. Some of i
" these gases which are involved in the ozone depletion problem include
OH, HCl, HM, HBz, Cl, ClO, CPx, Cly, ("Fzeqns"), HO2, Bzo, CH3Bz, CCl4, and
CH3Cl. Others which are important ,'ram the standpoint of radiation balance
i and aerosol-can chemistry include 502 and NH3. All of these gase_ have
concentre%ions in the parts per trillion range and most of them have not been
_ observed in the stratosphere primarily because of limitations on instrumental
: sensitivity and spectral zeeolu%ior. It may be necessary %o cool not only !
"' %he dete_tozs but also the instm,ment optics in order to achieve the desired
sensitivity. Moni_ring instruments fez operational use era needed to
', measure long-term _ends in _se constituents.
1"
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL -- _ i
|
<. g {
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. DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Stratospheric Research PAGE 2 OF 4__ i
(Gases)
II I
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:L :
;2 None.
"z
7
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _._
It may no% be feasible in the near future to construct a long lifetime
,_ cooling system which would operate at the desired temperature and
) power levels_ especially if optics must also be cooled.
&
; 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None,
i
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEI._ENT: __
- Various programs are presently underway to measure stratospheric trace
gases both in the limb emission and occultation modes. These include _
the Nimbus G SAMS and LIMS and the Atmospheric Explorer SAGE, In i _ _
addition, improve LACATE and SAMS programs are in progress. These _
/ concepts cnuld be extended and the efforts focused on achieving the i -::_
desired technology advances.r
(con%'d.) EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL_
-- II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTs:/ -_ ' ,
L - .
|
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
.. .. ..,,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .... PAGE 3 OF
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
: SCHEDUI,E ITEM 175i76 77 78 79 80 81 82j83 84 85 86 87 88 89190 91
} TECHNOLOGY
1. i
2.
3.
4,
-( APPLICATION ._
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations :_
4"
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
- ,,, ,, | - ,
TOTA I
_: TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ,
.... I INUMBER OF LAUNCHES :
: 14 REFERENCES: )
L
_ 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. _M_Nr_T OnSREXVSO^e.DTESTEDIXRELEVANT
_- '_NVI_NMENTm TSE_RA_vRY.
_'_ 1. I]ASICPltENO.MENAO[tSEflVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI_'rENVIRONMENT.
, 2, 'IIIEORY FOItMULATED TO DE.qCRIBEPIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
3, I'HE()IW TESTED DY PlIY$[CAL EXPERIMENT |, NEW CAPAI_II.ITYDERIVED FROMA MUCll LESSER
OR bL-_TIIEMATICALMODEl,. OPERATIONALMODI_L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CHARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED. $. ]gELIAlqlLITYUPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEL.
- _ E.G., MATERIAL,CO,_:PONENT,ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN O|'I;RATIONAL MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO....
1. TECHNOLOGYREQUmEMENT (TITLE): 5tratospheric Research PAGE4 OF 4___
(Gases)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART= (cont'd.)
and cooling is achieved presently by use of solid cryogen technology (65K
operation)° Refrigerator systems are undc _, development bu% present approaches
-. create heavy power loads.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLGG¥ ADVANCERENT, (conttd°)
Also,-" various interfezometer and spectrometer techniques have been used £rom
_: - b_loons and aircraft° These approaches could be ootimized for a specific
ga s. o_ set of gases in designing a monitoring instrument° In the cooler
_/_ ;. _-area, va_iuus military and NASA programs are underway ¢o advance the technology°
These efforts will serve as base points in building future %echnology°
W..... * ++ v_
I
" SECTION F: ASTRONOMY/PLANETARY PAYLOADS
i
; F-I EXTREME ULTRAVIDLET ASTRONOMY
o
A_plication
i
Astronomical observations in the extreme ultraviol_:t support at least 4
of the 12 Outlook for Sp@ce themes. The specific themes supported by this
! payload are:
08 The Nature of the Universe
09 The Origins and Fate of Matter
10 The Life Cycle of the Sun and Stars
-¢ 11 The Evolution of the 5olaf System
Payload Description
The Extreme Ultraviolet Astronomy payload will consist of a collection
'_ of advanced extreme ultraviolet instrumentation which will include:
a. Extreme UV telescope with advanced optics of about 40 cm operative.
b. Multiple instrument magazine for the XUV telescope with at least
3 advanced extreme UV detectors one of which will be on imaging
device of approximately 40,000 elements.
c, Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer.
d, Advanced Instrument Pointing system (Video Inertial Pointing System,
for example) with st least 1 arc second stability).
This payload would serve as a test bed to test advanced instrumentation for
both stellar and planetary observations.
The planetary observations will yield information on the presence, con-
|
centration and temperature of such XUV emitting gases cr He, Ne, At, N, etc.
The Solar observations will yield additional information about the composition,
temperature, and motion of the solar atmosphere.
_ The technology demonstrated during th_s flight supports a large number
i
of planned astronomy missions. No clear technology readiness date exists for
f
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this payload but a demonstration flight in IgB5 would enable the technology 1
to be utilized in 59 of the 10T ,stronomy payloads that contain extreme
"_ ultraviolet instrumentation and are scheduled for the 1981-1991 period.
_. Technoloqy Advancement Required
%
Several technology advancements are required in the basic extreme
UV telescope. Specific items to be addressed include active contamination
control, reflective coatings, and narrow band pass filters.
t
There a_e man_ technology advancements that could be investigated _
- the deployment of the multiple instrument cha_,,ber. In addition to the
_ increased sensitivity and 107 range required £e_ the flux counting detectors
_ there are significant reductions in telescope observing time that can be
realized with higher resolution extreme ultraviolet imaging systems. The
desired resolution imaging device appears to be a two dimensional array of
20,000 by 20,000 elements. This array of 4 X 108 elements represents the
_ resolution of currently used ultraviolet film and is an extremely iohg
:_ range goal. For example, the Outlook for Spa_ Technology Forecast would
not forecast this capability until about the year 2040. However, a imaging
system array of 40,000 elements listed as one of the payload elements
._ represents a factor of 2.5 increase in current technology and should be
ready for a 19B5 flight demonstration.
_ The third element in this payload is an Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer.
The major technological advancements requiring demonstration are:
a. One Angstrom 5pectral Resolution ]
b. 300 to 1200 Angstrom Spectral Range
c. Sensitivity to about a minimum of 10 7 photons/sec/cm 2
_ The fourth element in this payload is the demonstration of an advanced
q:'
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astronomical pointing system of at least one are second stability for
:
"_ long periods (30 minutes).
: Associated Mission Model
As mentioned previously, this Extreme Ultraviolet Astronomy payload "
would s,Jpport 59 of the 107 astronomy missions containing extreme ultra- "
!_i violet instrumentation planned between 198! and 1991. Specifically,
five flights of the Large Solar Observatory (AST-7), 34 flights of the i
Steller Sortie Mission (AST-IO), and 2C flights of the 5olaf Sortie Mission
":- (AST-11 ).
{
?
-f
?
£
2
,!
_, ==1
L
i
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'! DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
': 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Extreme Ultraviolet PAGE 1 OF
. _[(UV) Spectrometer to Measure Planetary EUV Emissions from the Space Shuttle
• 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: S/C Sensors
, 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Sensltive high soectral re@olution
EUV spectrometer to study EUV emissions (i.e.. He. Ne. hr. N. etc.) in
_lanetar.V atmospheres.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Ver.vpoor - no EUV spectrometer has flown in the
_ earthts atmosphere to measure planet@ry EUV emissions, i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
" 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECItNOLOGY "[_
High resolution spectral resolution (% I _)
_, Spectral range %300-1200
: High sensitivity - b8 able to detect about lO Nayleighs from Venus.
" Mars, Jupizer and Saturn (where i Rayleigh • l0G photons cm-2 sac-l).
\
i
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,L'] A,r'] B,O C/D
. 6. HATIf)NALE AND ANALYSIS:
- , Fundamental knowledge concerning the composition and structure of the
: upper atmospheres of the planets and the evolutionary history of
" planetary atmospheres can be obtained with EUV measurements.
-i
.>
o
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
222 _.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): £UV Spectrometer PAGE 2 OF ?._
to Measure Planetary EUV Emissions from Space Shuttle
i
:." 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_ N/A
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The design of "optical" instruments in the extreme of vacuum ultraviolet.
i i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Metallic-filter photometers work in the EUV spectrum. However, these
Photometers have very wide bandwidths end are not very sensitive.
%
i i
i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
LR.Chas je% feasibility contracts with Bendix Aerospace Systems Division
• end the Space Science Lsboratozy of the University of California at
! Berkeley to design a shuttle £UV spectrometer for planetary measurements.
i EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i_ II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
N/A
?
i i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ., , ,,, .......... . ,,, .,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
75 ' -SCHEDUI.E ITEM 76 77 "/8'79 80!81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89,90 91
TECHNOLOGY
i 1.
2. e
f
; 3.
: 4.
5. -"
AlaPLICATION
• I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (lag, D)
3, Operations _i
: 4 :*"
: . J
, 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: q
I
TECltNOLOGY NEED DAT]'2 TOTAL _
-, L 2_
g
14. REFERENCES: -,
_5
';
'ii i
• p
'k
,_.
L_O
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMmNr.TOn_E_UOA_ X_STED,NaELEV^NT ,_
ENVII'tONbIENT IN THE t.ARORA'I_RY. -,
c I, BASIC PH_NO.MENA O[_SERVED AND REF_RTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVtRONMt:NT. _.2. TIIEORY I"OItMULATED TO DI_SCI{] BE PlIENOMENA,
'l. MODEL TI_STED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. _
3. THF, OIPt TESTED BY PIiYSICAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPAI_iI.ITY DERIVED FROM ^ MUCll LESSER
OR MATI|EMATiCAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODi_L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR C|fAItACTERISTIC
DEMONSTRATED, I). ]gEIAAmLITY UPGRADING OF &N OPEHATIONAL MODEL, _i_,,
E.G., MAT£1tlAL, CO_,pO._ENT, _TC. |0, IJFETIMI{ EXTENSION OF AN OI'I:RATIONAL MODF:L. ,_
224 .!
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iF-2 INFRARED ASTRONOMY/COLUMN DENSITY MONITOR
7
• ADplicatio n
The Column Density Monito_ is the first of three instruments and
3r
facilities aimed at using the Shuttle as a base for astronomical obser-
,_, vations in the infrared, and especially the far-infrared (wavelengths
_ above 30 microns). The second element will be a device referred to as
_ the Advanced Technology Radiometer which is also being proposed as a
!
_ Shuttle payload. The third element in this program will be the deploy-
m3nt and operation of large IR facilities and as the OSS Shuttle/Space-
7...... lab Infrared Telescope Facility (5IRTF).
The Shuttle/Spacelab Infrared Telescope t along with the Large Space
Telescope, support the following Outlook.for Space themes listed below:
08 The Nature of the Universe
¢_ 09 The Origins and Fate of Matter
_,,_ 10 The Life Cycle of the Sun and Stars
-_" ii The Evolution of the Solar System
S
payload Description
! "If infrared astronomical telescopes are to be used to their full
_i advantage on the Space Shuttle, the column density of gas above the Shuttle
i* payload bay must not exceed 1012 infrared-active molecules cm . H20 is the
.)
,< molecule of greatest concern because of its abundant offgassing from the
_' Orbiter and its strong rotational and vibration-rotational spectrum which
spans the infrared spectral range. Othe_ molecules such as CO2 and NO also
_L_ contribute significantly to the IR backg=ound. In addition to the molecu-
lar line radiation the=e will be continuum radiation from the zodiacal light,
_i stars, and contaminant dust pa=ticles. A cryogenically cooled zadiomete_
g
j%LL
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,
_ with a 10 to 35 cm aperture, an array of 10 to 18 low noise detectors
" ! at the focal plane, a rotating, cold chopperfilter, and a well baffled !
_ enclosure could detect column densities of water at 270 K as small as
1010 cm-2. By measuring the intensities of two bands of water with _
_ I different temperature dependency both the column density and temperature _I
I can be determined. The information obtained by such an instrument will i _
: _ be very helpful in determining the most desirable operational modes of the i i_
_ Shuttle not only for IR astronomy but for sensitive UV and visible obser-
r vations as well." (Reference NASA-SP-aTg)
_ The third stage development, The Shuttle Infrared Telescopic Facility
_ is currently scheduled for Shuttle flight #21 which is to be launched in
1981. For the Column Density Monitor to be of maximum value it must be
r_ady for one of the very first (1980) Shuttle flights.
Technoloqw Advancement Required!
Two areas of technology need advancement. Those are, first, the
!! development of a focal plane chopperfilter system is required to reject I
random thermal noise and thus obtain the required system sensitivity.
_ Second_ improvement in the performance modeling of instruments so that the
'_ contaminants and particles can be readily distinguished from thu natural
external ervironments. Additionallj, data from some selected detectors
could be enhanced if techniques to achieve temperature below 2°K could be
developed and demonstrated in space•
-" Associated Mission Model
"_. This payload is in direct support of the Shuttle Infrared Telescope
: Facility which is s_neduled to be launched in I_81, !
, !
_j I "
.i
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', DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
j |, , '"' , ' 7 " " ' ,
i. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Column Density PAGE 1 OF__3
Monitor for Infrared-Active Molecules
<
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Measure %he column densities,
/
species_ and temperatures of infrared-active contaminants in the vicinity of
sh ,tile. Also to detect infrared-emitting particles.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Existin_ techniques for measuFin _ contaminants
cannot provide the required combination of column density r temperature r and
/oarticle environment. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL3/.__4
• 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECIINOLOGY
_ Sufficient analysis has been completed %o define preliminary performance
"_ mequirements (ref.) for determining the combination of column density,
temperature, species and particle environment. Cryogenically cooled
_ radiometers of the approx, aperture size (35 cm) exist and could be modifie_ !
to accept a new _hopped/filt[r and focal plane. A sensitivity of lO'15w/Hz T
should be achieved over the range of 6 to 30 microns. A cooled, rotating
chopper/filter and focal plane needs to be developed which is capable of
the same sensitivity in the following bands: 6.0-6.1, 6.2-6.3, 6.4-6.5,
23.4-23.7, 23.7-24.0, 24.0-24.3, 28-29, 29-30, and 6-30 microns.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,O A,O B,O C/D
i, i | i i ii
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
i. Shuttle contamination environment is a major concern of astronomers who
are considering shuttle as a platform for telescopes.
2. Performance requirements are based on the need to verify that the con-
tamination environment will not impair IR (emission) and UV (absorption and
scattering) telescope performance. (Less than lO12 IR active molecules/cm 2
"_ and less than one 5 micron or larger particle per orbit in s 15 arcminute
_ field-of-view.)
! 3. Analysis of performance requirements shows existing cooled, IR radiometers
; can be used with modification. Chopper filter and focal plane need
i development. Approp sate detectors ere, or will be, available.
: 4. Technology needs to be demonstrated on early shuttle flights, concurrent
with measurement of the contamination environment.
[
%
[ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVE L --7,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
| i • ' ,
L ........ ' ' '"'
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Column Density PAGE 2 OF _L ,
Monitor for' Infrared-Active Molecules ' _'_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: _
As described below (section 9), other known techniques cannot provide the
combination of measurements required. Smaller apertures may be used, but :..,
would require the development of more sensitive detectors. _ i
L
'-9
!,
_ i i ii ii iml ii
, 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Major problems are %he design and demonstration of %he chopper/filter and the
focal plane, cooling the focal plane to less than lO°K and %he optics %o
about 20°K, distinguishing individual contaminant and particle signals from
each other and the external environment, and achieving the required N£P.
, | , , | , , .,,,
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: _i
0%her techniques for measuring contaminants include deposition rate, laser ) '';-°
: excitation, and measurement of solar spectrum. However, none of these
techniques can provide combination of specie, column density, temperature,
: and particle environment.
, t i J i t i j i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
FYt75 funding received from Code R5 for initial definition of a column density
monitor. Some additional funding expected from OMBF (through Naumann at MBFC) _:
_ for further definition. Hardware development and demons%ration funding
_' _s required,
_ EXPECTED UNPERTURBED I_V@I,3/4
#i I I I • i ,li , l lU i J Ill | ........ _,.
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ,_
5paceleb astronomy payloads, especially IR.
Contamination --
," Cryogenics
; IR detectozs s,
_ IllII llll iI ii i in • l , nmnmnl I I III I
#
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m _
.... DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
.7 . ,,
,; . _', _
_ i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _olumn Density PAGE 3 OF 3
_: M@nito_ fo_ Infrared Ac_iv,eMolecules.
_ .... .......... _. ,..:.
_" '-I 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
:_: CALENDAR YEAR _o
t I
.... SCHEDULE ITEM ......75 76 77 78 79 _0 81 82 83 84r85;86 87 88 89 90 91 ,_
TE CHNOLOGY
I.Pezformance Requize- [
men_e --- i
2. Choppe_/fil_e_ and
3. focal plane develop-
men_ --.
:_..j 4. Pzeliminacy Design --.
k
5.
_:- APPLICATIONf_
•_ 1. Design (Ph. C) --.
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) --.
3. Operations
• 4.
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
.ira i |
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE x 7 7 ? TOTAL!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 3 2 2 2 ! 11L.
H|| II I
14. REFERENCES:
F. C, Wi_,_enbozn_ e_, el,_ "A Rediome_e_ fo_ Moni_ori_ Column Densities of
Inf_a=ed-Ac_ive Molecules," p_oceedinae of i:he @_F,,,C,@,pfe:r_pncoon Soa_
_, NASASP-379
15. LEVELOF STA'rE OFART ,. _..o,_r_o. _.o_o_mom _wmr
|, TUl;OI_' rOKM_IA .^: ,_ TO I_SCPdE PIIE_'OI_NA. It, iIO_l, q_lrrl_D I_; |PAt_ It_VlItO_MIENT.
$, T_OR¥ TE_D BY I_IYSiCAL IL_lqCitlMI;Ifl_ O, _ _I_HMI"/DI_I_IV£D FROMA MUCli t-_lldlt
OR MA'I'IIEMATICAL)_*_ODEL, O_EIIATIO_AL _O_L,
4, _RTI_NT _*IJNCT_ONOIg_T_I_IM_*_ Dl:lilOli_ritATt]_, @, _l[_l[AiliJ'r_ Q_JIU]INGOirAi(OII_I_TItJ_AL HOI_L.
E,G., MA'rI_I@,AL,¢01tW .J_ENT, ET¢. I0, MM_GMB EXTEIqI@O_el _All O|'I._L,ATK_.At,MtX.)_L,
I I i iiiii : -, . - III I I
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F-3 INFRARED ASTRONOMY/ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY RADIOMETER
, A_plication
The Advanced Technology Radiometer is the second stage development in
_, a three element effort comprised of:
i. Column Densit_ Monitor
! 2. Advanced Technology Radiometer
_ _ 3. Shuttle 5pacelab Telescope Facility i
L _ The overall objective of these efforts is to make Far-Infrared observations
_ _ f_om the Shuttle in the wavelength region from 5 to i00 microns. These ob-
i servetions support the four Outlook for Sp_ce themes listed below:
08 The Nature of the Universe
• 09 The Origins and Fate of Matter
'i
i0 The Life Cycle of the Sun and Stars
iI The Evolution of the Solar System
_ ! P@vload Description
! The Advanced Technology Radiometer payload will attempt to package sig-
r
nificant technology improvements from three different technical disciplines.
The p_yload will build on expected earlier experience with the Column
Density Monitor and, in fact, use some of the same hardware. First,
improvements in IR detectors are to '_ tested as well as advanced chopping [
or encoding techniques. Second, by _ntegrating the Advanced Technology
Radiometer with the Video Inertial Pointing S_stem a space test of that
system can be implemented while accomplishing a significant number of
Science objectives. Third, improvements in both the basic thermal per-
formance and noise control of the low temperature (i to 10OK) cooling
device used for the Column Density Monitor will be incorporated. Ideally, "
the Advanced Technology Radiomete_ payload would follow the Column Density .:
t
2_
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Monitor by about one ,Veer. It would contribute significant technology to ,i
the 5huttle Infrare_ Telescope Facility which is SSPD Mission Model Pay- ,"
load #A5-OI-S. Payload #A5-01-5 is tentatively scheduled for 61 sortie ._
flights between 1981 and 1991. The technology advancements demonstrated
in the Advanced Technology Radiometer could be incorporated into the basic
#AS-O1-5 payload about 1984 with 54 of the 61 flights remaining. Ideally,
L_
the Advanced Technology Radiometer Payload would have a late 1981 launch _
date. _
Technoloq_ Advancement Required _
As mentioned previously the following technology advancements are required= !;
a. Far Infrared Detector Elements
b. Focal Plane Encoding Techniques _-
c. Video Inertial Pointing System
d. Low Temperature (less than 10°K), focal plane cooling device and
a moderate temperature (less than 30°K) cooling device for the _
optical elements.
All the techhology advancements listed above are required for incorporation
into the Advanced Technology Radiometer by 1980 except the low temperature
i' cooling device which should be ready by 1979 to match the flight date for
" , the Column Density Monitor. :;
Associated ,Mission Model !
The Advanced Technology Radiometer Payload would directly support
i Payload #AS-OI-5 of the 1973 Mission Model which is the basic astronomy sortie _:
g
p_kage. _
-¢ ,,
?
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! DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
L • ,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .Advanced Technolo0y PAGE I OF5
IR Radiometer
S
: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensors, Pointing and Stabilization, Cryogenics
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: 5hurtle-borne test bed for fliqht.
testing advanced IR technoloqy as an astronomical telescope/sensor s2stems t£
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: IR radiometer of the approximate size and
sensitivity have been developed for the AF, but lack of flexibility required
for a test bed. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE_CRII'T[ON OF TECIINOLOGY A radiometer is needed to provide a i
_ satisfactory test bed for advanced detectors, focal plane configurations, i
£ chopping methods, pointing and stabilization techniques, cryogenic
cooling methods_ and operational procedures. Such a radiometer should i
meet the following specifications with advanced detectors: [
:; i.] NEP _n any I0 micron band for a I arc min. FEV
l0-17 w/Hz_ for 5-30 microns
10-16 w/Hz 30-I00 microns
10-18 wlHz_ for 5-30 microns with diffraction limited FOV
2.) Diffraction limit at 5 microns, aperture diameter about 30 cm,
space chopping, off-axis rejection to allow pointing to within 45°
of sun and 30° of moon.
3.) Cryogenic cooling to achieve NEPts (1-10°K at focal plane and (30°K - "
at optics]
4.) 3-axis gimbals
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,O A,_ B,O C/D i
-- ' i | i| i
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS: [
I
a.) Requirements based on detailed analysis of technology needs for future |
larg_ IR telescopes, A current study at Ames is further defining J
requirements _nd determining whether the proposed column density !
monitor could b_ upgraded to meet these requirements. 1
: b.) Benefiting IR payloads include the large, cooled Shuttle Infrared
Telescope Facility, large ambient IR telescope, and IR free-flyers. }
Other payloads will benefit from cryogenic and pointing technology.
c.) Time r_quired to acquire scientific data is proportional to the square _
c? Lhe achieved NEP, therefore improved detectors and cooling greatly
• increase amount of data from a given flight. Advanced pointing
__ techniques and optional procedures will increase time on-target and
astronomer interaction.
d.) Technology must be demonstrated on shuttle in an observing mode.
J
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
_: 232
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. I'
...... i'_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Technoloqy PAGE 2 OF 3
i
Radiometer .... __
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i.) Various advanced detectors could be tested prior to final selection i_
! 2.) Various encoding techniques could be modeled (Hadamard, for example) }J
3.) The planned SIPS (Small Instrument Pcinting 5_stem could be used I
: instead of the Video Inertial Pointing System) i_
!-
}[
° ]./
i
z i
I;
; 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: t_
iY
i.) Noise control on cryogenic cooler I:_
• 2.) Extreme temperatures i?
3.) Ccntamination of optical surfaces
i 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i.) Higher technological risk for following cryogenic telescopes
_ (Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility)
2.) Lower performance of cryogenically cooled telescopes through
" the use of state of the art detectors.
3.) Lcnger observing times by using state of the art technology.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
?
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
,i, m , ,
\ 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
I.) 1-10°K cooling device
' 2.) Cclumn Density Monitor
•_ 3.) Longer observing times by using state of the art technology
3
:; .............
• 1
,,"
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DE FINITION O F TEC HNOLOGY REQ UIREME NT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Technology PAGE 3 OF _
Radlameter ,,, .-
: 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
: CALENDAR YEAR
: SCHEDULE ITEM 75 [76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
L Col fir uo_s
1. IR Detector Develop ....................................................
ment
_" 2. 1-1O°K Coolgr Dev.
Video Inertial
k 3. Pointing System ..............
'- 4. Encoding Techniques ..............
f 5 •4=
¢
: APPLICATION
< 1. Design (Ph. C) ........
- 2. Devl/Fab _h. D) .--
"_ 3. Operations ..... .,
",
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
_ TOTAL "
"_ TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
'1 1,_ NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ,I, 6 18 6 6 8 6 6 B 54
_ 14. REFERENCES:
/
:
C
:t
3
;, ?
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART o. COm_ONFNTOnm_E_xoT*'sTE.m ._-X,ZVA_T ,_
- ENVIRONMENTIN THE LABOK_RY. I ?
:' 1. BASICPHENOMENAOI'_ERVED AND REPORTED. (I, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRON.MENT.
2. TIIEORY FOIIMULATEDTO DESCRIBE.PIIENOMENA. 't, MODEL TE_FrEDIN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. _;
3, THEORY TE,_/'ED BY PIIY$1CALEXP£RIMENT |, NEW CAPA|ILITY DERIVEDFROMA NUCII LESSER
_, OR MATIIEMATICALMODEl.. OPERATIONALMODEL. r ':
4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTE:IlSTICDEMONSTRATED, I, REbiABII,ITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL. .:
";, / E.G., MATERIAL. COb'PONENT, E "_ 10. IJFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN OI'I:RATIONALMODF:L.
l
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Detectors and PAGE 1 OF
I Detector Arrays for the Far Infrared (Wavelength Longer than Thirty Microns)
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased sensitivity and increased
data accumulation needed to fully realize the capabilities of a shuttle-borne
: infrared telescope.
i 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Present lonq wavelenqth detectors exist with noise
equivalent power (Nep) of l0-14 watts Hz-{. Shortward of 30 microns, suitable i
i de{ectors (developed for military applications) HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5ex/st.i
'_ i 5. DESC IIII'TIOlX 0I: mECIiNOLOGY
t The detectors required to utilize the inherent sensitivity of a 5hurtle-
borne telescope must have an Nep of i0-16 watts Hz-{ or better at wave-
; lenths longward of 30 microns. In order to reach this sensitivity materials
: and fabrication techniques for photoconductors and bolometers must be
developed. Lcw noise cooled preamps must be developed. Refrigeration to
0.1OK in zero gravity must be developed for proper operation of %he bolometers.
The techniques to fabricate detector arrays with integrated electronics are
needed.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F] A,[_ B,O C/D
; 6. I_ATI()NAI.E AND ANALYSIS:
a.) The I0-16 watts Hz-{ Nep level is based on the requirements of infrared
astronomy and %he background limitations expected at a shuttle
telescope facility.
b.) This technology will benefit all investigations involved in infrared
_i detection at long wavelengths. This includes survey satellites,
shuttle-borne infrared telescopes and the LST when used for IR
_' astronomy.
c.) Other things equal, then the time required %o accumulate meaningful
scientific data is directly proportional to the square of the detector k
Nep. Therefore, improved detectors greatly increase the amount of
data obtained per flight.
d.) This technology advancement should be carried to level 7.
/
i? TO BE CARRIED TO LEVELi
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
2 , , }
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Detectors and Detector PAGE 2 OF 3 t
_ ,
for the Far Infrared {Wavelenqth _cncar than Thirty Micron§), |
!
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Alternatives to improved detectors are /arger telescopes and longer i
observing times. Both are limited by technical and economic considerations. !
m,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1.) Development of suitable materials and "doping" techniques for long
_ wavelength photoconductors and low temperature bolometers.
2.) Development of low noise, lovJtemperature preamps.
3.) Development of low temperature (O.l°K) refrigerators for zero gravity.
4.) Development of integrated electronics for reading out arrays.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
/.
Same as (7).
I
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: i
:
There exist ongoing development of detectors for short wavelengths for t
military applications. Some development reqbiring further funding
exists at universities.
2
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL31_ 5
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
"r'
He3/He 4 dilution refrigerators for O.l°K operation in zero gravity.
Lcw noise, low temperature preamps.
Electronic components and circuits for storing data from arrays between readouts.
Narrow pass, high efficiency filters.
Spectrometers.
236
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DE FINITION O F TEC HNOLOGY REQ UIREME NT NO.
-- : ; .. : .
: 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). Detectors and Detector PAGE 3 OF 3
Ar_avs for the Far Infrazed (Wave/enoth Lonoer th_n _hirty Microns )
: I 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
!
_ , CALENDAR YEAR
i SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 179 80 81 82 83 84 85186 87 88 89 90 91
:. _ TECHNOLOGY
, ! 1. Analyses ....... i
:- _ 2. Fabrication
L 3. Ground Testing ........
._ 4. Flight Testing __
3:" _,
i
-: !APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) I--
i 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) I--
: 3, Operations _-
_=_ i 4.
-i
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
: '1 f
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTALL
|
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
!
: 14. REFERENCES:
Astzonomy and Astzophysics for the 1970's, Vol 2 National Academy of
Sciences, 1973.
'. A long range program in Space Astronomy. NASA SP-213, July 1969.
Study to Compile Available Information for a Space Shuttle Mounted Infrared
Telescope, Contract #NASA 2-T313, Martin Marietta, 1973.
Large Space Telescope - a New Tool for Science. AIAA Aerospace Sciences
_, Meeting, Feb. 1974.
i
t
_' 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 8, COMFONFNTORBREADBOARD"rESTEDINRELEVANT
; ENVIRONblENT IN THE LARORATOR¥,
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_'_ERVED AND REPORTED. @, MODEL TESTFD IN AIRCRAI'I' ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY I"OIt_IULATED TO DESCR_nE PIIEI_OMENA. ?o MODEL TESTED IN SPACE E_VIRO_MENT.
_' $, T'dEOIty TE,_'ED BY PIIY_|CAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAImLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER
":, OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MOI)EI.. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
q 4, PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CItARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9, RELIAmLITY UPGRADING OF A_ OPERATIONAL MODEl,,
:, ,,,,,,, E.G,, MATERIAL. COMPO._ENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'ERATIONAL MODEL.
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SECTION G: CONCLUSIONS
P
; The workshop results should be considered as the beginning of a process
_ %o relate advanced technology to potential 5hurtle payloads• The earlier
this association is made, the more effective will be the investment in
advanced technologies.
Much work remains to be done with the product of the workshop. Studies
; should be initiated to explore trade-ells available by alternate approaches
T
The level of definition needs to be deeper. Mul%idisciplinary payload
_ integration should be actively pursued.
i The major thrusts appear to be well chosen, highly relevant to the
issues to be f_ced. This relevance is noted in the following examples ofJ
_. payload/major thrusts relationships:
: Payload B-I - Stratospheric Trace Gas Effects are directed towards an
_£ advanced limb-scanning radiometer for measuring the difficult trace species
-i such as chlorine products which threaten stratospheric ozone. The measure-
L
merit requires detector sensitivity one to two orders of magnitude beyond v
tllatcurrently available. The major thrust statement concerning increased
mission output through improved sensing performances is relevant to this i
ps_load and associated advanced technology need. ,_
Payload C-i - Coastal Zone & Land Resource Management discusses advanced
_ concepts of image processing needed to handle the high data rats associated
t
with advanced mul%ispectral scanners. One concept would use fast on-board
_ microprocessors, closely integrated with the sensor output. Another concept
? would perform direct image processin 9 using Fourier transform imagery which
'; could perform pattern recognition, data compression and spatial frequency
< analysis. The major thrust statement concerning the reduction of information
J
: system cost by extensive integration of sensor and processing technology is
23S i ,c
l /
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Irelevant to this payload and associdted advanced technology need.
Payloads D-I throuqh D-3 - Loncerning Advanced Microwave Radiometer
and Radar Systems, are meant to apply microwave systems to global survey
_ of ocean surface characteristics, czop survey, soil moistur_ and rainfall.
These payloads are highly relevant to the major thrust statement concerning
global surveys through multipurpose, all-weather, active/passive microwave
systems. The payloads are also relevant to the other two major thrust
statements discussed above.
, 2@@
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A. INTRODUCTION
This part (Report II) of the total report will cover those advanced
+ technology requirements that did not have a sensible development approach as
_: part of a payload in Report I. Even so, some of the requirements mentioned
below may receive significant development support from a payload in Report I
and this will be noted.
The technology reoui_ments below come from "grassroots" material sub- i
mitred from the Centers through the Working Group members, the users as rep-
resented in the OA and OSS parts ot Reference i, and conversations with mem-
bers of the User Working Group and others during the course of the Workshop.
A title or a title with some paraphrase of user terminology is used to note
+ the technology needed. "Definition of Technology Requirement" forms, where
submitted, are noted by a reference to the Appendix containing them.
_L The requirements are recognized to be incomplete and, as they are stated
below, vary considerably in scope and specificity of technology required.
This is to be expected considering the broad scope of technology inherent in
the sensor area, the diverse viewpoints and backgrounds of the users, and the
lack of knowledgeable Workshop personnel in some areas.
The organization of the material follows _he remote, particles and fields,
and in-situ properties instrument outline proposed at the beginning of the
L'
workshop and groups similar tec_inology within those areas. Ccmponenta that
might be used with several instruments are identified with the instrument
system where their primary need eppea_.
!
B. REMOTE SENSING 5Y5TEM5
By definition, this group of instruments will be those measuring prop-
ertiea of electromagnetic radiation with the general user interest in und_z-
; standing the properties of the source or medium along the radiation path.
,_ 241
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i. Microwave and Radar
The basic needs for this technology are for Earth and planetary
observations and this is well represented in the payloads in Report I, The
: submillimcter development for astronomy is a part of such a development pay-
load.
i Needs that may not be covured are:
a. Lunar Orbiter Radar Altimeter
The performance needed is not available for this r_port and may
_ very well overlap Earth and planetary Orbiter observation requirements.
\
2. Lasers ._
The basic needs for earth applications are represented in the pay-
¢-
; loads of Report I.
_: Not included ere:
a. An Improved Ground-Based Luna_ Laser
_ (See page 25 of the 055 part of Reference i for current per-
J
formance).£
3. Imaging Systems 3
._ Multispectral imaging developments for earth, planetary, and lunar
orbital observations ere included in payload dave "_pments in Report I. Some
of the array oetectors for Astronomy will be helped as well.
Other needs are as follows:
a. Advanced Large Space Telescope
Photometry of 2gth magnitude object and imagery of 25th mag-
nitude ie required. Large Space Telescope (LST) will perform at 27th and
23rd magnitude reepectively with 2.4 m telescope, An approach is 8 5-6 m
diffraction limited telescope. :?_
: b. Large A_r8¥ X-Ray/UV Detecto_
T
Arrays with 20,000 X 20,000 elements of about 10 m size ere
1977006968-248
!• !
needed as focal pJ.ane detectors in the spectral range from 9 to 2000 A.
• i
• _ Each element should have single photon sensitivity 'ith counting dynamic ._
range of 107.
c. Panoramic Imaging 5ystera for Ve us
_ High pressure (100 Atm) and temperature '300°K) envizonment
with limited lifetime.
4. Radiometers and IR Instruments i
This technology ±_ well represented in the payloads of Report I.
e
_, Additional needs are:
_ a. Solar Flux Detector
The device should be stable for a year and accurate to 0.1%
i and cover the spectrum for direct solar observations.
IJ, b High resolution IR 5pectrocopy for Astronomy
_" I Pressure Modulated Gas Cell Detector
_, Ce
" Operation at pressures up to several atmospheres for use with
correlation radiometer to measure tropospheric pollution.
d. Josephson Junction Detectors
e. 5ensitive Py_oel_ctric Detectors fo_ far IR
5. X and Gamma Ray Instruments
S This technology is not directl_ represented in the payloads in j
.,_ Report I. However, Physics and Astronomy development payloads for Shuttle
_ are described in Reference 2 and 3 and are briefly discussed at the conclu- ;
_ sion of this report. '
i_: : a. High Resolution (1.O") X-Ray Imaging Device _
,_l_.l_ , b. Large (2.2 M) Gzazing Incidence X-Ray Optics
_1-I_3 C" High A=eal Raso_ut£on Gamma and X-Ray @pactrocopy
.... "" - This As.needed for luna_ composition mapping to about 10 km and
"_'_ _' _ " l is a _echnique applicable to other airless bo::_.as.
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C. FIELDS AND PARTICLE5
t
With minor exceptions, this area does not have direct representation in
the payloads of Report I and only a few items were presented to the Workshop.
! l. Electric Fields
a. Spacecraft Charge and Potential
The requirement is to keep the spacecraft neutral and at equipo-
! tential, a
; b. Potential Measurement
New concepts are needed to make synoptic measurements of poten-
tial from one to 10 millivolts per meter.t
.- 2. Magnetic Fields
; (No Entries)
3. Charged Particles
a. Plasma Measurement Beyond 8 A. U.
(See Appendix, Item 8)
b. Silicon Surface Barrier Detector "_
(See Appendix, Item 10)
?
J
D. IN-SITU PROPERTIES
This group includes the direct geophysical, geochemical, and atmospheric
mcasurements and are not represented in nor appropriate to the development
payloads in Report I.
_: i. Geochemical
The first three classes of instrumentation below have been under
development at one time or another since the beginning of the lunar program
and ere of interest for future lunar missions, on other airless bodies and
on the terrestrial planets.
a. Age Determination
1977006968-250
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This is an extremely difficult problem and may not be possible
in the foreseeable future. The alternative is sample return. !
r
b. Petrographic Analysis
This is difficult but may be feasible. The alternative is
sample r_turn.
c. Elemental Analysis
Some approaches have been demonstrated and others need development.
d. Comet Gas and Dust Collection and Analysis
This is an essential development for a comet mission.
• 2. GeophysicalJ
a. Geophysical Instrumentation
b. Seismic Wave Generators
Needed for safe remote planetary operation.
3. Atmospheric
a. Jupiter Probe Atmospheric Instruments •
Pressure, temperature, and composition measurements at 1000 bars.
1500°K, and hours long duration.
b. Aerosol Measurements of Small Diameter Particles
(See Appendix, Item 2)
c. X-Ra_ Fltlore_cer,ce Analysis of Aerosols
i (See Appendix, Item 3)
d. Stratospheric Trace Radical Detector
(See Appendix, Item 9)
E. SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
The items collected here appeared to need research or the special atten-
• tion of other Working Groups.
I. Accurate Mass position detectors (10-20 )
2. Accurate orbital dock (10 -17 )
T
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3. Time l_psa measurement (10-12sec.) _ _
4. Large (> 10 cm2) thin (micron) films
5. Long-life (2-3 year) cryogenic systems
_: 6. Superconducting Instrumentation and Sensor Research }
(See Appendix, Item 7)
7. 5ub-Ocean Current and Topography Sounding from Space
! New approaches and techniques are needed.
i 8. Direct Gravity Field Measurements i ;
: " New approaches and techniques are needed for measuring Earthls field I :
in space.
3
9. Penetrometer Delivery System and Alternatives
Needed for lunar, outer planets satellite and terrestrial planet
, lnves_zga_zons.
10. Advanced Sampling Systems
To be used with petrographic and geochemical analysis in general,
support of in-situ measurement missions.
ll. Near-Ground Pollution Detection Techniques
Laser and lidar are current approaches to the problem. New techniques
may be needed.
; 12. High accuracy Accelerometers
J
These are needed to assess drag forces on gravit_ study satellites. "
"i
13. Accurate Location of Continents (Centimeters)
Refinement of the current long baseline interferometer approach
should accomplish this objective. _
14. Radiative Refrigerator for IR Detectors
, (See Appendix, Item 5)
15. Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometer
(See Appendix, Item I)
L
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16. Development(seeAppendix,°fOpticalitem6) and Acoustical Homodyning Techniques I _'
17. Visual Range Technique for Airfields
(See Appendix, Item 4) }
. 18. Lcw Cost ($500) Device fm Position Determination ;
This device is to be used in conjunction with a satellite as a system
to detect changes in position between different points on earth. :_
'[ I
F. CONCLUSIONS
All the significant earth application technology needs appear to be
: covered in Shuttle development payloads in Report I.
Most of the basic technology development needs for planetary remote
: sensing are included in the payload developments in Report I. Many of these
_ sensors are driven primarily by earth application needs. The low weight and :
; power, long lifetime, functional performance, and other peculiar needs of the _
_- planetary program can often be helped at little extra cost with knowledgeable
,_ attention early in the development cycle. _
_' Much of the Physics and Astronomy technology is not directly reflected in
the development payloads in Report I. There are extensive flight instrumen_
developments planned for Shuttle sortie missions and it is expected that these
payloads will serve many of the same functions for Physics and Astronomy as the
i payloads in Report I serve for the Applications area. As a result, the items
• shown in this part of the report are largely basic research and developmental
items. >
t Because of the nature of the inmsitu measurements, their technology is not
i represented in the development payloads of Re_ort I. Without new ideas and
further development of some old approaches, geochemistry of remote bodies will
only be possible through sample return. _,
j'
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: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Moleculax Beam-Mass PAGE 1 OF 6_
Sp@ctrometer 12. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:TO design, develop, and fabricate a i|
mass spectrometer applyin9 molecular beam Lechniquea to minimize inaccuracies
caused bv aas-surface interaction effects for density measurements in (cont)
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Th_nrR_n_1 _nd experimental studies (refs. land 3)
! have demonstrated the feasibility of _he molecular beam-mass spectrometer
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL_rnnr_n_. Mn_t o_ _h_ mech_nim_l (mont)
5. DESCHIPTION O1."TECIINOLOGY
: #
_ Technical Approach - In making mass spectrometric density mec_urements, it is
i obviously desirable to obtain an unaltered sample of the gas and to maintainthe integrity of this sample during the measurement, in those cases where the
instrument is embedded in a high velocity gas, such as in a molecular beam or
• on a rocket probe or satellite, an unaltered sample can be obtained and mea-
sured by continuously passing the gas through a highly transparent ionization
volume where a fraction is ionized, focused into a mass analyzer, and counted.
Geometrical criteria obtained from the kinetic theory of a drifting Maxwellian
gas have been applied to the instrument design to insure that the unused frac-
tion of the beam is returned to the stream with a negligible probability of
molecules backscattering into the ion source. This technique thus determines
constituent density from an undisturbed (unaltered) gas sample since molecules
which have collided with any instrument surface do not appear in the ioniza-
tion volume.
The requirements of minimizing scatterinq in the ion source are satisfied I
small-angle (cont_P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: O PRE-A,O A,O B,rl _D a
I6. RATI_NALE AND ANALYSIS: . .Justification - Mass spectrometric measurements in high velocity s_reams,
molecular beams, gas-surface interaction experiments, and gas-gas interaction
experiments frequently encounter substantial ambiguities in data interpreta-
tion. The measured data frequently yield gross inaccuracies in molecular den-
sity and molecular composition, and even yield spurious molecular species.
The common source of these errors is interaction between the instrument and
the gas being measured. Chemically active species interact with the instru-
ment surfaces where some of the species in the measured gas are lost and from
which spurious species are injected into the measured gas. The methods which
have been used in the past in an attempt to solve these problems have either
yielded very limited improvements or have been limited to a very narro_ range
of applications.
_ Accurate measurements of the atmospheric constituents in the thermosphere of
the planets are extremely difficult, due to the presence of significant quan-
i titles of reactive gases such as atomic oxygen It has been shown that most
: published terrestrial mass spectrometric densities for this gas ere in error
I by as much as 400 percent. These errors result from composition and density i
changes associated with gas-surface interactions and are inherent in conven-
_ tionally designed mass spectrometers. With existing instruments, these errors
I can only be minimized by using cryogenic cooling techniques which are not !
! applicable to long lifetime experiments. (cont) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
i
e ,
, 2so :PSOUCIBIM'I'y
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Molecular Beam-Mass PAGE 2 OF 5.
_pectrometer
i
; 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Mass spectrometric measurements give both the type and quantity of the gas
present. No other instrument technique has this capability for low density
\ gas measurements.
F
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
There are no problems with the principles involved in this instrumentation
system. Detailed solutions have been worked out for the practical problems
encountered in the development of this sensor.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None
_ 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
750-01-51-01 Molecular Beam Laboratory
179-30-23-01 Molecular ._hield Vacuum Fa.cility
185-_T-92-01 Thermospheric Measurements
• If NA5A continues the resources for this _ensor at its present level, compo-
:; a_nts and breadboards could be tested in the laboratory by the time Shuttle
"- flies. . ,,. EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL -5-
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
l
All the technology requirements have been included in the development program
:_ for this instrument.
i
2, , ILl,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) :Molecular Beam-Mass PAGE 3 OF
i
Speptrometer
b
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR "_
81 82 "SCHEDUI,EITEM 75 76 77!78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89! 90 91
+ TECHNOLOGY
Mechanic+ll
- I. Design:
Electronic
z 2. Fabrication
3. Calibration/FAT -
J 4. :_
5.
+ J
APPLICATION
> 1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ,!
3. Operations S_,utiIs Ope raliol al "
? 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
!
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE x
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [|
_. 14. REFERENCES:
!
i. Melfi, L. T. , dr.: The Design, £ elopment, and Analysis of a Mass Spectro-
i meter System for Number Density Measurements in the Terrestrial Thermosphere. _,:
A Dissertation submitted to the Dept. of Meteorology, Florida State Univ., in , \
partial fulfillment of the requirements for th_ degree of Doctor of Philosophy,
August, 1971. i
2. Clay, F. P., JR.; Brock, F. J.; and Melfi, L. T., JR.: The Emission Efficien-
cy of a Hot Filament in the Presence of 02 at Various Pressures and Techniques
for Maintaining Constant Emission. Presented at Virginia Academy of Sciences ;_
Meeting, May I-4, 1973. Abstract published in Virqinia Jour, of Science, Vol.
24, No. 3, Fall 1973. r J_
3. Melfi, L. T., JR.; and Brock, F. J.: Molecular Beam Techniques Applied to Mass
P
:
Spectrometer Thermospheric Density Measurements. Rev t 5ci t Instrum_, Vol. 44, _>
No. 10, October, 1973. ;'
_. 4. Melfi, L..T., JR.; Brock F. J.; and Brown, C. A., JR.: A New Approach to F }
Thermospheric Mass Spectrometric Density Measurements. NASA TN D-7711, 1974. .::
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART =.C_M_'ONrNTOn_READ_OARDTESTEDtN REL_N_: ) _:
ENVIRONbIENT IN THE I_kBORA3X)NY.
1, BASICPHENOMENA OlkqERVEDAND REPORTED. S. MODEL TESTED INAIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. _:'
$. T|IEORY I"OItMUL_TEDTO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA, ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. _
3. THEORY TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @, NEWCAPAI_LITY DERIVEDFROM A MUCll LE_ER _.
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT }'UNCTIONOR CHARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, 1, RELIABILITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONALMODEL. }_
E.G.. MATEItL_L.CO_'PONENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME }:XTENSIONOF AN OI'_RATIONAI,MOD_:L. _,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. - ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQULREMENT (TITLE): Molecular Beam-M_ PAGE 4OF._._
Spec_ometeT
i HI , i,i ,
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED (concluded): Molecular beam laboratories and in
• planetary atmospheres.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART (concluded): COMPONENTS of the mass spectrometer have
i been designed and are being fabricated (ref. 7). A laboratory model of the ionsource has been evaluated (refs. G and 7). Several electronic circuits have
been breadboarded and evaluated including a very low power emission control cir- i
c I cult (refs. 2 and 5). A flight evaluation experiment on a Scout or Delta (pig-
; gybeck) in the terrestrial thermosphere has been shown to be feasible (ref. 4).
• _ 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
I Technic_l Approach (concluded): truncated cone constructed of high transparenc3
i mesh (>0.95), the enclosed volume of which is the ionization volume. (See fig.
i, ref. 3). At low density, multiple scattering may be neglect . Thus, gas
i scattered from the external surface never enters the ionizatic" _lume for any
i gas-surface scattering law, provided that the external surfac_ ,f the support
structure is a smooth continuation of the ion source grid structure. The ions
extracted from the ionization volume are focused by an electrostatic lens on_o
the quadrupole entrance aperture. In the process of ion-beam formation and ex-
traction, the ions are accelerated to a velocity which is large compared with
the thermal velocity of the neutral gas. This minimizes the dependence of the
: distribution of ion-beam current density on gas temperature and small variation_
in angle of attack. The lens is located inside the support cone a d its angu-
_ lar aperture is sufficiently large to allow only a small fraction of _hP neutral
beam to collide with its surface. The quadrupole entrance aperture is located
_ : sufficiently far downstream to provide adequate exhaust area. The cathode is a
wire ring with a small cross section surrounding the ion-source g_id and is lo-
cated s-ghtly aft of the grid base to minimize the probability that gas scat-
feted from the cathode may enter the ionization volume.
Future Plans - The mass spectrometer development activity may be conveniently
divided into two categor as: 1. Mechanical and 2. Electronic.
Mechanical: The components of the mass spectrometer consists of an iom source,
quadrupole mass analyzer, and electron multiplier. The design of these compo-
nents has been completed and laboratory prototypes of most have been fabricated.
Experimental results from laboratory evaluation have been incorporated into the
design• Fabrication techniques have been developed during construction of the
J
laboratory prototype components.
• A flight prototype ion source and lens will be fabricated using proven materials
_ and fabrication methods. The performance of the ion source will be experiment-
: ally evaluated to establish the energy distribution and angular distribution of
_ the extracted, focused ion-beam and to determine the source sensitivity ,or op-
timum electrical parameters. ,.
A flight prototype hyperbolic quadrupole will be assembl_. Tne rod surfaces
and ceramic holder have been machined to a tolerance of O.OOdl inches and sim-
J
, ilar precision is required in assembly and alignment. An optical method has :_
,: been developed to verify that the required precision has been achieved in the
final assembly. After assembly, the quadrupole will be evaluated usin0 chc ex-
tracted ion-beam from the source-lens system. Re_olution and sensitivity will ,_
! be measured as a function of atomic mass units to determine the operational ,_
" characteristics of the combined system. _"
T
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i |
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .,Molec_li_Beam-Mass PAGE 5 OF L
Soectrometer
i
A laboratory prototype electron multiplier will be fabricated and its perform-
ance experimentally evaluated. The electron multiplier design is based on ex-
perimental results obtained from studies of simulated electron trajectories in
a number of dynode models. The multiplier has axial symmetry with off-axis dy-
nodes and an on-axis photon trap. Results from the performance evaluation of
the laboratory prototype will be incorporated into the design and a flight
prototype multiplier fabricated, i
Electronic: The electronic components of the ma_s spectrometer consist of ion
source control circuits, quadrupole ac and dc voltage generators, dc to ac vol-
tage ratio control circuit, mass selector circuit, electron multiplier voltage
circuit, pulse height discriminator circuit, pulse counting circuit, and encod-
er circuits. Each component requires circuit design, circuit development by
breadboarding and laboratory testing, flight packaging, and flight acceptance
testing.
Efficient control circuits for the ion source have been developed and their
performance has been evaluated. These circuits will be flight packag'.d and
acceptance tested.
The quadrupole dc generator has been developed and its performance evaluated.
This circuit will be flight packaged and acceptance tested.
Several quadrupole ac generator circuits are under parallel development. This
work will continue until the required waveform purity and the required frequency
and amplitude stability have been achieved. The circuits will be flight pack-
aged and acceptance tested.
The mass selection circuit has been developed and its performance evaluated. It
will be flight packaged and acceptance tested.
The remainder of the circuits are under development using commercially available
sub-circuits wherever possible.
After evaluation and fabrication of the mechanical components have been comple-
ted, the mass spectrometer will be assembled, combined with the breadboarded
electronic circuits, and evaluated as a system. Following this evaluation,
flight acceptance tests and c_librations will be performed to give a mass spec-
trometer ready for flight.
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS
Justification (concluded) - The mass spectrometer system described here has
been designed to substantially eliminate thos_ problems associated w_th gas-
surface interactions in the instrument. The theoretical foundation for the
instrument is firmly based on sound physical principles since the concept was
developed from an application of the kinetic theory of a drifting Maxwellian gas
to the measurement problem. The instrument is capable of measuring the absolute
density of the molecular composition in high velocity streams, molecular beams,
gas-surface interaction experiments, and gas-gas interaction experiments. The
instrument reduces %0 a negligible level the probability that gas-surface inter-
actions in the instrument will contribute to lost species, ambiguities, or
spurious species in the measured data.
P_j_- A number of low density gas physics payloads are planned for the
Space Shuttle. These include a Molecular Beam Laboratory for physics and chem-
istry, experiments and a Molecular Shield Vacuum Facility for materials pro-
ceasing. Further, the Shuttle offers • natural scientific platform from which
the terrestrial upper atmosphere can be studied in real time. The sensor !
i ii I
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• DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (_TLE): Molecular Beam-Mass PAGE 6 OF 5__
_ 5Dec%romete _
described in this document will play an essential role in the implementation of
_ these payloads. The instrument, as designed, will make minimum de nands on the
payload for services, is reliable, and has an indefinite lifetime. The mass
spectrometer should be flight evaluated before the Shuttle is operational.
14. REFERENCES (concluded): i
5. Clay, F. P., Jr.; Brock, F. J.; and Melfi, L. T., Jr.: A Switching
Regulator Emission Control Circuit for Ion Sources. Rev_ 5ci t Instrumt,
Vol. 46, No. 5, May 1975, pp. 528-532.
!_ 6. Clay, F. P., Jr.; Melfi, L. T., Jr.; and Brock, F. J.: Evaluation of aThoria Coated Iridium Cathode for an Ion Source. Presented at Virginia
Academy of Sciences 1975 Annual Meeting, Harrisonburg, Va., May 6-9, 1975.
Abstract published in Virqinia Jour t of Sciences.
7. Melfi, L. T., Jr.; Outlaw, R. A.; Hueser, J. E.; and Brock, F. J.: Gold
Plating-Brazing of Ion Source Components. Presented at Virginia Academy of
Sciences 1975 Annual Meeting, Harrisonburg, Va., May 6-9, 1975. Abstract
published in Viz inia Jour of Sciences.
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_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Aerosol., Measurements of PAGE 1 OF
Small Diameter Particles
2. TECIINOLOGYCATEGORY: 5ensinq and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To measure aerosols of diameter _i
0.04_ m to 0.25_m.
-t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: ..Presentmeasurement cap_ilitv is for ver_ small
particles<0.04 um and for p_i_les> 0.25 u m.
! HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
,_ .5. DESCIIIPTI()N OF TECItNOLOGY
:: Light scattering techniques can measure in-situ particles greater than _
0.25 _m by scattering light from individual particles as they are drawn !_
_ through a scattering chamber. A photodetector measures the intensity and
; relates it to a nominal size.
_ Aiken nuclei counters measure particles <0.04 _m utilizing the Wilson cloud _
_ chamber technique of the rapid growth of particles in a super saturation. •
_ The transmission through the cloud is related %q concentration. _.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: O PRE-A,[-] A,O B,[-] C/D i _ii i
6. IIATI()NALEAND ANALYSIS: :"&
A technique to measure this size range would provide valuable data on particle
; that are optically active affecting radiation transfer and are in a critical
size range for studying growth mechanisms. :_
.(
; {
TO BE C_ED TO ,LEVE,L__ _,
4_
?
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREIVIENT(TITLE): Aerosol Measurements... PAGE 2 OF _ ._
•3 -¢
' 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: L
The "Whitby" diffusion technique has some promise for measuring this size
ran ge.
i
/
x,
'2"
i |
:S
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
!i ,
? Light scattering at these sizes is very weak.9
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: :2
None
i , iiii ,
_ 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:-A-
_ None
i,
: EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL --
ilmll
e,
_. 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
t, None
?
i li/ i i i i i i_11111 iii iiii ii i ii iii i i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):Aerosol Measur.ements.., PAGE 3 OF _ I"
I, ,, ,,, ,12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:CALENDAR YEAR
- - =,
SCHEDUI.:E ITEM I75'76177!78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86]87,88 89 90191
TE CHNOLOGY
1. Design
2. Bzesdbesrd
3. Testing I
4. fabricotim,
?
J
APPLICATION
I. Design {Ph.C)
! 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
i 3. Operations
_ 4.
l
:i 13. USAGE SCHZDULE:
TECHNO_ _GY NEED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES i
1.t. REFERENCES:
- "Aerosols and Atmospheric Chemistry"; edited by G. M. Hidy, Academic Press(1972).
ggpitOl)UtaBILl'l OF
PA@g m POOR
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COMm_rNTon..z^mc_ TZszzDm .ZLEV,.,_Z
I_SVlROm,ltSTINZ,_ t.AmK_XmY.
I. Ib_SIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND REPORTED. _, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT FNVIRONMENT.
+. TIIEORY +VRMt'I_.TED TO DESCRIBE PlIENOMEN^. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPARE ENXlRON.MEN'P.
a. TI-IECd{yTE_I'EDmyPIIYSICALEXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPABII.ITYDvRIVEDrao._t^._uc.Lgssza
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONA h M¢)DEL.
i 4, PERTINENT fUNCTION OR CIIARACTERI@TIC DEMONSTRATED, @. RELIA_LITY UPGRAI)ING OF AN OPEI_XTh)NAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEI_L_I., COYPONENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEL.
!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i '
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE): Elemental Analysis PAGE 1 OF _
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing and Data Acquisition
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Laboratory or field capability for !
the elemental analysis of single aerosols, i '
+
-i
{ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Currently elemental analysis such as X-Ray I__
fluorescence techniques a_e limited to atomic numbers _reater than sodium.
l HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL i
it
o
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY t
I
: This technique allows the elements of a collected sample to be identified i
from the energy spectrum of X-Rays emitted when the sample is exposed to a i
beam of X-Rays. The energies of the X-Ray fluorescence are characteristics IW of the particular elements involved.
f
Elements with atomic numbers less than 12 are not detected by this method Ii )
_ because of the energies of the emitted X-Rays are too low to penetrate I
the windows of commonly available detectors. I :
; 1
P/LREQUIREMENTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,D a,r"l B,r"l C/D
6. IIATI()NAI, E AND ANALYSIS:
g
This technique could be used to evaluate rocket effluent or pollution
samples for their elemental composition and ai,Jin benchm_king and determinatioP
of the effects of Shuttle effluents on the environment.. !
7 ;
• I ?
i
i
, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL '
, 1
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Elemental Analysis PAGE 2 OF 3_
; 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Use of proton scattering for this analysis where it possibly has the
'_ capability for lower atomic numbers.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Measuring low energy X-Rays.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None
C
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
• RTOP #505-21-58 is supporting the measurement and impact of Shuttle
effluents. _
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
i,
None
Y
2
i
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DEFINITION OF TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Elemental Analysis PAGE 3 OF _ ,
(
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
: SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 179 80 81 82 83184_85 86 87 88 ]89 90 91
!
WE CHNOLOGY
I. Design i
2. Breadboard
3. .Test
4. Fabrication
• 5.
t_
APPLICATION ;-"
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
: 3, Operations ,
4.
'_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
TOTA L
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATI'_ ,
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ii
l.l. REFERENCES: _,
"Effluent Sampling of Scout "D" and Delta Ve e Exhausts"; by N. C.
Hulten, at. al., NASA THX-2987, July 1974.
L
":_ 15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTORIIREADBOARDTESTI_DINRELEVANT
\ ENVIRONMENT IN THE LAP_DRAI_)RY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OP_qERVED AND REPORTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
} 2. TI|EORY f_ILMULATED TO DESCR'BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_qRON,MENT.
3. THEORY TL_'I'ED BY PIIYSICAL LXPERIMENT @, NEW CAPAI]II,ITY DERIVED FltUM A MUCII LESSER
' OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAL .MODI_L. v
Y 4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTIIATED. @. RELIABIL|TY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATI_)NAL MODEL
:' E.G.. MATEIitAL. CO._'PONENT, ETC. l@. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIONAL MOI)EL.
' 261 ,_:
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): RVR & SVR PAGE 1 OF
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Sensing _nd D_ Acnui_it_nn
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop a sinale ended technioue
?0_ m_surino runw,y vi_u_l range 'RVR_ _r,dsl,t vi_u,i range 'SVR'. Ii
4. CUI{RENTSTATE OF ART: No s_tisf_ctory technique exists.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
From the ground a measurement (single-ended) of RVR and SVR is needed.
Transmissometers and series of lights are not adequate, not representing
conditions throughout the airfield area. Ceilometers give an indication
of cloud ceiling, but nothing is available for glide path measurement
of 5VR.
i
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,E] A,R B,[-] C/D
6. RATI(>NALI.:AND ANALYSIS:
Need for every airfield in the world.
J
' I
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
/
262 _'
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
==
1. 1_CHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): RVFI & SVR PAGE 2 OF _/3
-. |
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: 1
J
; None !
I
i
! .
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Multiple scattering.
2. Large optical depths. _
3. Eye safety, j
4. Representative measurement (e.g. due to patchiness). :_
i
; 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: -_
: _ Possibly lasers working in eye-safe regions of spectrum (1.54 _m) or low
energies.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP #502-23-56-03 supported feasibility analysis.
_' RTOP #505-08-22 is supporting continuation of work.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Detectors at 1.54 _m with sufficient response and gain.
"' ' ,m
?.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOG_z RE'QUIREMENT NO. I
)
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): RVR & SVR PAGE 3 OF
!
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE?4ENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91[ I !.
TECHNOLOGY [ _
• i. Feas. Analysis .__ i
! 2. Design & Breadboard
3. Field Measurement _m :
4. Fabrication --
5.
!APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
,. 3, Operations
• 4.
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: [
• I 1:, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE "_,OTAL :!
: NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
14. REFERENCES:
i. "MIE Scatter£ng by Three Polydispersions," by F. 5. Harris, Jr. and
: M.P. McCormick; Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, 3__9,pp.
536-545, June 1972.
2. "Lidar Techniques for Pollution Studies," by M. P. McCormick and _•
{ W. H Fuller, AIAA Journal II, pp. 244-246, Feb. 1973.o _ }
$
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMmNr._TOn aRE_a_SO^RDT_ST_DLSaZLEV^',T
ENVIRONblENT IN T'_E LABOKA'I_)RY. _:
1, BASIC PHENOMENA OK'_ERVLD AND REPORTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY DY,_I{Mt'LATEDTO DESCR'IIE PIWNOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENYIRONMENT.
: 3. THEOlth TE,_*I'EDBY PIIY,';ICALEXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPABII,ITY DI_RI_.'EDFROM A MttCml LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,, OPERAI'IOSAL MODEL. _)
4. PERTINENT fUNCTION OR CIIAItAC'rERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. 9. RELIABILITY UPGRAI)I_.G OF AN OPERATh_NAL MODEL.
; E.G.. MATEI{L_I,. CO._'POhENT, ET( 2. lO. LIFETIME EXTENSION O1-"atNOI'LRATIONA', MODEl,.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiative .Refriaeration PAGE 1 OF 3__.
Dmmian
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Infrared Detector Refrigeration
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increased _en_itivity of infrared
_v_mm_ tl_md in nrh_ d˜for rmmn_m _ensing of environment,
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Smverml da._ianm for nmssive systems h@ve be@n used e
, but evaluations and desiqn t_ks have no_ be@n ottempted for lack of opportun- i
,
ity. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _3.
: ' 5. DES(? i{II'TION ()I." TECItNOLOGY
The sensitivity of infrared detectors is dependent on the attainment iand maintenance very low t mperatures - n ar liquid nitrogen. The
: practical approach to this requirement for long term missions is to '
_ utiZize passive radiative refrigeration systems. The operation of these
hinges on the temperature difference between outer space and the object
requiring cooling. Several designs have been used in an attempt to
accomplish the required results. These efforts have met with moderate
success. A new system based on a comprehensive evaluation of current
approaches concurrent with a design effort would provide increased ,,
infrared detection sensitivity.
Y
"i ' P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 0 PRE-A,_] A,E] B,E] C/D
6. IlATI()NAI.I.: AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. Currently used infrared detectors require temperatures in the range of
80 degrees Kelvin.
b, Development of this system would benefit satellite designs of the ERTS-c
type. In some applications, the Themmatic Mapper would benefit.
c. Present designs provide temperatures i.n the 195°K range with theoretical
predictions down to about 100°K. Improvements would result in greater
ground target thermal resolution, probably by an order of magnitude.
d. This technology advancement should be carried to an experimental
:_ demonstration in an early Shuttle flight.
? TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
i.
Y
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<
DEF_ITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
: !_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Radiative Refriqeration PAGE 2 OF ._.
i, |.L
" _ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
; _ The effectiveness of passive refrigeration devices relate to the ability
_ of the system to radiate into outer space. This is a materials, as well as
; a geometry problem. It is proposed that a pallet of several designs be
: simultaneously evaluated in a modular/adjustment configuration permitting
real-time interactive modifications.
-I
}
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. Thermal path between infrared detector and refrigeration system.2 Ability of syst m to radiate into outer space (Radiator Design).
3. Pointing of system into outer space.
r 5
_ f
_. 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
• Possibly using adsorptive pumping techniques using solar energy for power i
'_' input in a conventional refrigeration cycle. "_
_ _ :
' i" I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Current research by JSC for development of adsorption pumping techniques
for use in cryogenic refrigeratior, purposes. I
, i
_, EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
_i' Infrared detector technology, low temperature technology, remote sensing
, technology.
 zo])ucma2,-toF
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiative Refriger_ ,.on PAGE 3 OF 3
D_sian 't '}
.:. 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: :_
': CALENDAR YEAR _,
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 791 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90191
: TECHNOLOGY _
- I. Analyses -- '_ ',
2. Mechanical & Thermal :I i
Design -- 'i
3. Fabrication ___ _ }
: 4, Test .... °
5. Documentation j :
, %
APPLICATION ;
i. Design (Ph. C) _ :
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __ _ !
3, Operatiovs !_. _
}
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ": _:i
TOTA L _
" TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE , _ ,_
- | -, %_.
,. NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 3 2 I 8 _ .:
14. REFERENCES: :" _:
i "Infrared System Engineering" by Richard D. Hudson, Jr. 1969. _ :
4
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART _. COMIt:ONFNTOn _'_EADmARDTESTEDINRELEVANT ,_ -i
"_" ENVIRONMENTINTHE LAm_,%TORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OmERVED AND REtoRTED. @. MODEL T_-STED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. _ :
': ,.T,|zo,_'m,m,_.ZZDzoDESCIUSEm|E_OSZNA. ,. _ODELTcS'rEV_ SP*rEE_VmO,_MF,,_'r. -_
,: _. T'dEOIUf TE,q'rED BY PI|Y,_ICAL EXPERIMENT @, NEW CAPAI_IIATY DLRIVED FROM A MUCII LE,_ER
}, OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERA'I'IOt_AL MODKL. _ :_
, 4. ]PERTINENT I'UNCTION OR CIIARACTERIFtIC DEMONSTRATED, @. |RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl. MODEL. _
" E.G,, MATEI(DIL, CO,%'PONENT, ETC, |O. L|FETIME EV.TENSION OF AN O|'LRATIONAI. MODEL, :
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, _ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
; 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Coherent Detection PAGE 1 OF__3
Optical and Acoustical Homodyrinq Techniaue _
2. TECItN()IX)GYCATEGORY: Level 2 & 3 Coherent Detection
' 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Develop reliable laser & acoustical co-
herent detection systems for remote pzobinq. (Acoustical for the remote non-des-
tructive probinq o_ astronauts t card_ov_nS]_r _m_ _n _n_n_. _A_ fn_ m_-
uring particle velocities in Shuttle environment'& eventually on surfaces of ,
.: o_h_v solar b_dies.
-l. CURt{ENTSTATE OFAI{T: Off the Shelf coherent laser systems for measuring
],article velocities are presentl_ available but have severe limit@tions. No suit-
aEle off the shelf coherent acoustical systems HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL1
are presently available.
5. DESCRII'TI()N ()I," TECIlN()LOGY
Coherent detection of tracer velocities to describe fluid motions appears to
'_ have great potential for monitoring and measuring contaminate flows, fluid ,,
: velocities, and blood flow (non-surgical, non-destructive remote measurement
of blood flow velocities in cardiovascular systems). Laser systems along with
the theoretical backup could provide a m=ans of continuously measuring surface
winds on suitable solar bodies, as well as particle concentration and distri-
__, bution within the Shuttle. Development of specialized laser systems for these
purposes is presently feasible. Continuous muitipoint coherent acoustical
systems for non-destructive penetration and measuring of blood flows is not _ _
._c presently available but the necessary technology is available and appears !
promising to perform exploratory and phase A feasibility studies.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[T] A,F'] B,F'] C/D
: 6. IIA'H( )NAI,I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
A,C) Non-surgical, non-destructive medical surveillance of the astronauts' .
cardiovascular systems, aerosol behavior within the Shuttle and the
measuring of surface winds on solar bodies with atmospheres and accessi- _'
bility for implantation of an instrument package are all of high '_
scientific value and interest. '7
D) This technology advancement would need a phase A study followed by ':
design and fabrication. Spin-offs to the private sector for all these
: systems could be t_emendous in the areas of medical =esearch and :
environmental safety.
_' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,Coherent Detection PAGE 2 OF 3
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
At the present time there appears to be no suitable non-destructive, remote
technique t_ perform the functions outlined in paragraphs 5 and 6.i
{
J
t "*
1
; :
8. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
i 1. Development of suitable trackers for signal tracPing and analyses of laser
systems would be required. (Trackers a_ presently available but would
have to be modified and upgraded).
t
2. Suppression of surface noise would be required as well as development of
a multichannel _eceivar for the acoustical system.
_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
There appears to be no suitable alternative to perform the functions described 1
in paragraphs 5 and 6.
?
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The development of the above described systems is not presently funded.
Advancement in the state of art will be slow if NASA expends no special
• effort in this area. _
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Coherent Laser Detection Technology
Coherent Acoustical Detection Technology
:
i lln
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.. J
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Coherent D_ection PAGE 3 OF ..,3_
i .==. , . ,, .
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
i CALENDAR YEAR
.... SCHEDUI,EITEM 75 76 77!78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85[86 87 88 8990 91 _:
TE CHNOLOGY
1. i
2.
3.
r 4.
i APPLIC,_ TION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2, Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4.
H.,, ii
1.3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
' TOTAL{ TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE L
i - iNUMBER OF IAUNCHES
I
i 14. REFERENCES:|
_I i. Cliff, W. C., Laser end Acoustic Doppler Techniques for the Measurement
! of Fluid Velocities, NASA TMX-64932, May 1975.
2. Histand, M. B., Miller, C. W._ McLeod, F. D.t Transcutaneoue Measurement
i of Blood Velocity Profile end Flow, Audiovasculer Research, Vol. 7, 1973.
i 3. Cliff, W. C. and Huffaker, R. M., Application of a Single Laser Doppler
I System to the measurement of Atmospheric WAnds, NASA TMX-64891, Oct. 1974 ,
i
I i
I
t
1
i
15. LEVEL OF STATt, _.,_"ART s.C_rNTOn _m_T_ST_Dm a_-L_VANT
IEIC'¢IItOI¢MENTIN HE t,A_P,ATOI_Y.
; 1. BASIC PHI_NOMENA OBSERVL:D AND RF.PORTED. 1, MODE s. TtC'STED IN AIRCIq.AI"Y [NV_RONMENT.
2. TIIEOHY I.OItMI,LATS'D TO DESCI_IBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TE_'_'£D IN SPAf'E EN_.qRONMENT.
3. THEORY TF.._I'ED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. NICW C'APA|llL.ITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LESS_R
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPZRATIONAL MODI_L.
4. PERTIS.L:NT FUNCTION OR CItARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. t}. iq_UAIIIJTY UlafiRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E._... MATEItlAL, CO,_'I_hF:NT. ETC. 10, IJJ_'rl_E EX'I'_NSION OF AN OI'I-'RAT|ONAI, MODEL.
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i
DEFINITION Oi TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
I , w ,w , ill I , ,I, ..... ,, ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMEN (TITLE): Superconductinq PAGE I OF
_. Instrumentation and Sensors i
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. ()BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Deve!op superconductinq quantum
electronic instruments and circuit compmneq_= for NASA aoolica±ions: .analoo
and digital devices_ D.C. thru far IRI computer memories_ et al.
4. CU_RENTSTATE OF ART: Generally _s stated _n the attached r_view paper
_ by Kamoem (IEEE Trans_c_ion_ on MmmnR_in_. Vdl MAG-11_ No. 2_ 1975)j _
HAS BEEN CARRIED ro LEVEL
5. DE_RIPT[ON OF TECHNOLOGY
A wide variety of _.mportant sensors, signal generators, mixers, digital
devices, computer m_mory elements, magnetic shields, etc. have been
suggested and many have been carried to the stage of practical application
(e.g. Josepi_son Junction magnetometers are available commerciallw). They
employ the Josephson effects, the properties of bulk superconductors, o_
both and operate with sens_tivmtes, selectivities, efficiencies, and noise
levels usually much better thar. their conventional counterparts. Their
- application in advanced scientific flight experiments will be required in
many instances (mission driven) and desirable in others (opportunity driven).
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: 0 PRE-A,I--I A,r'l B,[_ C/D i
i i
6 ,,_ "I()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
>
r ,,laverequired performance, many advanced scientific flight missions,
sUc'.as gravitational, infrared, and cosmic radiation experiments, will be
' dependent on operation at temperatures of a few degree_ Kelvin (dimensional
stabili'ty, low noise) and on the use of superconductors (low magnetic fields,
: high sensitivity measurements, strong magnetic fields). Thus they will carry
liquid helium cooling systems into space
Consequently, in addition to primary experiment equipment (cryogenic gyro -
scopes, infrared sensors, superconductin_ magnets) employing supezconductincj
• techniques (many of which still require considerable development), there will
, be an opportunity to utilize secondary electronic systems (communication '
i
_i devices_ computer memories, and digital circuitry, on-board calibration
standards) using _uperconductivity. NASA-OABT should actively pursue this i
development. •
• 1_t
TO BE CARBIED TO LEVEL !
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A
ii ,
DEFLNI22ON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
l TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITI,E): 5u_perconductinQ PAGE 2 OF 3
{Instrumentation and Sensors
7. TEC HNOLOGY OPTIONL:
For many adJanced scientific missions no options exist at present for primary
• sensurs. Conventional techniques are often adequate for secondary apparatus.
It will probebly develop that for flight systems in which a liquid helium
environment is available, some secondary superconductinq devices will prove
to be so superior to conventional ones that their use will be demanded.
a
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Research is still in its youth. Many applicetions of value to NA5A have been
demonstrated on a laboratory basis but must be raised to a more mature
application level. Others have already been made commercially successful.
Some have only been suggested, and surely lany ideas have not ye± appeared.
D. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
: ,_
2 _
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _ "_
,|
11. RF,LATED TFCHNOLOGY REQULREII'.ENTS:
Liquid helium refrigeration systems (closed loop refrige=ators J: open loop
storaqedewars) must be oeveloped fa_ space. 4
2
i
-- , i| __
it O.DUC Ihrrx 'rB
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Superconducting PAGE 3 OF 3 ,
• Tn_-E'r,,me.n'k_'E'inn _nrl _n.qn'r.q ";
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,EITEM 75 76 77178 79 80 _1 82 83184185 36 87 88189 90 91[ ]
I i r ITE CPNOLOGY
1.
' ?
3. ;.
I
4. I _"
5. .-
' _
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
I
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations i :
4,
i
• 1:_. USAGE SCHEDULE:
" " I
TEC IINOLOGY NE ED DATE TOTALi
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
1. Kamper, R. A., "Review of Superconducting Electronics"_ IE££ Transactions _ '
on magnetics, Vol. Meg-ll, March _975, pg. 14!.
2. Numerous papers on all aspects of applied superconductivity in the above ;-
referenced journal, which is dev@ted to the proceedings of the 1974
Applied Superconductivity Conference.
i
; 1 ":'
!
5
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPOSV,,TonnnZ_SO^RVT'ST_Dl_REL_V^,_T _
FNVIRONMENT IN THE LAPORA1_)RY.
.- t. BASIC PHENOMENA O&qERVED AND REMRTED. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT EN_RONMENT. I "i-
,_, ' TIIEORY iE_',MULATEf) TO DESCI_!BI..PlIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
_. TdF.ORY TE.%,.D BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT @. NEW CAPAI_LITY DERIVED FRoM A MUCII LESSER 2
Ol_ MA1'II_:MATICAL MODFI., OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PEHTINENT FUNt'TION OR CIIARACTERIS'rlC DEMONSTRATED, l. RELIAI_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA'Fh_NAL MODEL,
E.G.. MATEIIIAL, CO,%'IR')NENT,ETC, 10. LIFETIME EXT£NSION OF AN Oi'KRATIONAI. MOI)Et..
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Plasma Probe PAGE I OF
?
,_ -.'_TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: In._t,_,,,mp.nt_
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Measure solar wind plasma parameters
accurately beyond 8 astronomical units from sun,
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Solar wind plasma usina current techniques has
par_meter._: particuJarly heat flow: which are not as ww_l determined as !'
_de_-_iyp-d h_'ynnd 8 a__tronomical unit_ from _un, HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2__ _.
" 5. DESC [III'TI()N ()F TECttNOI.OG _" !
.!
3
Solar wind ions and electrons are energy analyzed to give solar wind plasma
_ para;_eters: speed, flow direction, parallel and perpendicular temperatures,
heat flow, and higher order moments of the velocity distribukion.
e _
i
: }P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,_ B,,_ C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS: _ !
a. Current plasma probes use electrostatic fields for energy analysis and ] :
electrometers or channel multipliers for detection, i
b. To perform more accurate measurements beyond 8 astronomical units from i
the sun, new configurations of electrostatic fields and electrometers _ ;
or particle detectors, or new methods of erergy analysis and/or particle ._
detection must be utilized. _ }
:
; i
{
! ,
} "
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 9
¢.
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w, .... i /
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Plasma Probe PAGE 2 OF 2_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A very large instrument, scaled up from those used closer to the sun than B
astronomical units, could provide larger fluxes of solar wind particles to
the detectors used.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: \
: In more general terms than the wording of Item 7 above, the decreased solar
wind flux far from the sun must have accurate measurements made of moments
of the velocity distribution with minimal instrument weight, power and special ! i
pointing requirement.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: _ ':
Use of a large, relatively heavy, scaled up instrument.
?
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: ,_.
Instrument development and refinement work.
_ EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _ :_
4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: "
>
Energy/Velocity/Analysis of Charged Particles i
|
1977006968-281
| 1 'z
I
i
DEHNITION OF TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECIiNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Plasma Probe PAGE 3 OF 3
i
'; 7;
i
12. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR gEAR
__ SCHEDUI,E ITEM [75 76 77178 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87]88 89[90 91 :
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Study Concepts of
- Instrum@nt w i
2. Design Breadboard
3. Fabricate Model for i
Test
, . 4. Laboratory Testing i '
2. '
APPLICATION :
' _ 1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations i
" 4. !.
_ '
: 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: _ " ' i _:TOTA LTECHNOLO Y N ED DATE .
.... L I i_ NUMBER OF LAUNCHES Nc Ne _ Laun he - P an led
l-i. REFERENCES:
I
}
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOR BREAt_BOARDTEST_;DINP.ELEVArT :"
I, Ib%SIC PHENOMENA OIkqERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI"T LNVIRONMENT,
i. TIIEORY I"OIIMULATED TO DESCII:BE PHENOMENA, ?, MODEL Tr.STED IN SPACE ENVIRO,XMEN'r. i'.
"" 3.T',_r,o,t_"_'_:._n'.r_,_'inn's,c^,.EX_Eai_,E._T _. ,twc^PAiu,.m'DZr,_:Drro._i^._,vo,LESSEa ,
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEl., OPERA'rIObAL MODI_L,
4. PERTIbENT FUN('TI(IN OII ('IIARACTERIS'rIc DEMONSTRATED. @. P,JELIARILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl MODEL.
E,G,, MATEIIIAI., Cr_,VPONENT, ETC. |O. LIFETIME I:XTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAI, MODEL,
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!
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _ ,,
_" i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Airborne Detector for PAGE I OF__3
f
Trace Radicals CLO, OH, O, in the Stratosphere
2. TECIINOLOGY CATEGORY: _t"'e_l-.n_nh_'t-'in V_ An_] y__'[_ _ •
: 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: A technique to measure the minor trace :
r_dic_l_ bv um_n 9 l_er induced resonance fluore@_@nce, _ _
f :
-t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: ._nmm m,,rmPmmfi,] l_hnr_+.nrv experiments have I "
_ demonstrated th_ prob_bilitv of success, i i :
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 2 1
t
5. DESCIIII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY I|
In pollution studies of stratosphere the radicals CLO, OH, and 0 occupy a I!
position of critical importance because the catalytic reactions they partake I :
in control the ozone radiation shield of the Earth. Measuremerts of 0 have !
: been made in the upper stratosphere using resonance lamps and measurements t
of 011 and CLO are being attempted in the near future using the same technique._ !
Initial research efforts on laser-induced resonance fluorescence techniques i :_
in the laboratory are in progress to identify appropriate spectral bands and i '
prove feasiblity of the approach in the flight environment, i
i !
: : P/LREQULREMENTSBASEDON: _ PRE-A,O A, O B,F] C/D
• _ 6. RATI(INAI, F AND ANAI,YSIS: i_ _
, a. The laser is s spectrally pure tunable source of high intensi_y UV |
radiation, ideally suited to producing the resonance fluorescence
spectra needed to make measurements of minor atmospheric constituents.
b. Interferences from co_petin O resonances from differenct species are I
easily avoided because the laser can be tuned. _ i
c. One laser and sev_ra_ photodetectors can be used to detect multiple
' species in the same instrument.
k
i {
>!
" TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL :_
t
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. '
,, , , , !
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Ai_-hnvnp.np.tector PAGE 2 OF .3_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Resonance lamps have been developed for 0 and OH. Efforts to develop a
system using tl,em.
#
• !
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
No laser currently exists that is small enough or reliable enough for
aircraft instrumentation.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Using individual sensors with resonance lamps if such can be dsveloped for
the species of interest.
10. PLAN-NED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The problem will not be solved without Government support because it has
little immediate commercially bene, cial output. NSF and NASA are the most
likely agencies for controlling researchers in industry and academia.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Small, reliable portable tunable laser source fom UV radiation.
, i
?
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tDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. %
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Airborne Detector PAGE 3 OF --3.-
1'2. TECHNOLOGY REQUIIIENENTS SCHEDULE: _
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY r
i. Analysis -- i !
2. Background Measure.
3. Laser Development
4. Prototype System De.
5. Flight Development 7D
Test
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) __ i
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _
3 Operations I
4. Improved Systems [ i
!
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: _-
I TOTAL },
TEC IINOL OGY NEED DATE , L
14 REFERENCES: _
"Detection of OH in the atmosphere using a Dye Laser" E k Baardses and
R. W. Terhune, Applied Physicr Letters, Vol. 21, No. 5, Sept. 1972. )
"Measurement of Hydroxyl Concentration in Air Using A Tunable UV Laser Beam"
Charles C. Wang and L. I. Davis, Jr., Physical Review Letters, Vol. 32, No.T, _
Feb. 1974.
r,
!
4
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMPONFNTORB EADBOARD_ESTLDINRELEVANT _ !_
1. BASICPHENOMENA Otk_ERVLD AND REPORTED. 6, MODEL TESTED INAIRCRAFf LNVIRONMENT. ,_
2. TIIF:ORYI"ORMuI.ATED TO DESCIUBE PlIENOMENA. 'f. MODEL TESTED IN SPA{'E EN%qRONMENT. }" $. TBFOWI TI.:s'rI.:D BY PIIY:.iICALENPI_'NIMENT l, NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DaRtVED FROM A MUCII LE,_SER ?_OR M'_TIWMATICAL .MODFL. OPERATIONAl, MODEL.
4, PER'rlNENT FUNCTIONOR CIIAIG_CTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, @, RELIABILITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL, _
E.G., MATEIID%L,COS'PONENT, ETC. 10. LI#EThME ERTENSION OF AN Oi'ERATIONAI,MODEL.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): IR Detector Silicon PAGE 1 OF _ i
Surface Barrier Detector with Sm_ll Sen_tivR Vol.zmR (PygyP_mm i
'2. TECItN(ILOGY CATEGORY: _,_nanr
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Prepare silicon surface barrier detecl
• or with appr_ :imatel.y cubical sensitive volume and acceptably low noi,_e and i
high resolution. Should be totally depleted. :
-t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Silicon surface barrier detectors with sL : '_ve .
.... volume Of 2zSxSmm r totally deplRtRd: wS+.h mnr_mnt._h]m nn{_R; _m_l]m1_.V,'_l Imp
__Mill have less noise. HAS BEEN CARRIE7 TO I LVEL __
5. DESCRD'TI()N ()I:TECHNOI,OGY
For simplest elergetic trapped particle experiment for probes into outer
planet atmospheres, an approximately cubical sensitive volume totally de- !
• plated silicon surface barrier detector would be required. This sensitive
volume is readily available with lithium drifted silicon detectors whmch have
been used for many years with such detectors in earth orbit. The outer
planet atmosphere probe will require passive storage in space for at least
two years and the lithium drifted detectors would require biasing during this
:_ time for reliable operation. Biasing would be difficult to provide in the
probe. The surface barrier detectors would not require biasing.
P/I,REQUIREMENTS BASED•N: [] PRE-A,• A,_-_ B,• C/D
6. RATI( NAI,I,,AND ANALYSIS:
a. The simplest energetic trapped particle experiment for probes into outer
planet atmospheres requires a silicon detector with a large cubical volum!
b. Presently used detectors with these volumes are lithium drifted units.
c. For the two year minimum storage time required for outer planet atmosphere
probes, reliable operation is not expected ,_ith unbiased lithium drifted
' detectors.
d. Surf"ace barrier detectors if made with a totally depleted large sensitive
volume and acceptable nniss and resolution would be compatible with this
• experiment c.n outer planet atmosphere probes.
LCEPRODUCIBILrI_/OF TIIE
PA@Bm POOR
' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8__
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L ..................... ....... 1....
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Si]_nnn S,,_e_ce B_rrierPAGE 2 OF 3
Detwctor with larqe cubiq_I sensi_iv_ volume {2xPx2} mm IR Detector _ ;
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Use a more complex energetic trapped particle experiment on outer planet
atmosphere probes.
{
; 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I. Increased weight and power of a more complicated experiment.
2. Means to supply bins voltage for a lithium drifted detector.
, 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
No assurance cf correct operation of required size of lithium drifted silicon i¢
detector after more than two years of tnbiased storage.
i
?
; i 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOIL)GY ADVANCEMENT: i,
None
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
_ 11. RELATED TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS:
General energetic particle detector technology.
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I i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
•:' l, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE): . Sil±con Surface Bar#'.i.erPAGE 3 OF ../__
"; Dp.+.enf.c_rwith imr_m cuE,iP.almRnm5%ive vnlJJmp.[2x2x2) mm IR Detactor
', 12. TECHNOI,OGY REQbII1EMENTS SCHEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
,: ,, . . , ,
SCHEDUI.E ITEM !75 76 77 78 79 80 81:82 83 84!85 86i87 88 $9 9091
, " " ' ' " -" :: . w, ,! .__
: TECHNOLOGY
: ' I. Detector Design
: 2. Detector Fabrication
¢
( 3. Detector Lab-Checkou _ I
: 5.
A PL:CATION
: 1. Design (Ph. C)
2, Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4. 1 1
, |j
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATI,: _ I 'TOTAL
, ., , J,, , ,,,,,, . ..... Ju_ .
i H i,ii i IH
14. REFERENCES.
Outer planet atmospheric entry probe-system description, July, 1975, NASA-
AMES Research Center.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART _. cosvom.TOn_zAt_m' ,_srLntNm._:W_,T
ENViRONMeNT IN TH' t_C,_._qX.II_y.
I. BASIc PIIKNoM_/NA OB,'CI::R _.}D ANI) R_'I_'HiTED, @. MODEL TESTED 1"q AI _ .il'T LNVIRONMt- NT,
2. TIIEOtlY I"('NIMIq.ATED TO DI' ,rI,:'IIE I'III:NOMENA. ?, MODEL TF.S'II.I) iN SP,kCF EN%'IR,DNMENT.
._. T}II.'oI_'t Tt,._'rl:l_ BY PIP.',',;ICAL I:XPLI,II:,I_NT I, NI::W CAPAIII|,ITY I'K.IIIV'I:D Fh.J,X| A MUCI1 LI:gI.:R
OR M_TIIEMATICAL MOI:,t:I,. OPEP_'I'IOhAL MOOLL.
.; 4. PKHI'I:',LNT I"I'N,''I'ItIN '.'_R ClIA|tA,t TI;:FIISTIC DI'::,"IONSTltATF.D, l, II._L, IABILI FY UPGRADING t)l,' I,N OPERA Fit _NAI, MOI)KL.
: i, , , ,E,G., MAT_II'AI., CO_'PtkLI.:I',T, l',lc, 10, I,,]FgTIMK LXTENSION OYASOll.lb%TIOl_',t, MOI_)'I,.
,i , - , ,,, II I JJ' __
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